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Big Crowd Saw Great Boxing Show Last Night— A Fire Started By Gentle Hand Of Nature—Two What Col. Southard Told Knox County Legion*
Cochran Surprised ’Em
Bears and a Ditch
naires—Bonus Is Coming

Last night's boxing exhibition was better condition than the latter. Both
lBy The Roving Reporter—Second Installment)
“I don't want to see any American tion was conducted from two angles,
developments In marketing the rlpsnortlngest affair ever staged men took lots of punishment, but
blood
or any American money put and the Investigators reached the
register annually shows many Knox
homemade articles.
at the Rockland Athletic Club and a there were times when the Belfast
same conclusion, that under the cir
County names And you pass a State Into the fight between Italy and
»
When faith la lost, when honor ♦
Mrs. Rena C. Bowles, home indus big crowd of fans returned home with contender seemed a bit groggy.
cumstances thev wnuM hav»
sh*
Game Preserve. The Department of Ethiopia."
♦ dies the man la dead —Whittier ♦
Frisco Dix was detained at home by
men there, just as the camp com
tries specialist for the extension nothing but praise for Matchmaker
Inland Fisheries and Oame Is now
an important social engagement, and
The speaker was Col. Frank E mander did. The natives preferred tu
service of the University of 'Maine, Hamlin's latest show, All of the
doing much of that work; the trout
bou's were of the slam-bang variety the familiar figure of Young Audet
Southard,
commander of the Depart take their chances by staying, rather
rearing pools tn Little Squaw Moun
co-operating with the gift shop com
and there wasn't a single long watt. loomed in his corner, opposite Ponzi
ment of Maine, American Legion. His than being hauled off by train. "A
KNOWS HIS SUBJECT
tain
Plantation.
Oaudets
at
West
mittee. said, "New opportunities are The only substitution made was of a Cochran. Most of the fans wondered
audience was a representative gather Congressional investigation,” said the
Outlet; Maynards; and the entrance
’
opening continually for selling native better man In place <a> the one origi which cemetery Ponzi preferred as
ing ot Knox County Legionnaires, speaker, “would simply be an addi
to
Wilson
’
s
Sporting
Camps
—
all
fa

Gaylord Douglass To Discuss hlgh slandard producU whlch are nally scheduled
hts last resting place, but as the bout
assembled
In the hall of Winslow- tional junket. No one in partlcular
Emiliar names to many Knox County
Charlie Brann was outclassed by went on they changed their opinion,
Timely Affairs At Metho- produced In the home If you wish
Holbrook Post Thursday night for the was at fault. The Legion did suggest
fishermen
and
hunters.
to earn extra money, first take stock “Blueberries" Larrabee. Jr., but held for Audet was having his hands full
launching of the annual membership that improvements be made ln the
dist Church
A Railroad Graveyard
, of your resources and talents, his own In the scramble tor small every minute, and In the third round
drive.
distribution of the weather aervlce."
he was down twice for a partial count.
When you go to view the Monson
We crossed a sizeable stream
secondly consider your marketing coins.
Taking up the war situation ln
Col. Southard, who was elected
Gaylrd W Douglass. a speaker on
Tha next bout Introduced two He came back strong in the fourth alaie quarries be sure you visit the spanned by a fine new bridge, and commander at the State convention in Europe. Col. 8outhard said he pre
possibilities. Then submit youf work
International affairs. wJl be guest for approval to experts If possible." Knights of the Mitt who are well round, but did much holding In the right spot, otherwise you will find oame presently to a township which this city last June, had Just returned ferred for this country a policy of Iso
fifth. If there was a choice the
tgxafcer at the Sunday morning serv
yourself among a maze of refuse ma bears the euphonious but somewhat from the national convention ln St lation rather than an attempt to act
The county demonstration agent, known in Knox County as rugged,
honors went to Ponzi, who fought the
willing
fighters
—
"Pershing."
Hen

terial as Bob Webster and I did. The disconcerting title of "Misery Gore" Louis, filled with the enthusiasm and as the saviour of the world. "Nothing
ice In Piatt Memorial M E. Church, the extension specialists In the Orono
dricks of Camden and Johnny Board- best battle of his career.
result was much clambering, slipping Then through Taunton-Raynham to Inspiration which It afforded although Is to be gained by the United States
his tubject being "Christian Citisen- office, art teachers and buyers can
Aspirants for ring honors appeared
often give helpful criticisms. Their man of Rockland Both were very
and sliding and finally, bathed tn our northernmost destination. Rock he really saw but little of the con becoming Involved. I don't want to
ship in the World Today."
at
this
Juncture
—
Walter
Reynolds
i experiences give them a background much in earnest, but disposed to obey
perspiration, we left the scene con wood We did not go into the village, vention due to the fact that he served see American blood or American
who wants to meet any man of his
for choosing the most desirable the ethics of tlie game Boardman's
vinced that after all we had not .seen but headed insteqfl for Jacktnan as the Maine member of the resolu money put into the fight. We have
weight tn Maine; and Young Collins
standards in line of workmanship, cleverness In ducking saved him from
the much advertised quarries, and meantime having enjoyed a glimpse tions committee which was obliged to learned out of our World War experi
of Burkettville. who hankers for an
design, color, and attractive ways of being bested by 'the hard hitting
quite thoroughly dl^usted with our of the Mt Klneo Hotel, across the act upon 738 documents covering al ence that the only privilege we gained
encounter wtth "Boots" Keizer.
Camden boy.
lake, snuggled almost under the for most every subject under the sun, as was of paying the bills. We should
1 packaging.
experiment
The main bout between Cecil Grant
Carroll
Brooks
of
Winslow
and
Nearing the town of Oreenville on bidding brow of Mt. Klneo, whese he put tt.
In summarising her talk. Mrs
continue our neutrality and remain
of Fairfield and "K O." Dennis of
the lower end of Mcosehead Lake, we ' rocky cliff Is exactly perpendicular
Bowles said. “Some women In Maine Clifton Marriner of Searsmont gave
Approximately 100 hungry men were aloof from attempting to control the
Winslow
was
a
rough
and
ready
j
A
beautiful
location,
Mt.
Klneo.
and
the weirdest exhibition of pugilism
have increased their sales by adoptexperienced the cravings of hunger
there to do Justice to the smothered affairs of the world.”
and wrestling that local fans have affair, which, however, did not seem
I lng these marketing suggestions
and tied up alongside that well I no longer marveled that organiza beef supper served by the women
Speaking of the membership drive.
to
please
some
of
the
spectators
quite
seen for many a day. Marriner. a
knoirn resort “The Ledges." conduct tions like to go away up there to hold folks, under the direction of Mrs. Ber Col Southard said that the present
Quality in work sells Itsaelf. special
fine locking chap ao strong that he as well as the previous bouts. DenHs
ed by A P. Stacy, who is also proprie their contentions.
j novel containers and labels attract
nice Jackson and Mrs Annie Alden. alms of the American Legion can be
was immediately dubbed Tarzan, was with his eyebrows In curl papers,
We pa&ced Tarratine—a railroad
j the public. Keep your products uptor
of
the
Braeburn
Hotel
In
OutlAt the conclusion of this feast Milton carried on only with a largo and virile
looked like a warrior from the Ethi
graveyard—the last resting place for
! to-date to harmonize with present In the ring for the first time, but he
ford.
M. Griffin called the meeting to order, membership.
opian
front,
but
hts
belligerency,
did
knew what he was there for. and out
An atmosphere somewhat akin to locomotives and railroad cars which and Post Commander Charles W Mor
day fashions in dress and household
Carl Fellows, chef de gare of the
went Brooks kcrplunko in the second not frighten the veteran from Fairfurnishings. Stress the usefulness of
| excJ'.ement seemed to pervade the had doubtless fulfilled an important ton. acting as toastmaster, presented 40 and 8. who. like Col. Southard, got
Held.
It
was
a
draw.
round.
an article along with color, design
place and we learned the cause cf mission when they were ln their Col. Southard, who prefaced his re a very fine reception, described the
Al. Wilson staged a splendid come- I OBrine and Hamlin divided the
and price. There la a joy In back last night, and emerged from ' referee's Job, and Knight tapped the ’ It. when wc saw the carcasses of a prime
marks bv paving a special tribute to methods which James Fitzgerald Post
We went through Sandwich and
originating and improving talent.
300-pound bear and a cub suspended
Col. F. S Philbrick. who was present of Augusta used in conducting its
his bout with Rookie Wright in much | grindstone.
from a rod hung in front of the res then we didn t go anywhere else for representing the Orand Army of the membership drive.
Learn to utilize more native prod
quite some time, because generous
taurant
ucts. Under-decorated articles are
A prominent figure at Thursday
Republic "If wc had an occasion like
EXAMINATION
ORDER
MORE
ABOUT
COLSON
minded
Bob met another car on the
more appealing than the overnight's
gathering was that of “Ted"
this
In
Augusta."
said
Col.
Southard.
Hunger Coat Two Lives
very narrow highway and turned cut
Throughcut the alx New England adorn’>tl
"I doubt if we could scare up a single Johnson, the new warden of the Maine
Seems that a she-bear and two so far that the starboard wheels of
6tatea Mr Douglas, has had an aver-, ' Avold th* commonplace, com Civil Service Commission To Warren Boy V ho Is Serving
State Prison. He was formally Intro
I veteran."
cubs had been rusticating in the the Ponty went over the shoulders
As
Right
Hand
Man
To
age of 300 speaking engagements an- n*rcl«l-l°oklng article and shun
Reverting to the 8t Louts conven duced durtiw: the after dinner exer
Select a Postmaster For
vicinity of “The Ledges" during the Into a ditch about two feet deep
nually in this area the part six years dustcatch*«i Produce a good prodtion. Col. Southard said; "It looks now cises. and found himself among
Ethiopian Emperor
latter part of the summer venturing Yours Truly found himself on the
Town
Of
Camden
With a long and successful period as Uc‘ and Identify It with the State of
as though you would have to take the friends. He said he had found many
forth at night and helping themselves under s'de somewhat bewildered, but
teacher and headmaster in secondary Mair‘p in order that tourists may
bonus before a great while whether you good Legionnaires employed as guards
George H Conant, lotaj secretary
Word has come back indirectly to j to the contents of the garbage barwholly unharmed. We scrambled out
and that their co-operation was won
schools, he ts favorably known to edu- COme' *** and buy "
of the Civil Service Commission at Warren that Everett Colson, flnanci- i rel and anything else they ccuid find of the machine, surveyed our plight want to or not. Pattman's views as
derful. They are "real soldiers trying
expressed
in
the
convention
did
not
cat tonal leaders As a Rotar:an his
. .. .
Camden. announces that a civil serv- al advisor to Emperor Haile Selassie i which would digest well in a bear's and saw that it meant the summon
to carry on the good work." Warden
ccniacts at home and abroad make
A 1 A,R ,N °™ER DATS
meet
with
very
hearty
approval.
We
ice examination will be held for post- j 0( Ethiopia, has not liked some of tummy. The Stacys conferred with ing of a wrecker.
do not want an inflationary measure Johnson told of previous visits to
him a popular and pleasing speaker
_
master of Camden The formal ex the things the papers have said the wardens, and were assured that
Billions Of Gandy Leaves
He ts welcomed
wrouns and
and
no* Society IS as Having a
Before the next Congress has been ln Winslow-Holbrook Post, and said that
loomed in
In church
church groups
amination announcement by the U. S.
wlvie u was not yet open season they
Good
Show
Bark
In
1»83
about him. since he naturally is an
Where did one find wreckers in session very long you will see the ad the 8t*te Convention ln this city was
young people's as-oclatlons of all de
Civil Service Commlrslon follows:
, had every right to protect their own
that neck of the woods? The driver justed service certificate plan put the beet he had ever attended.
nominations
His messages have
„ , ..
“The United States Civil Service unassuming and modest man. He property.
At the regular meeting which fol
who had been the Indirect cause ol through."
has been referred to as the "one
So cn Saturday night—the eve of
lowed
the banquet Malcolm Stoddard,
our
mishap
took
Bob
bock
to
Tarra

Col. Southard expressed his ad
Postmaster General announces a man braln Uust of
for j our arrival—there a sleepless vigil
ing appointments in New York
aU>ry Of Norlh Kn°x Falr P“'m“‘er
‘nnounces
who Is manager of the Veterans' Ad
tine
—
and
it
was
almost
an
hour
be

miration
for
the
thoroughness
wtth
competitive examination for Post mas- on£ thlng
| was maintained by the proprietor's
ministration at Togus, and Francis
Pennsylvania, the Digjrlct of Colum-! Searchln« amon« so™p possessions of
ter In this town. Receipt of appllca11 seems that besides his com son, George Stacy and a companion. fore I saw him again—then to learn which the American Legion does busiMcDonald, national reemployment
the
late
Dr.
F.
O.
Bartlett
a
copy
was
that
a
wrecker
was
on
the
way
from
bia, and in England.
'ness.
"It
makes
dog-gone
few
mis

mons to close Oct. 22. 1935
merclal cour5e *hlch hf took
Bos* I The policy of watching and waiting
found
by
Henry
H.
Payson,
who
Jackman.
But
as
It
proved
the
agent,
were speakers
Since November 1929. Mr Dougla's
"Thls examination is held under ton' he als0 studled Iaw' wording ; did not go unrewarded for at 2 a. m
takes."
Officers for the coming year were
has served as New England Secretary thoughtfully brought a copy to this the President's Order of July 12. 1933. t0 a letter received at the Ume' n0‘ some heavy object crashed through i wrecker's Journey was needless for
Referring to the Florida hurricane
of the Katicnal Council for Preven office.
and not under the civil service act tha‘ he Planned t0 ,lt oul as a ■ the underbrush at the rear of the the truck which brought Bob back which cost the lives of 225 service men nominated.
Thursday night's meeting was but
When the reporter i In 1883) called
tion of War. and has brought to this
and rules. Competitors will not be la*y« but thou«ht “ »'°uld ** «*<*»- restaurant, and presently could be from Tarratine also pulled the car and 300 natives, he said there were
one more of the successful gatherings
position a wealth of information and at the fair grounds the secretary, T. required to report for examination at
for hts chosen vocation. His heard pawing over the contents of the out of the ditch, with some muscular many emotional people who wanted
experience in dealing w th world A. Gushee ot Appleton, reported that anv place, but will be rated upon their boarding mistress in Washington. D i garbage barrel Lifting the kitchen manpower steadying It on the ditch an Investigation for the purpose of which have bee? held under Com
problems and world conditions. H? more than 700 entries had already education and training, business ex-, c ■ used t0 »y that Mr Colson never . window cautiously the young man side In my former letter I think I punishing somebody. An investiga mander Morton's administration.
has made two irips to Europe for spe been made, and there follow's in the psrlence and fitness.
went any where evenlnS*' but ln- j discharged his rifle dlrertly Into the told you hovf nice everybody was in
c'.al observation and study and for supplement a description of many of
1 is a natural blend of essential min
"Apply to the secretary of the board stead stayed ln and studied 11 may black body. The first shot was fatal, offering to help.
THE GARDEN CLUB
The ride Into Jackman, and from
conferences wtth political and rellgi- the interesting articles exhibited of civil service examiners at the post- «* ‘hat during that time he was
eral elements that put back in the
but from a neighboring tree top came
Jackman to Bingham more than
ous leaders in various countries there Among those who exhibited apples
soil all of the 13 mineral elements
office in this 'town Or to the United reading law.
the distressful walling of a bear cub
recompen cd us for our long delay President Bragdon Of Feder now known to be necessary to grow
His talks are constructive clear, and was Albion Allen, who died recently States Clvjl Service Commission ! I" anV
Warren citizens are It took several shots to bring the 40timely, and a-e adapted to the needs a‘ ‘he a*e of 100 Other apple entries
The highway passes through many
ated Clubs Tells How Win healthy and disease resisting grass.
Washington. D C. for application j Proud of the place Mr Colson has pound youngster to the ground. 11
miles of woods, and for the entire dis
and interests of younger or older peo-, were made by Seldom Dunton. Abner
The club voted to donate $5 for the
made
for
himself
in
the
world,
and
the second cub was with the maraud
Form 10. and Form 2213 containing
terproofing Is Done
tance
it
was
a
continuous
riot
ol
pie—in schools and Colleges, in clubs. Dunton, W. E. Fish. E. Philbrook. S.
hospital
garden. Mrs. Joseph Emery
definite information in regard to,the proud to claim him as a native son. ing party there was no sound to be
color—such autumn foliage as had
church's, ard other organizations L. Bills. Ephraim Heald. D. A- Payson
chairman of this project, said that
The
September
meeting
of
the
Everyone
is
following
closely
the
examination. Application® must be
token it.
never figured In my mo6t extravagant
His Interpretation of in»en»ati«ial and Alonzo Butler.
$10 ts needed to place the stepping
properly executed on Form 10 and developments ln East Africa, and it
Garden Club at the Copper Kettle 1 stones given for an approach to the
Mooeehead. the Beautifnl
In
those
days
a
baby
show
was
an
dreams Here ln Knox County we
matters is always illuminating and
Is
always
with
a
thrill
when
we
find
filed with the Civil Service Commis
The two carcasses attracted much direct attention to a tree or group of Monday was notable for the presence garden from White street. To meet
helpful. His topics and his subject indispensable feature of the fair. In
sion, Washington. D C., prior to the Everett Colson's name mentioned in
matter are practical, timely, and con 1883 the winners were:
attention all day Sunday. Young trees, and sav: Isn't that beautiful?” of Dr. Charles J. Bragdon of this need Mrs. A.. B. Allen offered
any
article
whether
it
ts
tn
a
news

hour of closing business on the date
stantly changing to meet new condi
Child less than 1 year ’beauty).
her cottage at Crescent Beach for
paper or magazine. Those of us with Stacy was undecided whether to sell On this ride we traveled approxi
specified above.
tions.
Austin St. Clair. Hope; Flossie Emma
them to sportsmen who dislike to go mately 70 miles and there was no Gardiner, president of the Federated a benefit card party to take place
imagination
can
picture
to
some
"Warning —AU persons are warned
Oushee, Appleton; Bessie Lillian Ray.
home empty-handed, or whether he break tn the gorgeousness of it.
Garden Clubs ol Maine, who brought I in the near future.
against offering, promising, paying. extent the life he must live there,
should
sell
them
to
some
market.
It
matters
not
that
we
took
the
Fro-Joy Lemon Custard Ice Cream, Hope; gratuity. Joseph T. Ludwig.
soliciting, or receiving any money or under what strain he must be workto the large representation of mem
Child from t to 2 years ’beauty). other valuable thing as a political mg. in such high altitude, and under Bear steak was fetching 50 cents a wrong road out of Jackman and
a brand new flavor.
A real taste
AN INCONSIDERATE FOX
bers
an Interesting as well as profi
Cassie Lucy Gushee, Appleton; Tiletreat for you.—adv.
contribution or otherwise for use of somewhat primitive conditions the pound in Oul)ford, we learned. Young found ourselves almost In Canada;
Stacy who is a student tn Guilford It matters not that we passed through table talk on the care of the garden
ston Brown. Hope; Loren Athearn,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Influence, support, or promise of sup situations with which he must cope.
Hope.
We too have to doff our hats to High School was doubtless very much a succession of showers cn the home during the winter months.
Secmzif we can't get rounfl any
port ln obtaining appointment. Any
T new taste treat, Fro-Joy Lemon
of a hero when school opened Mon ward Journey; wc had a refreshing
Child from 2 to 5 years ’beauty).
Dr. Bragdon prefaced his formal where down this way without running
Custard lee Cream, on sale today at Willy Ripley. Appleton; gratuity. Ad- such act is a violation of law, and Mrs. Colson who has been at her
supper at a charming little resort talk entitled "Winterproofing the over foxes! Carl Chaples, milkman
husband's side practically all during day morning.
offenders will be prosecuted "
your nearby ice cream dealer.—adv.
Meantime we had been given a known as Maplewood Spring Camps
die C. Athearn, Hope; gratuity. Edie
the time he has been at this post.
Garden" by speaking of the stimulus of Morse's Corner, picked up last Sat
Angie Jones, Hope; gratuity. Hattie
From what we read. Ethiopia is not demonstration that we were really Just outside of Bingham, and were
an annual flower show provides for urday a fine large red fox on the New
A BASKET MEETING
ST. GEORGE
Addie Jones. Hope; gratuity. Bessie
the most pleasant place to live in, in the game ocunty. The largest home only a little behind schedule
County road that somebody had run
a garden club, and also touched up
The day’s mileage—351.
Welman, Hope.
particularly for a woman and at animal we had previously seen in that
over during the night. If they can't
Missionary
Workers
Of
the
(The End i
The best running boy. froth 8 to 12.
on the noteworthy work being done keep off the road we wish at least,
certain times during the year. But locality was a dead porcupine.
Entering the town of Greenville
was Alonzo Newbert; Herbert HazelWEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 9
in roadside beautification in the that they wait till the fur is prime.
Lincoln Association Here she has remained, and we can not
tine. 2d; Sammie Couch, Appleton. 3d.
Afternoon and Evening
WHITE PINE BLISTER
help but think that in so doing she one gets his first view of majestic
J A. T.
competition
sponsored by the Port
Next Wednesday
DEARDENS ORCHESTRA
Best running boy from 12 to 18- Albert
must be an unusually fine and loyal Moosehead Lake, a wonderful picture
land
Sunday
Telegram,
citing
some
119-120
Sunday with its surface an unruffled Sum of $255,000 Has Been Allocated
Davis. Appleton; Alden Allen. Hope,
The Baptist Woman's Missionary wife to him.—By Alena L. Starrett.
special spots which have already YOUR FAVORITE POEM
sheet of silver, and with the shores
For Walter Froot'x Department
2d; Robert Spencer, Hope, 3d.
Basket Meeting of Lincoln Associa
in every direction ablaze with euMr. Payson recalls that he had a tion meets next Wednesday at Little
undergone an amazing transforma
If I had to live mv lUe again I would
The Works Progress Administra tion.
tumn-hued foliage. It is from Indian
refreshment stand on the grounds.
have made a rule to read some poetrj
field Memorial Baptist Church. Visit
and listen tp aome music at leaat once
Hill Farm that you really get your tion has allocated $255,000 for control
Dr. Bragdon pointed out that so a week The lose of these tastes la a lots
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND STB T Co. ing speakers are Miss Alma M. Bistor
of bappinesa.—Charles Darwin.
first view—a marvelous location for work ln Maine against spread of
Service to Vinalhaven. North Haven. of Detroit. Mich., and Miss Eleanora
many of our plants are not native
Stonington. Isle an llput. Swan a
white pine blister rust during 1935
lovers of grand scenery.
Island and Frenchhoro
Offers during the Month of October
Bateman, State Secretary for Chil
here or really adaptable to this
PAST AND PRESENT
GO
HAND
IN
HAND
Effective Oct. I, 19J5
’
and 1936
Regular $5.00
dren's World Crusade and Mrs. L. H.
Well Known Landmarks
Winter Service 1935-1936
I remember. I remember
climate
that
it
is
necessary
to
start
Bur
F
rom
T
k
G
uy
W.
O.
Frost,
federal
agent
connect

Dally Except Sunday
The house where I was born.
Wight, State Director of Woman's
Greenville is another Maine town
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Who Can Buy F'pon You
ed with the Maine Forest Service, in the spring to prepare for the The little window where the sun
Eastern Standard Time
Work.
Came
peeping In at morn:
which
has
a
large
schoolhouse
—
not
Bead Up
For
CAPIrt Y SAI I SI i i Ks
Read Down
made the announcement Thursday winter. Plants and trees should be He never came a wink too soon
The program:
A M
to
be
compared
to
Millinocket's
of
On S°[c AIT) PniNTIHG
Nor
brought
too long a day;
Ar. ’®oo
and reported on the number of men supplied with proper food, the soil But now, I often
5 30 I.V. Swan's Island.
wish the night
Forenoon —10.09. Devotions, Mrs.
Ar . 440
course, but still a very conspicuous
Jill
lz,y Put tm '
6 30 Lv Stonington.
cultivated
and
watered
to
keep
them
Had
borne
my
breath away.
employed on the project.
Ar. 3 30 George Currier; 10.15, Business. Re
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
MAIN at BEECHWOODS STS.
institution
known
as
the
Greenville
2
45
Ar.
8 IS Lv. Vinalhaven.
He said there were 478 unskilled healthy. To Illustrate this point he I remember. I remember
THOMASTON
TEL. 52-2
L.V. 1 30 ports and appointment of committees.
930 Ar. Rockland.
consolidated School. The weatherThe roses, red and white.
120-tf
and
43 skilled workers from relief said that he has 80 fruit trees on his The
118-120
violets, and the llly-cupsSpecial Music; 1045. Address, Alma
vane ts quite appropriate—an owl.
place, and out of this number he Those flowers made of light!
rolls,
30
skilled
non-relief
employes.
M. Bistor, (Missionary to foreign
The
lilacs where the robins built.
Greenville also has a Masonic
10 supervisors and four county agents has lost three the past two winters. And where my brother set
speaking people of Detroit, Mich.);
Temple.
The
laburnum
on his birth-day,
He has no shelter or wind break of
on the Job.
The tree is living yet!
offering; 11.15. Our Work and How To
Instead of going on to Moosehead
any
kind,
the
success
of
the
trees
de

The work, thus far confined to re
Do It, Mrs. L. H. Wight (SecretaryI remember. I remember
Highlands, which we have visited on
moval of ribes—gooseberry and cur pending entirely upon the care he Where I was used to swing.
Director of Eastern Maine); 1135. Ad
several occasions, we turned left
And thought the air must rush as fresh
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
has
given
them.
Do
not
pull
weeds
rant bushes which spread the rust—
To swallows on the wing;
dress. Miss Elenora Bateman (State
through Greenville, glimpsing as we was being carried on in 41 municipali from the garden during August and My spirit flew ln feathers then
VS.
That Is so heavy now.
Secretary C. W. C).
did so the little fleet of lake steam
WATERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
ties in 12 of Maine's 10 counties, September, as plants should rest And summer pools could hardly cool
Afternoon—1.45, Devotions, Mrs.
boats
hauled
up.
Bob
is
my
authority
during the autumn season. Salient The fever on my brow.
AT
Frost said.
Ethelwyn Frohock; 2.00, Reports of
for the statement that for a number
points were given for the care of I remember. I remember
Committees; Special Music; 2.15, Ad
The fir trees dark and high:
of years I. L. Snow & Co. sent Steve
perennials and roses. The care of I used to think their slender tops
dress. Miss Alma M. Bistor; Offer
Brault there each spring to put them
Were
close against the sky:
2.00 P. M.
peonies Intrigued many, also that of
ing; 2.45, Open Forym on Children's
tn readiness for the season's work.
ADMISSION: 25c, 35c
hedges. In telling of the care of It was a childish Ignorance,
Work, led by Miss Bateman; 3-15,
But now 'tls little Joy
-unil ,/ it j
PRINTING
Riding on that side of the lake you
Plays and World Series Scores Announced By Amplifying System
lawns and turf Dr. Bragdon recom To know I'm farther off from Heaven
Don't
FoncrT
Clocinfl Moments, Mrs, Wipht.
come to Squaw Mmtnln-ln Tnn, whom
mended the use of MenderUt which Than when I wiu; a boy.
-Thomas Hood
newer

GRANGE FAIR

THE SILHOUETTE
BEAUTYSHOP

Loyalty
Success

OIL PERMANENT

$3.00

FOOTBALL

Community Park, Saturday, Oct. 5
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If any man suffer as a Christian,
let him not be ashamed —I. Peter
4:16

THE DOUGHNUT-HOLE
These matters of history are not to
be Inconsiderately passed over. Under
date cf O:t. 2 comes from New York
this United Press despatch:
The late Captain Hanson Gregory,
of Camden. Me., was nominated for
the New York University Hall of
Fame today bv the National Dough
nut Month Committee The citation
nc:ed that Captain Oregory, who
died in obscurity 14 years ago, "not
only discovered the hole in the first
place but invented the proper process
for enclorlng the hole In the dough
nut."
Here is matter of such local signi
ficance as that our people of these
later times cannot too deeply appre
ciate the notice that New York is tak
ing of this fact in history. It is true
that to Camden falls the birthplace
honor, for It was at Clam Cove, then
an outskirt of the town that Hanson
Gregory first looked into what thc
poet has to Justly alluded to as the
light of day;, but it was Rockland
which early became his home, and
whence throughout a busy lifetime
he sailed in all capacities upon deep
water ships, and where was spent the
final years of a busy and honored
lifetime.
It was to the writer of these pres
ent lines that Capt. Oregory told of
his sailor experiences which began
as ship's cook, and out of which he
developed contact with the dough
nut of that period, an unwieldly docu
ment, fashioned to the gustatory
abilities ot the man before the mast,
but scorned and rejected by the quar
ter-deck Hence the stirred ambition
of the cook and the happy thought
of the hole in the middle, that after
long endeavor issued from it—greet
ed with derision by the sailor-men.
but destined in the gradual unfold
ing of time to work a revolution in
the entire doughnut industry.
The details of the story as pr.defully unfolded by Capt. Oregory to
his newspaper friend can be found
in the carefully preserved files of
The Courier-Gazette where they
were embalmed. Just as they fell from
the lips of the proud inventor. This
newspaper entertains a natural pride
in the fact that it should have been
the first to give to the world the au
thentic story of the doughnut, and the
hole of it, and rejoices in the fact
that in the chief city cf the country
the matter has come in for such his
torical illumination.
_____________

DOWN AUSTRALIA WAY
As a people we are not much aeuainted with Australia, standing
lone in those far-away regions of the
outh Pole. In a vague way we have
in mind, out of story books, as the
lace to which Great Britain congned its criminals at whose hands
ic chief part of its development was
nought about. The story books dealt
iueh with these features and the
rniance of the ticket of leave man
ho. permitted a refum to c.vilizaon, violated its terms, to his much
ndoing, as illustrated by Pip's unsspeoted benefactor of that supreme
lory-tbcok. “Great Expectatlorts."
[ we could call back those adventrous deep-water sailor-men who
arr.ed the ships of Knox County
ito the Antarctic zone, there should
e tales of peril and adventure to
eien to that would bring those disant waters into our very present
The recent visit to Honolulu made
y Gen. Thompson has drawn attenion to this region from which he
ails, especially to his expressed ap■roval cf the growing activities of the
rnited States in Pacffic waters, and
he comfort which is felt that this
riendly power in thus moving is
i-eening the loneliness of the life his
ecple lead. The closer the contact
'I English-speaking countries, he de lares, the greater the assurance of
zcr’.d-wide peace. How it works out
lith the United States and Canada
verybody knows. It should be the
ame with the remote countries of the
South. "I have always felt," Gen.
Ihompson declares, “that if the EngIsh-speaking peoples in the world
ould form an alliance for peace,
uch an alliance would maintain
rorld peace; the remainder of the
rorld would not dare antagonize it.”
i sound conclusion.

ROTARIANS AND GOOD-WILL
>tary at its yesterday luncheon
• was favored in its guest speaker,
i M. Elizabeth Arnts. who as field
;tary of the Gcod Wi'll Home is
zisit to this eastern part of the
e.
was of course the story cf this
zelous institution of work among
y boys and girls, that the speaker
:nied. a story as related by her
iclj thrilling interest as held the
st attention of her hearers and
them insight into this splendid
, which, born cut of the vision of
ge W. Hinckley has become one
ie mest famous institutions of
ountry.
told by Miss Arnts the details of
rtory, which were illustrated by
res. stood out vividly and greatly
rrsed her listeners.
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those which have been submitted
CUTTING THE QUOTA If
which show especial originality and
appropriateness to the subject have If Red Tape Were Good To!
• The gong rings!!! You hate
been made by James Hayes, Jahn
(By the Pupils)
Eat None Would Go Hun-)*"
just one minute—
Blethen. Ruth Pike, Edward Hayes, I
Gordon Flint, Dorothea Merriam.
gry, Says Writer
—to snatch up your life insur
The football team is playing Water- Ruth Thomas. Robert Harmon and j
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:_
! ville High at Community Park this Orant Davis.
ance, fire, accident and auto
• • • •
Maine's relief quota has been cut
afternoon, the game commencing
mobile policies from a drawer,
in
some cases 68%. Massachusetts
at 2.
An entertaining program was given
• • • •
if you know which drawer!
at the Junior High assembly, Wed has been cut 205. We see here a
There will be no school Tuesday on nesday morning by Division 8-2, di policy catering to the areas where a
—to lay your hands on your
account of Knox County Teachers' rected by Miss Thompson. The first j mass uprising is most to be feared.
j Convention, which will be held at sketch, “A Difference of Opinion,” j There people are not so prone to bow
important financial records, re
this building. Speakers at the moirn- had these characters: "Pa ” William to conditions as are we in Maine.
ceipts, cancelled cheek’s, leases,
t ing sessions will include Miss Parker. Cummings; “Ma." Jeannette Gordon; The administration in Washington
contracts! If'here are they?
Miss Nichols, Miss Brown, and Prin “Kate," Edna Gamage;
"Mary,' has the idea that we can take it and
cipal Blaisdell.
Athleen Tibbetts: "Jake." Russell ! like it. But there is always the pos
• • • •
—to locate your will, gather
Richardson; "John." Harold Heal > sibility, even as in New York or Bos
A jolly soiial was held la~,t evening Music was given by the 8-2 orchestral, ton, that people may "take it" and
together a few beloved photo
in the gym. with the freshman class group, composed of Lolita Knight, make the other fellow like tt. Per
graphs, keepsakes and other
as hosts. Drqcrations, which were piano. Oordon Burgess and Ruth haps down (here they think that we
colored
streamers forming a rainbow, Nichols, violins and Jeanette Gordon, up here, hibernate In the Minter and
treasures—
with pots of gold at the ends, were saxophone Another sketch, "Three suck our paws, even as the bear.
Time's up! Did you do it? Then could you do
The very bright idea has popped
in charge of Roger Perry. Inez Bow- O’Clcck in the Morning." was pre
into the headwof the writer, that
1
ley.
Robert
Harmon,
Erleen
Cates,
sented
with
these
characters:
“
Lon,
”
it in case of actual fire when you might he lucky
and Richard Karl. A unique enter Harry Graves; and "Parmer Blivens." somehow, in tome wav he must feed,
to have 30 seconds?
tainment in the form of an audition Oscar Malburg, Harmoigca selec clothe and warm his family and him
for vaudeville consisted of the follow tions were played by Edward Sullivan self. To do this he must either work
Put your valuables at once in a Safe Deposit
ing numbers: Trio, "Qolden Slippers," and William Bicknell. Barbara Bod- beg or steal Let us say that work is
Box out of Fire’s reach, out of harm's way.
Orant Davis. Roger Perry and Rich man acted as leader, taking charge of denied him. Then comes begging.
ard Karl; vocal solo, "Roll Along the devotions and announcing the How can we beg from othsn, who,
also begging, have nothing to give
Prairie Moon," Oeorge Huntley: program.
Greta Garbo and Freddie Bartholomew in “Anna Karenina’*'
(NEXT WEEK IS FIRE PREVENTION WEEKI
Ah! there is one more channel open
• • • •
saxophone solo. Virginia Rackliffe:
Heading the cast are Oarbo as Anna . personal triumphs to take over the
toamblilon.
Mm!
stealing!
Asport

The junior business training class
harmonica duet "Blue Moon,” George
„
,
. __ . ,
.. .
role as Garbo's son.
Robishaw and Maurice Johnson; toe is preparing a program to be given ing proposition, this. A good chance Karenina, and Fredrlc March as
...
,__
. . .
Maureen OSullrvan, because of her
of
losing
out
in
the
end.
Just
like
dance, Mary Egan; "The Rose in her in connection with Fire Prevention
Count
Vronsky,
her
lover.
Basil
Rath,
brilliant
work
in
"Barretts
of
WlmHair," Rose Murgita; solo, "That's Week, with Edith Gray as chairman life.
) pole Street." was chosen from an im• • • •
Well, the writer, after weighing the
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
What You Think," Bernice Havener:
boffe was lured from the stage to play
1|st of candldates for ph^ss
relative
discomforts
of
starvation
or
A
real
opportunity
was
afforded
the
solo, "Lulu's Back In Town," Solomon
Karenin.
Anna's
ruthless
husband,
Kitty
Shcherbatoky.
and Phoebe Fosthe
preferable
hoosegow,
has
leanings
Cohen; soft shoe dance, Harriet members of this school Tuesday to
. ter, Broadway stage star, abandoned
toward
brigandage,
the
open
road,
and Freddie Bartholomew, of David . .
.
.
_ ____
Wooster. Norma Havener, and Bar learn about the Civilian Conservation
the footlights to play Princess Dolly,
the mask and whatever they use.
bara Murray. Catherine Chisholm Corps when Oapt H. P. Pendergast
Copperfleld,"
was
called
back
from
'
Anna's
sister-in-law
—
adv.
The writer knows to a certainty
acted as accompanist for this pro of the Camden OOC camp spoke at
that
the
Mavor
and
others
have
been
gram. of which Eleanor Mattatall the weekly assembly. "The CCC
to Augu'ta and tried to obtain relief A. C. Tibbetts of Palermo, first, 247
Legal Notice
F : lice Perry, and Paul Horeysack were camp has developed into the greatest
Everything is tied up in red tape If feet 9 inches; Pearl Berry, second.
movement
in
the
history
of
the
in charge. Donald Chisholm and
red tape were good to eat. no one 133 feet 9 inches; Clinton Cunning
IN THK DISTRICT COURT OP THE
William Weed were in charge of tick United States," Captain Pendergast
would go hungry. Alas! my stomach, ham of Whitefield, third, 28 feet 11
UNITED STATES FOR THE
stated,
and
then
proceeded
to
prove
ets and advertising, and the refresh
and a few other stomachs, have not inch.
„
his
assertion
by
facts
and
figures
DISTRICT OF MAINE
ments consisting of fudge and punch
been brought up cn such stuff.
Oxen. 7 feet 1 inch 'and underwere served under the direction of whfch were intensely interesting. He
IN BANKRl'PTCT
So the writer concludes: If he Clarence Olidden of Coopers Mills,
Norma Havener. Bernice Havener and first discussed the project as a na would eat, he will get it where and
To
the
Creditor*
of Earl H Dyer or
By Nicholas Roosevelt
first, 33 feet 6 inches; J. C. Tibbetts
tional and state belief measure, and
Virginia Rackliffe
Camden. In the County of Knox and
how
he
can.
and
abide
by
the
results.
of Palermo, second, 18 feet 1 inch; State of Maine
later narrowed down his talk to the
For the National Republican Builders. Inc..
i Would Eat i
Notice ts hereby given that on the
Henry Cunningham. 14 feet 2 inches
Camden camp. Although the organi
Th9
making
of
hot
beverages
—
The demand that government cease meddling in business naturally raises
21«t day of Sept.-mber, 1M5 the said
Rockland. Oct 4
zation was primarily formed to take
Oxen,
7
feet
2
inches
and
over
—
Earl
H Dyer wax dub adjudicated
the question. Is government meddling more now than before the New Dealicccoa, tea, and coffee—has been
Bankrupt, and that the first meeting of
care of the unemployed boys. It has
Llnnle
F
Burns
of
Union,
first.
136
hts
creditors
will be held at the Court
and In so doing is it exceeding its righto?
claiming the attention of two classes
In Rockland Maine on the
THE SCOTTA FAIR
now become a "shock absorber for the
feet, 11 inches; Henry Cunningham, House.
To both parts of this question the answer is. Yes.
in the domestic science course, also
fifteenth day of October. A. D 193S. at
American ycuth of from 18 to 27
second, 121 feet 2 inches; Oeorge nine o'clock In the fore noon, at which
Let us look at the record.
the making cf quick breads, which
time the said creditors may attend,
years."
Pulling Events Outfeatured Wiley of Warren, third, 110 feet 7 prove their claims, appoint s trustee
Before the New
Under the T.V.A. the Federal ^hMed several kinds of muffins
examine the Bankrupt, snd transae,
The camps now contain a cross
inches.
Two other classes have been busy
such business as may properly come be
the Horse Races On the
Deal the Federal government has entered into the
section of American boys, some from
said meeting
Sweepstakes for oxen—Clarence . fore
Bankrupt's petition was filed Septem
government, save manufacture, sale and transporta- with their needles, making blouses, the best of homes, and some who have
Closing
Day
Olidden, first, 109 feet 1 inch; Llnnle ber IS, 1933.
ln war, made use tion of electric power ln competition pajamas, and tennis shorts, using a had almost no advantages. The Cam
Walter M Sanborn.
F Burns, second. 97 feet 6 inches;
wide
variety
of
materials,
colors
and
_
.
_ _ Referee ln Bankruptcy
of only a few ne- with private industry.
Lincoln County Fair clased Thurs
den camp, which is one of 20 in this
October
3,
1933
- v ’
George Wiley, third. 87 feet 2 inches.
gatlve powers reThe Federal government has gone styles.
_____________________
120-lt
State, is a complete unit under the day with three classes of racing run
• • • •
Sweepstakes for horses—Alvin T. I
striding personal extensively into the mortgage, loan
supervis.on of the War Department, before thin crowds. Volunteer. Ban
The first meeting of the extension
Berry, first, 87 feet, 10 inches, and j
and
business and banking business.
functioning apart from the commun gor gelding, won the free-for-all trot
WATER PIPES
courses
given by the University of
second. 87 feet 2 inches; E. H. Phin- i
conduct.
These
It has financed corporations and
ity, with three commissioned officers, by taking three of four heats, and
REPAIRED
& RELAID
Maine
was
held
Thursday
evening
ney of Belgrade, third, 45 feet 10
powers, for the railroads.
its own camp surgeon, educational Lady Locket, also a Bangor owned inches.
from
7-9
30
in
the
auditorium,
with
Inside and out, digging inclnd“j most part, derive
It has transplanted entire comdirector, sewerage system, etc. "The horse, took the free-for-all pace with
rd Pipes wired out. Sewers dog,
from the vaguely munities and built towns for others, about 75 teachers from Rockland value of the camp cannot be reck a similar score. Worthy Hanover
laid ont and cleaned when plugged.
worded provisions The government has. in fact, em- Thcmasttn, and Camden in attend oned in dollars and cents, for it is a won the 2 19 mixed class in straight
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
FIRST CLASS
in the Constitu- barked upon a series of collectivist ance. A course entitled "Educational builder of men," said Captain Pen- heats.
tic tonka Shallow cellars dog deep
TRUCKING SERVICE
Measurements" will be given by Proer. Floors rrmented and walls re
Frre For All Trot
tion concerning the regulation of or paternalistic acts—all of them, of
| dergast, and although there are over
AND
FURNITURE
MOVERS
3
111
Volunteer (Donnelly!
fee cr John R. Crawford, and another
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
interstate commerce and from the course, proclaimed to be in the
2 2 2 2
Alvin Ouy (Lovell)
60
types
of
work
which
the
boys
do,
FOSTER'S TRANSFER
work, etc.
called "Progressive Education," will
13 3 3
Pluck Pluto (Clukey)
general interest.
,
14th amendment.
this work is secondary to the train
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Time. 2.12*4. 2 09*4. 2 13*, 2:11%.
be
given
by
Professor
Ernest
Jackman
S. E. Eaton
The
Federal
Courts
have
already
For All Pace
The exercise of so-called "police
ing and developing of young men for Lvdy LocketFree
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
12 11
(Bisson)
TEL. 1187-R
ROCKLAND, ME.
powers" under which regulations in nullified numerous of these New Deal every Thursday evening, ending true citizenship.
2 12 2
Jeanne Truax iBisson*
Jan.
24
3
4
3
4
Northern
Knight
(Clukeyl
But these nullifications
the Interest of public health and powers.
J Accompanying Captain Pendergast Jingle Bells (Butler)
4 3 4 3
safety have been imposed has been have intensified rather than lessened
Time: 208*4: 2 08-'.; 2 09: 2 11*4.
was Mr, Thurston, educational direc2.1* Class, Mixed
At
a
recent
meeting
of
the
Junior
divided between the States and the the split that divides the New Deali tor Camden camp, who explained how Worthy Hanover 1 Bisson)
2 2 2
Federal government.
The States ers from the Republicans and the High Girls' Olee Club, directed by ! the "leisure time' from four to ten Bunco Jr. (Clukey)
Czar I rlaco 1 Meader 1
3 3 3
Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
have restricted hours and conditions bulk of the conservative Democrats, Miss Bird, these officers were choren:
Time:
2
12;
2
13;
213%.
p m. daily is devoted to educational
of work and have passed laws in the
They have made it plainer than President. Nathalie Edwards; vice courses, sports, reading, hobbies and
Pulling contests for horses and
Telephone 1380—Will Reserve Yours
interest of public morality. The ever that the New Dealers have been president. Geraldine Ncrton; secre
25 CENTS
BUSINESS FO-KS' SPECIAL
25 CENTS
handicrafts. A cordial invitation was oxen attracted more spectators than
Federal government has regulated trying to change the form and struc- tary. Victoria Ana?.tasio; librarians, i extended by the guest speakers to the racing card. Results in the dif
A Delicious Special Supper Tonight
69Stf
j Do: is Gatti and Ebba Kalloch. New
such matters as the inspection of ture of the American government,
visit the camp, where 200 boys are ferent classes were:
meat and has legislated against the
The New Deal surreptitiously members this year Include Barbara not only earning their living, but are
Horses of 3.500 pounds and under
use of mails for fraudulent and im- substitutes for the old American Scule, Priscilla Brazier, Alice Bar becoming more enlightened citizens —Norman Sherman of Edgecomb,
moral purposes.
; system of checks and balances with ton. Mary Lamb Eleanor Porter.
through a combination of work, edu first. 298 feet 8 laches; Levi Keizer of
It is perhaps worth while here to divided powers and responsibilities, Elaine Ames. Geraldine Norton. cational training, and supervised Rockland, second. 118 feet; Al Morris
note that when the Federal govern- the European system of excessive Lucille Ccr.non, Dorothy Stearns, i leisure time.
of Wiscasset, third 110 feet.
REASONS FOR CONGRATULATIONS
Marguerite Mahoney. Mary Reynolds.
ment sought to regulate personal centralization.
Shareholders of the Rockland Loan and Building Association are to
Horses of 2.800 to 3.100 pounds—
be congratulated for several reasons.
»«*»uoi* are to
Naomi Rackliffe. Dorothy Melvin,
• • • •
Frank Calderwoor, Jr., of Union,
habits through the prohibition j
OUT OF THE SANITARIUM
_
REASON
1
Lucille
Melvin.
Mary
Anastasio.
Doris
experiment
was
Which
system
do
we
want
—
a
refirst, 84 feet, 2 inches; Curtis Genthamendment the
The NINETY-FIFTH CONSECUTIVE SEMI-ANNUAL DIYinFNn
publican government as developed in Gatti, Nora Long. Mary Snow and Conte Kindly Words From One of ner of Damariscotta, second. 23 feet;
disastrous.
SISK ,t8h<S.m<’nth No dW4end *this
country
throughout
a
century
Efcba
Kallcch.
Levi Keizer, third, 9 feet, 4 inches.
Local and municipal governments
the Newspaper's Readers
• • • •
_,
REASON 2
Horses of 3,100 pounds and over—
have imposed restrictions in addition and half of practical experience, or
This dividend will be at the rate of FOUR PER CENT per annum,
The manual training classes have Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
to those of the state and Federal a European authoritarian state,
Alvin Berry of Wiscasset, first, 182
and thia sounds good today.
already started on their second pro
governments.
Traffic regulations however modified?
I want to express how much “The feet, 10 inches; Berry, also second,
REASON 3
ject
in
the
use
of
hand
tools.
Medi

This
problem
cannot
be
passed
off
are accepted in the interest of
Courier" means to me, especially now. 136 feet, 3 inches; Perley Jones of
C®LL^CTED the past six months are sufficient to pay
this dividend and all expenses, and to increase Guaranty Fund Un
public safety
and convenience. by the Republicans with the impa cine cabinets, book racks, small that I am a patient at Central Maine Washington, third, 112 feet, 9 Inches.
divided Profits and Contingent funds by substantial amounts
Through franchises • public service tient self-assurance that the country tables, and bridge lamps are under Sanitarium. The items always are of
Oxen, 6 feet, 6 inches—Otis Jones
REASONS 4, 5. 6 AND SO ON
corporations have been obliged to will, of course, reject overwhelming- way. New textbooks, “Instruction the finest and I look forward to read of Liberty, first. 281 feet, 10 inches;
Space does not permit explanation here, but kindly call and let us
ly
any
plan
so
to
alter
the
American
and
Information
Units
for
Hand
render certain services under pre
tell you about them.
ing them I'm especially interested Pearl Bailey of Jefferson, second, 257
scribed conditions and supervised system. The alterations are already Woodworking" are in use and recita In K “Realm of Music." Ito recent feet, 6 inches; Henry Cunningham
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
in progress, and the country as yet tions are carried on once a week, with
rates.
write-up of the mountains was excep of Jefferson, third, 248 feet, 2 inches.
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
hardly is aware of them.
• • • 9
objective tests given monthly.
Oxen, 6 feet 9 inches and under—
tionally good and it gave me great
------------------ --------------------------------------------------------12SStf
• • • •
Furthermore,
a
real
danger
exists
Most of these interferences with
pleasure to have the view from this
Principal Blaisdell has been visitthat
if
more
of
the
New
Deal
meas

personal and business activities have
hill described. When I first came
in® classes held in the building this
been negative, in the form of prohibi- ures are voided by the Supreme
here I had the privilege of viewing
tions imposed to protect the public Court President Roosevelt will base, week.
these hills and mountains from my
• • • •
or to prevent abuses. They have left , his campaign for re-election on the
Under the supervision of Mr bed. and the grandeur of them makes
the individual and business a large j neec* f°r s0 changing the constituSezak. the biology classes have this one feel thankful to Mother Nature.
measure of freedom from govern- Itlon 65 10 make P°ssible the Pitting
week been taking up the interesting To look at a level country day in
ment interference and restraint.
lnt0 effect of his P°licles without
subject of plants including the cycle and out becomes very tiresome, while
Since the New Deal, however, the Interference by "nine old men.”
our mountains give peace and rest.
It would be little short of disas of life concerning them. Attention Without them our country would be
Federal government, no longer con
was
given
to
the
structure
of
the
tent to check abuses and regulate trous if the country, in the heat of a flower,
pollenat'.on
fertilization, monotonous. Maine is more beautiful
individual acts and occupations en political campaign, were to be adaptation, and interdependence; because of them. To us patients, they
dangering the common weal, has stampeded into thoughtless action also the homology, analogy, and con give hope and courage. Never a day,
taken into its hands vast powers of which might completely wreck the servation of flowers were topics dis but what we comment cn them, espe
control and direction. Furthermore, political structure under which the cussed. This work also included the cially when the sun comes rolling up
the Federal government has itself United States grew great. Such a dissection, diagraming, and labeling from their depths. Not only is this
gone into numerous businesses and course is by no means out of the of the different parts of the flowers column enjoyed by myself, but many
Backed by one of New England’s oldest and
so is competing with private enter question—especially so in view of brought into class.
other patients, as I always pass the
President Roosevelt's inherent im
prise.
paper on.
• • • •
wealthiest firm-of manufacturers which will al
The record speaks for itself. Under patience with any and all restraints
I am having here the best of care
Plans are underway for a Junior
ways be in existence and able to furnish parts for
the N.R.A. the Executive branch of of the freedom of action of the Ex High Social Oct. 11.
and treatment; this institution has a
your
burner.
• ■ • •
very fine personnel.
the Federal government fixed the ecutive.
Instead of purchasing the usual
hours of work; jt prevented business
Hazel N. Day
Our Installation Men Are Factory Trained
drifl bocks, the mathematics classes
Fairfield, Maine.
men from starting new businesses; it
prescribed in certain industries the
are this year making their own note
, conditions under which new machin
Fro-Joy Lemon Custard Ice Cream,
books W’hich are to contain important
A real taste J
ery might be installed; it established
exercises to be used for reference a brand new flavor.
Lynn Lypro Lynn DeLuxc Lynn Premier
DEPENDABLE YEAR ROUND
ICE SERVICE
prices below which manufacturers
after the course is finished. Some un treat for you —adv.
installed
installed
installed
might not sell.
usually clever and artistic covers
DAY OR NIGIIT
Under the A.A.A. the Federal
have been made for these books
Quality Product, Courteous.
Efficient Drivers
WE BUY
Executive restricted the production
which will embody theoretical, ex
of farm crops; paid farmers for des
CHARLES H. McINTOSH perimental, and practical work fti
troying food; regulated the sale,
algebra, plane geometry, and solid
Clarence E. Daniela
Tel 626, Rockland
DISTRIBUTORS OF FURNACE, FUEL AND RANGE OIL
transportation and processing of
geometry. The protractor, square
JEWELER
DAY OR NIGHT
>76 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
farm products and in some cases
27Stf and compass have been used exten
119-110
76-U
helped to fix prices.
sively in designing these covers, and

j STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

At The High School

A Fire Drill

for You...

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

THE REPUBLICAN PARTY’S TASK

Restore Recovery Is the Job Set For Those Who
Believe In This Country’s Future

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW

RFC

BUY A LEADER

BUY QUALITY

Buy a LYNN

ICE SERVICE

$24.50

OLD

GOLD

$34.50

$39.95

McLoon Sales & Service

Every-Other-Day
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FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
ROCKLAND. MAINE
ANNOUNCES
A FREE LECTURE ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

“CHRISTIAN SCIENCE: THE LAW OF LOVE
REVEALED AND DEMONSTRATED”

OCTOBER
s M T w T F s
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
i20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31

By RICHARD J. DAVIS, C. S.
Chicago. Illinois
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church, The
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston. Massachusetts
LN THE CHURCH EDIFICE
CORNEK OF CEDAR AND BREWSTER STREETS

Tuesday Evening, October 8, 1935, at 8 P. M.
THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED

On and after Oct. 8 the offlee of
Dr. C. D. North will be located at 31
Elm street, corner Elm and Union.

The Knox County Fisherman's
League will have charge of the meet
ing at Ingraham Hill chapel Sunday
at 2 30.
A hump-backed haddock was [
caught this week on the east coast |
Even the fish are feeling the need to'
hump themselves these days.

Sunshine Society will meet Monday
afternoon at the Central Maine rooms.
Important work is to be carried on
and all members are especially urged
to be present.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold a
semi-public Installation of Its offi
cers Tuesday night with Mrs. Rose
Sawyer, district deputy president,
installing. Each member is prlvlllged to invite two guests.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Representative Moran was guest
Writing from Presque Isle, upon re
speaker at the Camden Rotary Club ceipt of The Courier-Gazette, R. B.
Tuesday, having as his subject Fillmore expresses satisfaction that
“American Merchant Marine."
Everett A Colson has won such a high
place in Ethiopia, but aa for himself
Aurora Lodge. F-AM, is to have a
Louis A. 'Hanley is having two he feels that he had rather be ln
week's vacation from Perry's Market Presque Isle or any other place in the notable meeting Nov. 15. with the
(Main street) and with Mrs. Hanley good old State of Maine. "Excellent grand master of the Ninth Masonic
and his lather, Oeorge Hanley, are weather for this time of year." writes District who have worn Masonic pins
spending a week at the cottage ot Mr. Fillmore, "but spuds are still on 50 years will be awarded medals.
Aurora Lodge has 12 or more of these
Mrs. Oenevleve Fry, at Hathorne s the bum."
veterans.
Point.
A bit of fun injected into our news
Troop 2 Court of Honor will be held
Kenneth Orcutt has work in a item concerning L. W. Benner s pros
chemical plant ln Watertown, Mass., pective candidacy for mayor, brought ln the Methodist vestry at 7 o'clock
Monday night. The new field Scout J
for two weeks before resuming his some dismay to the Ward 2 states
Executive.
Willis J., Furtwengler. will
studies at Northeastern University. man, who, far from being hostile to
be
present.
Parents and boys inter
John W. Lane's candidacy aa an in
Waterville vs. Rockland, football at After five weeks at the University,
dependent, la deeply grateful to the ested in Joining a Boy Scout troop
he
works
for
a
period,
then
returns
Community Field this afternoon.
latter for the kind words he wrote are invited.
to his studies again.
about
him aome weeks ago Mr Lane
The well baby clinic will be held
Well, here comes another week, with
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet Mon and I understand each other." eald
Monday afternoon. 2 to 4 o'clock, at
a notable picture. "Anna Karenina"
day. with sewing ln the afternoon. Mr Benner to a Courier-Gazette re
the Red Cross rooms. Main street.
at Strand Theatre for Sunday. Mon
Supper at 6 In charge of Mrs. Allle porter yesterday, "and he knew for a
day and Tuesday. Greta Oarbo and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight are Blackington and Mrs. Lizzie French long time I was going to announce
Fredrlc March make it a notable pro
to have rooms at the home of Dr. J. will be followed by the evening ses myself. I would do nothing inten
duction. Other features for the week
tionally
to
hqrt
Mr
Lane,
neither
A Richan, Elm street, for the winter. sions at which plans will be made
would he to me. I want his friends to are; Wednesday and Thursday, "The
for the annual fall fair.
know
that what was said in Thurs Q tri Friend." with Ann Sot hern and
Private installation at Knox Lodge
Jack Haley; Friday and Saturday. Sir
of Odd Fellows Monday night. Those
There will be a free lecture on day's Lvue was put in by the reporter
Ouy Standing and Tom Brown in
as
a
Joke
.
"
not solicited for the 6 o'clock supper Christian Science by Richard J.
“Annapolis Farewell."
are asked to take pastry.
Davis, C. S.. of Chicago, at the local
Speech Readers Club held 1U first
church Tuesday evening at 8. Mr.
Capt. Leighton W Coombs of BelMr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wotton Davis is a member of the Board of meeting of the season Thursday
fats, whose pilot s license was taken
are to occupy the M E. Wotton Lectureship of the Mother Church, afternoon, opened by Miss Helen
from him following the wreck last
house on Broadway after extensive the First Church of Christ Scientist Carr, and in charge of Mrs F F
Brown ln the absence of Miss Helene summer of the steamer Castine, of
Improvements are made.
in Boston. The public is Invited.
Fuller, president. The work this which he was the principal owner,
has received notice from the Depart
Members of the Rockland Shells
The first bear of the season was year will include a review of the
football team are asked to be at Sea shot by 8-year-old John Richards of Kinzie method of lip reading, and ment of Commerce and the Bureau cf
View Oarage at 9 a. m.. tomorrow, as Boston ln the Moosehead Lake region by-weekly art appreciation practice Navigation and Steamboat Inspection
the uniforms will be Issued. The team this week. Bears are reported the Visitors were Mrs. Charles Blaisdell, in Bangor that the license has been
plays the Bangor Casinos in Brewer most numerous for many years, and Miss Priscilla Magoun and Mrs restored. The statement bears the
signature of Lorenze M. Crowell and
at 2.30 p. m.
the wardens hope they may be re Small, of Bath. Up reading teachers,
Silas M Boothby. Inspectors
with
Miss
Magoun
and
Mrs.
Small
duced in number during the open sea
John W. Lane, Independent candi
talking informally of their work; al
son for benefit to man and beast
The Associated Press canted a story
date for mayor, filed his nomination
so Miss Eda Lawry of Friendship.
this week telling how nine Maine men
papers yesterday. They contained
Miss Margaret Adams who so ef Plans were outlined for National
slightly more than 100 names, which ficiently conducted thc ERA Cann Hearing Week. Oct. 20-26. to co have made good ln foreign post* Ref
suffices for the law. Mr. Lane says ing Center this fall has turned ln the operate with Portlands program erence is made to a Knox County boy.
that his petitions bore a total of 1400 report, dating from July 19 to Sept. for Oct. 22. when Dr. Frederick HUI ln this paragraph, Raymond O
Richards of Appleton is vice consul at
to 1500 names, practically all of which 26, as follows: Packed 17.701 cans;
will broadcast over station WC3H
Foochow. China. He started his con
were obtained outside of his own ward. people working paid for 2.759 cans;
1:15 to 1:30. Greetings were ex
sular career in 1933 after serving as
j canned for different people. 11274; tended the club from Mrs. Nathan
The program committee of the
chief clerk of the International joint
number of people using center, 76; Witham whose home is now in
Universallst Mission Circle met at
commission, and has been stationed at
number of people working out relief, Connecticut.
the home of Mrs. E. F. Olover Wed
Caracas, La Guaira. Port-Au-Prince,
24; people working tor cans, 128; 15
nesday afternoon, and made tenta
Opportunity Class met Thursday Nuevltas. Madrid. Malagas. Alicante.
towns using center.
tive programs for the year's study
evening at the home of Mrs. Clara j Valencia and Vigo." David H. Buf
which will be on "Cathedrals," aug
The Vinalhaven & Rockland Emery', with 31 members and five fum. formerly of Rockland, has re
cently been promoted to consul m
mented by religious current events
Steamboat Co. goes on Its winter guests present. Seventy-eight calls
and music.
Others present were
schedule Sat.. Oct. 5, with steam were reported for the month, and Leipzig. Germany.
Miss Alice Fuller, Mrs. Alice Fish and
er leaving Swans Island at 5.30 a. m. four new members were taken In. I There will be circle'supper at the
Mrs. Gladys Morgan.
daily except Sunday, touching at These officers were elected: Presi
Universallst vestry' Wednesday at 6
Chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian Stonington. 620; North Haven, 720; dent, Mrs. Elizabeth WUliamson; Mrs. Lillian McRae as chairman will
first vice president, Mrs. Alice Kaler; |
Society, held Its first meeting of the j Vinalhaven, 8.15 and arriving in
[ Rockland at at 9 30. On the return second vice president, Mrs. Eda be assisted by Miss Blanche Cran
season Thursday afternoon at the
dall. Mrs. Oeorge Stewart. Mrs
apartments of Mrs. Beulah Allen. steamer leaves Tillson's Wharf at Post; secretary, Mrs. Elvie Wooster; Margaret Benner, Mrs Robert Mes
treasurer. Mrs. Pauline Saunders;
The study subject this year is "Music 120 p. m.. making all way landings
ser. Mrs W R- Stewart. Miss Maud
and Poetry," and the first phase to and arriving at Swan's Island at 6 missionary treasurer. Mrs. Beulah Staples. Mrs. J. C. Cunningham. Mrs
Wotton; white cross work chairman.
be considered was “The Development o'clock.
Ambrose Mills. Mrs Frank Sherer,
Mrs. Anna Brazier; welfare commit
and Beginnings of Music," with Mrs.
Miss Annie Conant, Mrs S. F. Cope
In line with Vhe statewide drive tee chairman. Mrs. Louise Ingraham
Ruth Ellingwood as leader.
The
land. Mrs. A M. Moody. Mrs. Perley
against the so-called games of chance, The next meeting was announced to
next meeting will be on Oct. 17.
R. Damon, Mrs. Luke S Davis. Mrs
which have been declared illegal, be with Mrs. Clara Gregory. Com
Walter Dlmick. Mrs. M. B. Perry'.
Press Herald: The Portland soccer 8heriff Ludwick and County Attorney mittees for October are: Visiting. Mrs. Raymond Bird and Mrs. Mae
eleven will play host to the Rockland Burrows will hold a meeting at the Mrs. Fanny Pinkham. Mrs. Nina Barker Holt. A business meeting of
team at the Oaks Sunday afternoon Court House at 2 o'clock next Tues Marshall; entertainment, Mrs. Greg the Woman's Society at 5 will pre
In a 3 o'clock engagement. Portland day afternoon. Letters have been sent ory. Mrs. Oladys Mills. Mrs. Hattie
cede supper.
has shown rapid improvement since to all known owners of machines and Richards; program. Miss Alice Mc
It
Is
hoped
that
all
of
them
will
be
Intosh.
The
evenings
program
the first of the season, and now has
The Citizens Civic Committee gives j
a well rounded club that has a good present as well as machine owners embraced group songs and readings a public supper Wednesday at the
kick. It should furnish Rockland who are not known to the officials. by Miss McIntosh, Mrs. Oregory. and Elks Home, to raise money to meet
with plenty of opposition. .The local The authorities desire that fair warn a vocal duet by Mrs. Saunders and the needs already coming in to the i
Mrs. LUllan Joyce.
Refreshments committee, needs that promise to in
lineup follows: Brown g. Campbell rb. ing shall be given.
were served by Mrs. Emery assisted crease as winter comes on.
Stewart lb, EveVett rhb. McCaffrey
Mrs.
The University of Maine extension by Mrs. Cora Pendleton. Mrs.
chb. McDonough lhb, Elliott or, Beck
John H. Flanagan as general chair
er lr, Vlgers cf. Sheldon 11, D. Everett course for teachers opened at the Williamson, and Mrs. Wooster. The man Is being assisted by these ward
High School auditorium Thursday class and families have been invi
ol, Mathews substitute.
chairmen. Mrs. William Ellingwood
evening, with a representation of ted for picnic supper at Miss Mc
Miss Mary A. Brown. Mrs. J. N
teachers from Rockland and ad Intosh's cottage at Holiday Beach
Southard, Mrs. G. C. Knight. Mrs
Ruth Coltart, chiropodist, will be jacent towns of around 80. the Thursday, Oct. 10.
Those not Donald* Kelsey and Mrs Charles O
vacation from her Talbot avenue greater part of whom have registered solicited are to take bread or cake;
Hewett., for the supper, and Mrs
hce for two weeks starting Oct 14.. for this course, which takes the place also dishes. Beans and coffee will
Perley R. Damon In charge of
of
summer
school
training
to
a
large
idv.
be served. The Havener bus will tickets. These ward chairmen have
extent. Prof. Jackman and Prof. leave the church at 6 o'clock.
chosen their own working commit
Special—have your car washed day Crawford, of the University, were
tees. There will be beano after sup
■ night, all through October 79c. present, and outlined the courses
per, with Mrs. Harry Berman direct
ower washer used. Fireproof Oa- for the teachers. Rockland's regis
ing. A baked bean supper will be
ee.
120-123
tration will be around 50.
served, with generous servings for a
very modest sum.
The meeting of Edwin Libby Relief
Ask your dealer for the Red. White
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 5—(Football) Waterville High vs
Rockland High at Community Park.
Oct. 7—City Government meeting
Oct S—Lecture at Christian alence
Church
Oct. 8—Camden Parent-Teacher As
sociation meets at YMCA.
Oct. 8—Knox County Teachera' con
vention ln Rockland
Oct. 8-5:30-7:30 Citizens Civic Com
mittee holds public supper at Elks .
home
Oct 8—Thomaston—Board ut Trade
meeting at K P hall
Oct 10—Camden—Tea and donation
party at Home for Aged Women.
Oct 12—Columbus Day.
Oct 14—Flrat meeting of ParentTeacher Association at High School.
Oct. 17—Flrat meeting of Baptist
Men’s league
Oct. 23—Bangor annual festival of
Eastern Maine Musical association
Oct 28—Examinations in thia city for
West Point ana Annapolis

id Blue package of Lemon Custard Corps Thursday night brought out
an unusually large
attendance.
t Cream, 25c pint.—adv.
Beano before and after the meeting
rhe .Vinalhaven & Rockland furnished diversion. Patriotic ques
eamboat Co. goes on its winter tions were answered by (Mrs. Millie
ledule Sat., Oct. 5, with steam Thomas, and giving readings were
leaving Swans Island at a»30 a. m. Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, Mrs. Nellie
lly except Sunday, touching at Higgins and Mrs. Adelma Mullen.
onington, 6.30; North Haven, 7.30; Next Thursday a public New England
nalhaven, 8.15 and arriving in boiled dinner will be served under
ickland at at 9.30. On the return the chairmanship of Mrs. Flora
:amer leaves Tillson's Wharf at Ulmer, with Mrs. Velma Marsh in
10 p. m., making all way landings charge of the dining room. There
id arriving at Swan's Island at G will also be circle supper before the
evening meeting.
dock.—adv.
1855

1935

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf

Artistic Memorials in Stone

Magazine bargains good until Nov.
10 only. American Magazine, 2 years
$3.50; Cosmopolitan, 2 years $3.50;
Pictorial Review 3 years $2. Send or
phone for bargain price list. Fred
E. Harden, The Magazine Man Te’.
35-W.
120-lt

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service
AND

Funeral Parlors
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmere and
Attendant*
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all large ettlea
ln the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendant# en duty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
Ml MALI ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
30-tf

The harvest dinner at me Metho
dist church Wednesday was well
patronized, upward of 100 being
served. Mrs. Minnie Rogers as the
able chairman had as her assistants
Mrs. Feme Horeyseck, Mrs. Ella
Lurvey. Mrs. Annie Hanscom. Mrs.
L. N. Llttlehale. Mrs. Eunice Wins
low, Mrs. George Orcutt and Mrs.
Elura Hamlin. ‘Mrs. Thelma Stanley
in charge of the dining room was
assisted by Mrs. William Ellingwood.
Mrs. Grace Lurvey, Mrs. Parker Worrey, Mrs. A. W. Gregory, Mrs. Mar
garet Philbrook, Mrs. Annie Ludwick
and Mips Eva Rogers. Circle supper
chairman was Mrs. Orcutt, whose
helpers were Mrs R. U. Clark, Mrs
Philbrook. Mrs. Gregory. Mrs. Grace
Lurvey in the dining room was as
sisted ln serving by members of her
Sunday school class,

fage Three

WEAR CLEAN CLOTHES
Ford Cleaners offer fine quality cleansing for your Fall garments

TWO SPECIALS NEXT WEEK

MEN’S SUITS

Silk or Wool—One Piece

Regular 49c

Regular 49c

CLEANED AND PRESSED

WHITE, TWO-PIECE AND VELVETS MORE

LIMEROCK STREET

LIMEROCK STREET

AMERICAN LEGION

ROCKLAND,

BUILDING

MAINE
120’lt
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URCHE
SERMONETTE
Permanence
How strangely we think of
things as permanent. We speak
of the eternal hills., of granite as
the rock of ages, hard as flint, and
of gold as an imperishable metal.
Science, however, tells us the dif
ference between gases, liquids and
solids is in the r.gidity of the
atoms inside the substance; that
is all.
Twenty-five years ago Madame
Curie and her husband discovered
radium; they found that the atom
was not the smallest part of mat
ter; rather, each atom is a tiny
un.verse of electrons revolving
around a center called a nucleus,
s.mllar to the planets. Job had a
mes age "I know that My Re
deemer liveth." He wished he
could make that knowledge per
manent, imperishable. "Oh that
my words were now written! oh
that they were printed in a book.
That they were gTaven with an
Iron pen and lead ln the rock for
ever." Had they been so graven
they would not have been so per
manent as if written in a book
Th? permanence Job desired he
already had. namely the Message.
That was eternal. Sometime in
1700 Rev. Phillip Doddridge wrote
his sermons in poetry. Nobody
ever read; one but millions sing
the message ln his hymn. “Oh
happy day that fixed my choir? on
Thee My Saviour and My God."
The permanence of your life will
not b: found in a bank balance, in
your home, ycur fam? or a book
you hav? written; but It may be
perhaps in some forgotten message
cf hope whispered into the ear of
a. troubled friend.
William A. Holman

AT

6unday School Is at 11.45. Wednes
day evening testimony meeting is at
720. The reading room Is located
at 400 Main street, and open week
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • »
‘Guilty or Not Guilty—The New
Trial of Christ" will be the theme of [

THE LITTLE
BEAUTY
SHOP
Mondays, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and
Thursdays
The Regular

Rev. C. H. Olds at the Congregational
Church Sunday morning.
The
Lord's Supper will be served. Sun
day School Is at 9:30. and Comrades '
of the Way at 6:30 p. m. with Earle
C. Dow of the Portland Press Herald
as guest speaker.
• • • •

'God's Picture of a Christian." will'
be the subject of the sermon at the
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
ing. The church school will meet at
the noon hour Endeavorers at 6:15.
The people's evening service at 7:15
when Mr. MacDonald's subject will
be. “If I had but one more sermon to ,
preach." Happy prayer and praise
meeting Tuesday evening at 7:15.
• • • •
Sunday will be observed as Rally (
Day at the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church. Oaylord W. Douglass of ,
Springfield, Mass . will be the guest ■
speaker at the 10:30 and Rev. Charles j
E. Brooks will be the evening preach- [
er. Thc Friendly Men's Bible Class j
will convene at 9:30; Baraca Class!
and church school at noon and1
Epworth League Rally service at 6:30
p. m.. with Miss Isabelle Noyes of
SomervUle. Mass, special Young
People's Worker. In charge. Even
ing worship at 7:30 in the auditorium.
• • • •

Duart
Croquignole
will be

$2.95
-2

Fridays and Saturdays Regu
lar Price $6.00 Will Prevail

THE LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP
598 MAIN STREET

WINONA BRIGGS. Prop.
ROCKLAND

TEL 1064-M

AYER’S
As the days begin to shorten and the cold to strengthen, one be
gins to think of warmer clothing—and when thinking of Men's or
Hoys' Furnishings of any kinds, think ot AYER'S for we have the
goods.

MEN'S FALL UNION SUITS ...................... $1.00, $1.5(1, $1.98, $2.98
MEN'S I \l I SHIRTS OR DRAWERS
79c
MEN s I I.EK El) SHIRTS OR DRAWERS
98c
MEN’S ARMY SHIRTS OR DRAWERS, half wool
79c
MEN'S DOMET FLANNEL SHIRTS
...................... $1.0(1
MEN'S WOOF FLANNEL SHIRTS
$1.75, $2.50
MEN S WOOL WORK PANTS
............... $$20. $320. $420
MEN'S DRESS PANTS ........................................ .... $320, $320, $3.98
MEN S ZIPPER COATS........-........................... $320, $320, $42(1, $5.00
MEN'S MACKINAWS
................................................. $6.00. $72.)
MEN'S SHEEPSKIN
...........................
$5.00
MEN'S WOOF SWEATERS, fancy ........................... $120, $1.98, $320
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS ....................... $1.98, $3.75, $5.00
MEN'S FANCY CORDUROY PANTS
$3.00, $320
MEN'S SUEDE LEATHER COATS
$620. $720, $10.00
If you are looking for clothing to keep you warm—to make you
look well dressed—and at prices you can afford—why, Just rail at

At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday at 13:30; sermon by Rev.
John Qulgg with a sermonette for
the chUdren. Church school will-1
meet at 11:45; Childrens World ,
Crusade at 3; Intermediate Christian t
Endeavor at* 5; Senior Christian
Endeavor at 6; praise and preaching
at 7:15. Communion will be observed
East Union Sunday School will >at the close of the service. Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening at 7:33. (
meet at 10 o'clock.
• • • •
Missionary comference of the Lincoln ,
The Sunday School at > Hope Baptist Association Wednesday from
10:30 a. m. to 4 *p. m. Ladies Aid I
Comer will meet at 10.30.
• • 2 •
meeting Wednesday evening with (
WALDOBORO
Clark Island Sunday School comes Mrs. Ronald Lord. The Teen age ]
at 2. and vesper service at 6:30. sub World Wide Guild will meet with
Capt. and Mrs A D Thomas, Mr
Laura Sylvester Thursday evening.
ject, “Africa."
• • • »
and Mrs. W. Everett Shuman and son
Roger of this town, and Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Helen H Carlson preaches at
MRS, FANNY E, WOTTON
Baylus Baum and son Thomas of
2:30 at Holman Chapel. Ingrahams
St. George spent the weekend at The
Hill topic "Knowing the Way."
Fanny E„ widow cf Frank Wotton.
• • • •
died last Sunday at the home of her Anchorage, at Martins Point.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
son, Ira W. Wotton; 14 SUte street
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
BORN
after, a lingering nines;.
for tomorrow will be: Holy Com
KALER-At Rockland Oct 2. «x» Mr and
Mrs. Wo: ton was born April 20.
Mrs Elmer Kaler, a daughter Barbara
munion at 7:30; Church school at
Belle
1865 and was educated in the public
9:30; Holy Eucharist and sermon at
schools cf Warren. At the age of 22
MARRIED
10:30; Vespers at 7:30.
she was married to Mr. Wotton. and Mri.I.ER-OVERI-OCK-At
• • • •
Portsmouth.
N H Aug 30. by Rev Dorral Lee.
Rev. John Smith Lowe D. D. at the from this union two sons were bom.
Richardson Miller of Union, and Miss
Doris Overlock oj Washington.
Universallst church will have as his She also brought up and gave a
—At Rockland. Sept
subject at (10:45. “Restoring the mother's care to a niece. Margery HARJULA-CONDON
26, by Rev Wm M Brewster. William
E Harjula ot South Thomaston and
Soul.” The quartet will sing. Church Wiley, who died at the age of 11. 8hc
Miss Marietta Condon of Thomaston.
school at noon. Chapin Class picnic Is survived by the sons, Ira W„ of
supper Tuesday at 6 at the Rankin Rcckland. and Leon D. of Warren;
DIED
street homestead of Mr. and Mrs. E. six grandchildren, Robert, Harold, FOOO At Rockland Oct 4. Mrs Lettie j
Fogg,
aged
64
years.
f uueral 8unday
Arthur, Ethel and Evelyn of Warren,
R Veazie,
at 2 p m . from the home of W A. [
• • • •
and Gordon of Rockland a brother.
Fogg, Frederick street.
At First Church of Christ. Scien George Wiley of Warren, and several
CARD OF THANKS
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster nieces and nephews.
We wish to extend a word of thanks
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
Funeral services were conducted by to all those who so kindly helped us ln I
our recent bereavement, for the beauU-1
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser Rev. George Currier of Rockport, the ful floral offerings especially the !
spray and to those who:
mon tomorrow will be "Unreality." b?autiful powers testifying to khe neighborhood
loaned cars.
Leslie Oakes. Mr and Mrs. Forest I
high esteem in which the deceased
Oakes and family.
was held. Bearers were Ira Moore,
Arthur Port, Colby Post, Ansel
THERE ARE NEW AND LOVELY
Wooster, and interment was made in
THINGS IN THE
thc Sterling cemetery in Warren.

' %

WILLIS AYER

Tht DAH Service Men Seyc

"WHAT PRICE HEAT?"
That'i the quetlion to eniwtr
when you buy fuel. DAH ConeCleencd Anthracite jives unple,
easily controlled heel. Think of
(het when considering substitute
fuels.

Russell

Funeral Home
Successor to Bowes ft Crozier
9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier
Rrenchee at Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350

Aurora Lodge. F A M.. had an ex
ceptionally interesting meeting Wed
nesday night when Rexford Daniels
of Amity Lodge, Camden, presented
his Illustrated lecture on "The An
cient Mysteries of Freemasonry and
Their Present Day Application." It
was a fascinating story. Supper was
served.

“What Not Gift Shop”
COME AND SEE
New Persian and Turkish Batiks.
Boxes. Hags, Purses. Russian Char
acter Dolls, Rook-ends. Vases,
Flower Pols, Silhouettes, Mottos,
Trays, Fostoria Glass, Japanese
Prints, etc.
Opposite Baptist Church
MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
120*It

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-DaJ
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Page Foill
VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Newbert have
returned from Union where they were
guests of relatives. They also at
tended the Pair.
Herbert Clayter has returned from
the CC.C. Camp ln Patten.
The 8enlor Christian Endeavor will
begin meetings Sunday at 6.
Marguerite Chapter. OES, meets
Monday evening. After the cere
monies there will be a unique enter
tainment with Mrs Margaret Coombs,
chairman.
Mrs Merritt Lenfest returned Wed
nesday from Thomaston where she
lias been visiting her daughter Mrs
Maude Pillsbury.
Benjamin Oustavison has moved
to the cottage 'Creete'lde," which he
recently bought from Mrs. T. L. Rob
erts.
Mrs. Ada Payson ot Hcpe is guest
of her sister Mrs. Fred Coombs.
A party of 10 enjoyed Wednesday
at Craventhlrst.
David Mills ot Camden is ln town
this week on a business trip.
The Merry Twelve were entertained
Thurday evening by Mrs Charles
Boman at the Red Lion.
Mrs. Ralph Doughty and son
Charles Burton have been spending
the week at Crockett's River with her
parents Mr. and Mrs Charles Young.
Mrs. Hermione Johnson of Marlbora Mass., and Mrs Robie of Lowell.
Mass., recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Raymond have returned to
their homes.
Henry Newbert has returned home
from a visit with his brother Jacob
Newbert ln Rockport.
Miss Elsie Holmquist went Thurs
day to New York. She was accom
panied to Rockland by her mother
and brother Olaf.
Mrs O W. Vinal and Mrs James
Dickenson of Boston were guests
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. William
Smith at East Boston
Assembly was held at High School
Friday morning with this program:
Reading from the Bible. Ruth Brown;
vocal duet, "Lonesome Caroline" and
"Lies." Carolyn Dyer and Bessie
Swears: vocal duet. "The Breeze."
Minnie Wadsworth and Minnie Oray;
singing by the school. Miss Edith
Roberts is pianist and supervisor of
music and Miss Carolyn Dyer, di
rector of programs.
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— By L. Frank

THENATOR HOLT. DOES

OO MINO BEING CALLED
THE ITZY 8ITZY BABY
OF THE THENATE ?

A
— By L. Antonette

BOZO AND THE BARON

)
CO*T»r.H7

Plotkin & Thorndike

FOLLIES

SHOWER
bath

— By Ray I. Hoppman

DON’T BE LIKE THAT!

AMERICAN
AtlOWEDHlS
1b W A BATH AT ANY
TIME IN THE SHOWERROOMS OF HIS SHOP

DR. SAMUEL JOHNSON
CELEBRATED EH6L6R AUTHOR.
KICKED A LAMP- POST
TO PROVE THAT MATTER
EXISTED OUTSIDE THE MIND-

HAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Morrison
left Thursday for a trip to Yarmouth.
Mrs. Eva Hopkins is a visitor ln
Rockland for a few days.
Church services Sunday: Sunday
Sahool at 10; worship with sermon at
11; evening service, 7.30: Sunday, Oct.
20. is set apart as grand Rally Day.
The North Haven band will attend
the service Sunday night and contri
bute several selections. Everyone is
urged to attend.
Dr. L. M. Richardson of Rockland,
for the ninth year was in this town
Tuesday afternoon and Wednseday
conducting a dental clinic for the
grade pupils. He will return next
Tuesday to complete the work
This is made possible through the
generous interest of a summer resi
dent.
Foy W. Brown was in Rockland
last Thursday on business.
As president of the North Haven
Library, Rev. Henry F. Huse and Ida
B Dyer, treasurer, were ln Rockland
last Thursday in connection with the
transfer of cash and securities from
the executors of the Cora Spaulding
estate to the Library, the residuary
legates of the estate. Cash and se
curities at appraised value totalled
$8002.
In Library hall a group of men
gathered Wednesday night to con
sider the advisability of Inaugurating
a Scout organization. Mr. Lawrence
who has had Scout experience, ad
dressed the company and set forth
vividly what this organization can do
for those who devote themselves to
it with interest and purpose. A meet
ing of High School boys will be held
in Library hall Monday at 7 o'clock
when Mr. Lawrence will again speak.
Ezra Merrick and Isaiah Merrick
were Rockland visitors Thursday.

IMAGINARY INTERVIEWS

PHItOSOPHEPS IN HIS CAY
CLAIMED THAT MATTER WAS
JOHN RAM
fXMCUS WK/MIM
ILLUSION
SkUBhI__ D-THE HOUSE BV A MENTAL
------.
WMIMS MS 006 THRU THE AISLES!

f

HERE ’N THERE

I

- - By G«n« Carr

— By Fred Nordley

BARON MUNCHAUSEN
IN ONE MOVE I SEIZED THE COAL-TONGS,
GAUGED THE BULLETS PATH AS IT PIERCED
THE WINDOW, AND DEFTLY CAUGHT THE
SLUG WITHIN A METRE OF
THE DELECTABLE MARCIA*

MARCIA AND I GREW TO BE FAST FRIENDS

She

>

was hiding from her fierce uncle

WHO PERSECUTED HER* WE WERE RUDELY
INTERRUPTED BY THE NEAR SIGHTED GkOSI
who CAME CLATTERING DOWN THE STAIRS

„ „ (IK

*«Lb

I

1 CAST THE BULLET BACK
THRU THE HOLE • UNFORTU
NATELY, IVAN STOOD BEFORE IT, So THAT
THE SLUG PASSED THRU HIS CRANIUM,
CREATING A SEVERE DRAFT THEREIN*
THUS HE CAUGHT ABAD COLD AND THE

A LITTLE vexed, he
ASSUMED A POSTURE
AND INDULGED IN A SERIES OF BLOOD
CURDLING MOANS «TO SATISFY HIS EGo-HE
WAS IN THE KEY OF 6, WHEN I HEARD A

—By Art Helfant

RUMPUS

..— - - V ---------

7~-------—--------- '

SOUNDS T’ME

UKE DIRTY WORK
AFOOT

1

ODDITIES-LAND, SEA AND AIK

By C. Y. Roni

APPLETON
A letter received from Grace Marsh
reports that Dr. M. H. Elliott and
family have arrived ln Salt Lake City
and Dr. Elliott has assumed his duties
at the University of Utah. Their
nine-months old daughter, Nancy,
has followed a long trail for one of
her tender years, having journeyed
from the homestead here (built in
1827) to San Francisco, Calif., and
retraced the route to their present lo
cation. Robert Packard has promised
that the first and best toy made In
the new Warren toy factory will be
sent to her.
Mrs. A. W. MoCorrison writes from
Hollis Centre that she is pleasantly
situated for the winter in the home
of Lindley L. Bradbury. Jr. The Re
bekah Circle arranged a farewell
party for Mrs. McCorrison before her
departure and 19 guests joined in
wishing her a pleasurable winter.

READ THE ADS

DON’T LAUGH —

SUPERSTITIO US BELIEFS

— ByBlumey
r
• l'r

THEATRICAL SUPERSTITION HAS IT THAT
TOSSING A HAT ON A BED OR HANGING
CLOTHES ON A BED POST WILL BRING
GREAT MISFORTUNE,

MANY ACTORS WII.L NOT PERFORM
WHILE A BLACK CAT. IS IN THE
THEATRE.

IF AN ELDERLY PERSON ISTHE FIRST TO NEVER WHISTLE IN A DRESSING ROOM
PURCHASE A TICKET FOR A NEW SHOW,
AS IT WILL BRING ILLNESS OR MIS
IT WILL HAVE A LONG RUN. IF A HUNCH
FORTUNE TO THE OCCUPANT.
BACK. IT WILL BE A FINANCIAL SUCCESS

tf 4 WUNQ?T£R,.IT WILL MA FAILURE.

Every-Other-Oa,

r*
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FRIENDSHIP

SEARSMONT

C. WINN1FRBD COUGHLIN _ Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a m to 1.30 p. m.

Mr. and Mrs E H Lawry and
daughter, Eda. accompanied by Mrs.
Amy Stebbins, motored last Satur
£
L
1
2
3
day to Sear port where they called
Electric lights have been installed
on friends.
tn the Methodist vestry and It ls ex
7
Mr. and Mrs Rockwell and Miss
pected that the parsonage will have
Emily Knight were dinner guests
them soon. Bert Thurston ls the
IO
i
ll
Sunday of Capt. and Mrs. Melvin
workman.
Lowry.
• • • •
lb
13
15
47
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will
Bryant-Kimball Reunion
hold its annual harvest supper Mon
The second reunion of the Bryant
>9
18
day at the vestry.
Kimball families was held Sept. 28
Mrs. Ida Wotton and two children.
In Victor Orange hall, with 25 ln at
24
2.4
4b
2-5
, Mrs. Hattie Wotton and Mrs Olivia
tendance Including 6 new members.
Hoffses ie:ently motored to New HarAmong those coming from a distance
i,
2b
I Ixrr and called oil Mr Lyman Macwere Miss Bryant of Islesford, Mrs.
| Farland
Mary Bryant of Wrentham, Mass.,
I 30
L
34
Mr and Mrs. Granville Brew vail
and several from Camden.
ed friends in China last Sunday.
Following
a
picnic
dinner,
the
4b I 37
35
Marsh Orne of South Warren was
business session was held, supervised
dinner guest Sunday at Mrs Ella D.
uu,
by Wyman Drinkwater in the
uc
Ml
1 43
M2
Cook's
absence of the president. Officers
Mrs Roicoe Simmons. ;on Ka'l and
were reelected: Mrs Ora Bryant will
1 MM
M$
w Mb
his family were Rockland visitors'
is
serve on the entertainment commit
Thursday.
tee; Mrs. Ella Marshall. Mrs. Julia
M>
48
M9
Officers elected at the Junior High
•
Levenseller, Mrs. Flora Dunton. cor
School meeting were: Phyllis Felker,
responding committees, and Wyman
1
bo
51
president; Robert Lash, vice presi
Drinkwater. secretary and treasurer.
dent; Miriam Syrizala secretary;
Prayer offered by Rev. Alfred Ives
Violet V:se treasurer; Nertta Dodge,
was succeeded by the program con
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cent.)
reporter; Marjorie Simmons, officer
1-An Insect
37-Rescues
10-Separate written
sisting of a musical entertainment,
ln charge of the lest and found de39- Half a score
4-Employ
matter by marks
dancing and a social period. It was
40- Boil slowly
7-Convey
I partment.
12- Bignesa
voted to hold the next reunion at
42- Gain
10- A fuel
13- Crlmaon
Miss Eda lawry. accompanied by
11- Claw
43- Aaaume an attitude 14- Bone of the body
the same place, the second Saturday
Mrs Ag:| a Wnciienpaw. daughter
44-Organa of hearing 15- Full of moisture
13- Stunted animal
ln September. 1936 All relatives are
46- Greek god of war
14- Cut
17-Oeep hole
Betty. Mrs Gertrude Oliver and Mrs.
Invited to Join this friendship group
16-Strlke with open 47- Lowera
19- Gradea
Gertrude Burns of South Waldoboro
that
closer
associations
may
be
50-Doze
hand
20- The nostrils
motored recently to Ea-tt Boothbay
61-Serpent
18- Terminate
23-Small bed
formed Mrs. Dunton. correspondent
and ether places of Interest A part
26-Parlty
19- Mature
will
be
pleased
to
hear
from
anyone
2,-Prefix. Thrice
29-Baaso (abbr.)
*hls Ingenious ma
of the enjoyable day was devoted to
NEW YORK. N Y—As a result gine 30 to 40 per cent. Photo shows lubricant.
bearing the name Kimball or
22- Slx hundred
VERTICAL
tf-Uneooked
Dr. J. G. Delbrlilge, (left), head of chine which develops pressures up
of
four
years
Intensive
study
by
oil
a picn e lunch on the shore
23- Head covering
32-A fowl
Bryant.
company acientists. a way has been the Research and Development De to seven »nd ■ half ions per square
Capt Melvin Lawry. chairman of
24- Strike gently
34-Unit
found to reduce motor repair bills partment of The Atlantic IteOnlug Inch, it wsF found (hat 34 leading
28-Grand Teaaurer
1-A child (contemptu- JS-Peruee
the board of selectmen, was in Wis
brands
of
m
ot
<
’
r
oils
could
withstand
by 150,000,000 annually. The secret, Company, under whose direction
(abbr.)
38- Trailing plant
oua)
WALDOBORO
casset last Tuesday in eon nee' ion
39- Dlglta
27- Horae'a gait
2- Conaume
recently announced, is a method of the studies were made, and Harry an average ot only 4.915 pounds
wiUi securing a Federal appropriation
pressure whereas tbe lubricants
28- Uncommon
41-A song bird
3- Half an em
Huf.
head
of
the
automotive
labor

increasing
the
dim
strength
of
lu

Stephen A. Jones and Miss Helen
29- A dry measure
43-Prepoeitlon (abbr.)
4- Above
for an unemployment project, the
bricating oils to reduce wear on lu atories of tbe same company, test with high <"»■ strength character
Jones
have
been
visiting
Mr
and
Mrs
(abbr.)
5- Male descendant
48-Mlneral spring
ing a sample ol high film strengtb istics withstood 15,000 pound*.
money Io b? expended on the town
bricated
parts
of
an
automobile
en

30- Territory (abbr.)
Harold Benner in Belmont. Mass . and
48-Farm animal
8-Epocha
and Slate aid roads
32- Pronoun
7- Care for
♦8-Regius Professor
Mr and Mrs. Albert Riley of South
8- Walk
(abbr.)
33- Negative
Clayton Oliver cf Thomaston was
week.
Recent
visitors
there
Include
j
WHEELER
S
bat
APPLETON MILLS
Portland.
86-Swiaa river
9- lncline
I49-A continent (abbr.)
at home for a weekend vl’it.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Handley ol CamLouis Boissoneault is passing a va
Walter C. Harrington
Chester Brown, accompanied by
Recent guests at Mr. and Mrs. Al- den. Mrs. Annie Ripley. Miss Maud !
(Solution to previous puzzle)
cation from his duties at Stahl’s Tav
Friends and relatives were saddened Wardell MacFarland. attended the
bert Sherman's were Mrs. Alice Sher- Fuller. Mrs Hilda Robbins Morang
these books will be released in
ern with his mother at Penobscot.
man. Mrs Colson of Bangor, and Mr and daughter Mabel.
to learn of the death of Walter Clln- Masonic meeting Tuesday evening tn
o T AN s
October.
Mr and Mrs Waller Clark have and Mrs Ivan Sherman and daughter
Alonzo Hawkes and friend of Bel-1
Harrington which occurred Oct Thomaston
I
t
A
p
e.
Several literary persons were
been in Franklin.
5 k P 1
of Albion.
mont. Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Fiank S mpson of Portland is oc
among the recipients of honors be
[ 1 at the ii°(t>e of his brother. Arthur
i HI
|o
Archie Benner, who is visiting his
cupying Mrs Hattie Wctton's cot
Earl
8prowl
and
Walter
Sprowl
are
'*
rs
David
Esancy.
stowed by King George on his birth
□□non
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Gushee and Harrlngton- He was born in this corn- tage at Friendship Harbor
brother. Merton, on Dutch Neck, has attending University of Maine
day. John Masefield, poet laureate ;
been in town calling on friends.
son were recent guests of Mr. and munity April 1. 1869. the son of the i Wilbur A Morse has sold hl* farm,
Perley Perry has bought the Elmer
was made a member of the Order ol
8everal from here attended the an Ripley place, and the family plan to Mrs. Roland Gusher, and visited also late Simon and Emmeline (Jackson, I the Junipers, in Warren, to Mr S'arMerit; and L. M. Montgomery,
T B E
•
at Mrs. Adella Gushee's. Lawrence Harringtoh ®nd ®t tbe age of 15 went rett
nual harvest supper served Tuesday by move there soon.
author of "Anne of Green Oables" j
T E N
Capt Melvin lawry has contracted
Gushee's father, George Gushee, ac to Massachusetts where he lrarnet,
Progressive
Grange
at
Winslow
’
s
was made an Officer of the British
The freshman reception of Applec Tc
companied them to Boston and will the wood turning trade which he fol-: to paint the Logan and Stowell cotMills.
E M BQ BEDS
L
Empire.
ton High School was held Monday
spend the winter with his daughter. lowed all his hfe. having been coneed- tages.
A
p
E
C
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G
W
Wiggin
and
Mrs.
bdbejdh
The Hawthomden Prize of £100
Eight with a good attendance. The
s A L
N □BE MS
Looney.
ed one ot the best workmen In that
Mr. ard Mrs Wilbur A Morse enLizzie Richards of Rockland and Mrs. banquet was followed by an enter- Mrs. Elizabeth
given annually for the best work ot1
____________
A A T
s
Stale
'
tertained
recently Mr and Mrs
Jennie Wright of Claik's Island were
imaginative literature by a British [
tainment and dance.
ROCKVILLE
Mr Harrington gained many friend.-- Georg? Weeks. Dr and Mrs William
recent visitors at the home of Mrs.
author under forty-one, was won by |
a Mrs. Jennie Waterman was a recent
____
in Massachusetts where at one time ! Jordan and children Will.am. Nancy
Robert Graves for “I. Claudius." Littlefield. A gardener, philosopher Dora Howard Yorke.
’ Her on Mrs Evelyn Pitman
Mr and Mrs W A Barrows re-.^
bu.s;ntJ> for hlnuelf and
and Martha of Por land
and poet describes and gives the
(At the library).
Mr. and Mrs Charles Rdbertqr.
Hrs. Lucy Marsh. Mrs Alice Fish, turned Monday to Newtonvllle after
,oy(.d several men. He was loyal
Capt. Dodge and Dwiglit Wotton
The Atlantic 85.000 Non-Fiction histories of his herbs. In the early have been In Boston a few days.
Mrs Agnes
Fish —
and --------Mr. and
------- ---. *Mrs
— spending the weekend at their sum- Jn hli ,oVe for his old home, however. have been at Isle au Haut on a few
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
S
Weaver
will
'
Prize for 1935 was awarded to Mari summer the Oarden Club was
Albert Marsh visited Sunday at Mrs mer home here.
and in the 50 years he was absent. days' outing
Sandoz. of Lincoln. Nebraska, for privileged ln having the author tell close their summer camp today and Adella Gushee's.
I Mr. and Mrs Fred Lermond of rarely ml>sed a year when he did not
Mrs. Afmcn Burns acompanicd by
"Old Jules," her biography of her of his experiences first hand.
return to Allston, Mass.
The correspondent recently dug a Camden were dinner gutfU Sunday of
renew old associattons and her mother, Mrs James Murphy, mo
o o a o
father. (Ordered)
Albert Caler of Philadelphia has gladiolus
adlolus bulb which had nine spikes Miss Mabel Oxton.
w|w frlendahlpSi o( which he had tored Sunday to Bath.
Monica Shannon of California was
Mrs. Walter Benner of the High many due to his pleasing personality.
The writer has been interrupted been visiting his aunt, Mrs. Mary coming from the one bulb—nine new
Mrs Wilbur A Morse was recent
awarded the John Newbery Medal by a visit from the Librarian at
bulbs growing on one old one. Can lands was a caller Thursday on Mrs Nearly al* his schoolmates had died hostess at dinner in honor of Mr.
Wade.
for “Dobry." her story of a Bulgarian Harvard. Again we hear the echo of
The fire department was called anyone beat that for glad multipli D. A. Sherer.
long since but younger friends took Morse'* birthday anniversary and
peasant boy. (At the library)
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter agid son thetr places and he was never at a that of his son-in-law Ellis H Lawry.
the unusual attractiveness of Rock early Thursday morning for a Are at cation?
William Butler Yeats was honored land's Public Library.
Are you the Standish place. South Waldcboro r0 Oolden Rod Rebekah Lodge will Vernon attended the Damariscotta
An attractively decorated birthday
two weeks after his seventieth birth aware of what your library can do Starting around the chimney, the ell hold Its installation of officers next Fair Wednesday. They accompanies loss for congenial contacts.
cake the mas e,piece of Mrs El'a
The
deceased
was
a
member
of
the
day at a dinner In Dublin attended ln making use of your leisure time, and portions of the roof were de Wednesday.
Mr and Mrs Leman Oxton of West Malden podge of Odd Fellows and a j Lawry. adorned the table together
by more than two hundred guests In preparing the club paper and solv stroyed. The house was only partially
Mrs. Hilda Morang and daughter Rockport,
highly respect citizen of that place ' with other delxac.es The guests were
representative of all aspects of Irish ing countless other problems?
recently called on Mrs Helen Gushee,
Miss Mary Emery has returned to
Insured.
He
was ® Democrat but at no time R L. Thompson. Mrs Sylvia Wallacs,
life. John Masefield, poet laureate,
Mrs. Joshua Wentwqrth has been Washington. D C„ after visiting her
Next week's feature pic'ures at the
took
part *n politics, and believed that Fes'enden Wincherspaw Mrs. Ellis
hailed him as the greatest living
Star Theatre will be Tuesday "Old confined to her bed by illness the past sister. Mrs. Leroy Tolman.
WEST WASHINGTON
everyone
should vote according to his Lawry and daughter. Eda Several
poet.
Man Rhythm" with Charlts Rogers
fine gifts were presented to Mr Morse
own con*lctlonsOeorge Bernard Shaw reached the
and Barbara Kent; Thursday. "Every
and Mr Lawry.
Two
yC®rs
ago
his
health
began
to
Mrs. Fannie Nerthey has returned
age of seventy-nine, but did not take
Night at Eight," a season's hit musi
fail. alth°uKh he continued to work
time off from work on his new play. to Chelsea after visiting her daughter
cal show featuring Oecrge Raft and
at various times until a few weeks ago
“The Millionaires," to celebrate his Mrs Cleo Bart lett.
the glamorous Alice Faye; Saturday. |
His wife died about 14 mon,h-s ag0
Sanford
Jones
of
Razorvtlle
has
birthday.
by Gloria Lane
“Becky Sharpe” ln the beautiful new
since wl»‘eh time he experienced a
"Honey in the Hom," a first novel been guest this week of Mr. and Mrs
color photography with Miriam Hop
steady decline. His younger brother
by H. L. Davis, was announced as Alton Wellman.
kins. Billie Burke. Alison Skipworth
and relatives brought him here about
the winner of the Harper Prize
Mr. and Mrs. 8tanley Jones of Ra- and Frances Dee.
three
weeks ago. thinking the change
Novel Contest for 1934-35. (Ordered) zorville visited Mr. and Mrs. Alton
might prove beneficial Everything
OOO•
Wellman last Sunday.
possible w»s done by lovlng hands t0
Mrs. Sadie M. Swanson
Mary Ellen Chase, author of "Mary
The OH. Cluu had Its entertain
make h»* closing days comfortable,
Peters," has returned from a year's ment Tuesday night at the West
Mrs. Sadie M. Swanson. 41. died
sisters, trxthe-rs and other relatives
sojourn In England, where she lived Washington Church A large assem Sept. 28. at Rockland, after an Illness
providing faithful care.
In Rupert Brooke's Orantchester bly attended and the presentation of a few days. She was a native of
Mr H® Tin&ton leavcs 10 mourn hls
house, near Cambridge. She brought was decidedly enjoyable.
this town, the daughter of Mr. and
loss four sons. Russell of Raymond.
back the manuscript ot a new novel,
Mis. Fred Babb has returned from Mrs. John N. Kuhn. Survivors are her
N 11 who was with him at the tlm"
"Silas Crockett," which Is scheduled Millinocket following a two weeks' husband. Claus Swanson; one son.
of h's death; Lester of Florida, and
for publication this fall. (Ordered) visit with her sister Mrs. Ferry.
Frank DeCosta; four daughters. Mrs
Kenneth “nd Wallace of Malden.
William Watson, last of the
Mass ; two brothers. Clarence E. of
Mrs. Helen Savage and Mrs. Carl Shirley House of South Bristol. Mrs
BEACON STREET
Victorian poets, died at his Sussex
Rockland- and Arthur of this place;
ton and young son of East Oardner. Sarah Robinson. Miss Marjorie De.
BOSTON
home at the age of seventy-two. Forty
three sisters. Mrs. Ida Barnes, Mrs
Mass., visited this week with Mrs Costa. and Miss Gloria Swanson of
years ago. after Tennyson had died,
Inez pefesons, and Mrs. Llnnle Den
Savage's sister. Mrs. Bdson Wellman Waldoboro; her parents; one sister.
he was the most popular poet In
Mrs. Elva Vannah; and a brother,
nison, u" of thls comn)unity: also
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
Miss
Anna
Hibbert
has
returned
to
England and probably would have
Harry Kuhn of Waldoboro.
several other relatives and friends.
beside the State House, and
her
duties
at
Knox
Hospital
after
been made laureate If he hadn't
Rev. Horace Taylor, pastor of the
The remains were taken to Boston j
overlooking Boston Common
been so young. Fifteen years later spend.ng three weeks with her par Baptist Church, and Rev. Alfred Davis
and Public Gardens.
where services were held Friday con
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Archie
Hibbert.
his career was ruined by his strong
Methodist pastor, officiated at the
ducted by the Malden Ixdge of Odd
Edson Wellman suffered severe
liberal views and an indiscreet
services held Friday at her home. In
Interment was in Forest
Fellows.
RESTAURANT
metrical attack on Mrs. Margot burns on both hands last Monday terment was in the Comery cemetery
Hills
cemetery.
while
using
a
woed-sawing
machine
a la carte and table d'hote
Asquith, wife of the Prime Minister.
He spent his declining years ln Dr. Plumer of Union dressed the
Club Breakfast
NORTH WALDOBORO
wounds.
obscurity.
Lunch
a o • •
Dinner
frothy Clarry ol Union was
The Scribner Radio Music Library
SOUTH LIBERTY
recent guest of her aunt. Florence
which was so Interestingly described

A

4b

"A Man Is Himself Plus The Books
He Read*"

School again! So closely ls the
library allied with local schools it
is affected very vitally by school holi
days. Of course one can never judge
Just what the effect will be. Some
youngsters consider that the term
ination of school In June ls an un
mistakable signal to call at the
library and give up all. thoughts of
reading again until September As
many more, howevef, wait until
school closes for the summer before
they begin to even think of borrow
ing library books
Vacation Reading Clubs of the last
few years have done much to at
tract the children to summer read
ing The Book Caravan this summer
brought an Increase of 106 over that
of last year. Boys and girls ln
silhouette with books plied high in
their arms followed the winding trail
to Bookland by the way of the Book
Caravan.
Hlghliners for having
read the most books are: June Webel
<7; Elizabeth Lurvey 39; Harriette
Wooster 31; Barbara Soule 31;
Barbara Seaman 29; Mary' Lamb 27;
Ruby J Elliott 24; Elizabeth Leach
22; Perry Howard 19; Nancy Howard
19; Frederick Morrison 19; Athleen
Tibbetts 18; Mary Anastaslo .8.
Betty Beach 17.
The Book Caravan was exhibited
at the annual meeting of the Maine
State Library Association held in
Camden last month and brought
forth much favorable comment.

* * * *
.
The fall forecast promises a wealth .
of best reading material. Among the
new publications already received at
the library to add to your worthwhile ,
reading are:
"North to the Orient" by Anne
Lindbergh. The Lindbergh’s flight
together to the Orient described
with skill and charm.
Willa Cather has again lived up to
her reputation of being America's
skillful stylist in her new novel “Lucy
Gayheart."' A modern, romantic
story of the passionate enthusiasms
of youth, which triumph even when
they seem to fail.
“Vein of Iron' by Ellen Glasgow
has for Its background the Great
Valley of Virginia. While the story
ls
concerned
primarily
with
Ada Fincastle, steeped in the
traditions of her Scotch-Presby
terian-pioneer ancestors, and her
love for Ralph McBride, against 8
vivid canvas we grow to know her
lovely frail mother-her. brilliant
though misunderstood father and
her grandmother, a bulwark of
courage and strength.
••Voice of Bugle Ann" by MacKinlay Kantor will probably be the
outstanding long short story of the
year, a worthy successor to "Good
bye Mr. Chips." The story ls that
of a hunting dog which ls com
pounded of sport, exciting adventure
romance.
Stephen Zweig has given us a
"sister book" to his masterpiece
'Marie Antoinette in "Mary Queen of
Scotland and the Isles." Zweig ln his
usual charm, tolerance wisdom and
sense of drama has given us the
story of a woman of which the world
will never tire.
In "Seed Time and Harvest” by
Eleanor Blake Pratt we have a
realistic novel of the soil showing
the rise of a pioneer family in the
northern part of the lower peninsular
of Michigan.
Good humor characterizes this
brief, ingenuous story of a boy's
relationships with and observations
of his father in “Life With Father"
by Clarence Day, author of "God
and My Father."
Robert Sterling, assistant keeper
of Portland Head Light gives us an
insight of life in “Lighthouses of
the Maine Coast," picturing it not
as one of monotony but filled with
thrilling adventures. So too the day
of the lighthouse is passing.
• « • •

On the advance library list are
already Included Pole Star by White
and De Vighne; White Ladies by
Young; Honey In the Hom by Davis;
Stars Look Down by Cronin; Illyrian
Spring by Bridge; Oolden Cord by
Deeping; Miss Marvel by Forbes
Home Ranch by James; Winter
Orchard and other Stories by John
son; Battle of Basinghall Street by;
Oppenheim; Bold Blades of Donegal
by MacManus; Silas Crockett by
Chase; Red Sun in the Morning by
Coffin; Blood Relations by Gibbs;
Shadow on the Brook by Payne; Old
Jules by Sandoz. For the most part

Phildren’s Colds
Yield quicker to
double action of

VISSSS

STAINLESS now, if you prefer

Science Finds a Way To Save Motorists
$50,000,000 Annually In Repair Costs

(Mrs Metlvler of Corinqa Is visiting
Mrs. Dolly Day for an indefinite
time.

T"

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Page FlW

21

k

3&

.

C

Shining Hair For Halo Hats

HOTEL

BELLEVUE

STAR THEATRE

tn the Realm of iMuslc column of
last Saturday's Issue of this paper
may be borrowed from the library
This collection has been one of en
joyment since Its purchase last
spring.
• • • •
From time to time the library has
been fortunate in having on display
the work of Edwin Witham, Rock
land's outstanding artist ln the
younger school and one who promi
ses much for the future. To date
probably none have brought more
favorable comment than the present
design of still life. It ls well worth
the trip to the library.
• • • •
The library ls most grateful for
Henry Beston's "Herbs and the
Earth" presented by the Oarden Club
through the klndnew of Miss Caro

WALDOBORO

Howard Leigher and W. R Cqje
were business callers Tuesday in
Rockland.
M'.ss Ruth Jewett is visiting her
aunt Mrs. Alfred Clark in Unity.
Mrs. Jesse Rhodes is ill.
Mrs. Gladys Cunningham was
weekend guest of her daughter Mis"
Frances Pierpont In Portland'
Harlow Flanders and Earl Flanders
were guests last weekend of their
brother Jesse Flanders.
Mrs. Maynard Whitaker has been
a recent visitor at the home of her
sister. Mrs Lydia Jewett.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gove. Mrs.
Fred Gove and son Arthur Gove of
Taunton. Mass., have been visiting
their cousin, Mrs. Inez Leigher and
family.
'.
«• I— it —I «4 — M 4 ' '

Western Electric Wide Range
Sound
TUESDAY. OCT. 8

“OW Man Rhythm”
with
CHARLES ROGERS and
BARBARA KENT

THURSDAY, OCT. 10

“Every Night At Eight”
featuring
GEORGE RAFT, ALICE FAYE
SATURDAY, OCT. 12

“Becky Sharpe”
MIRIAM HOPKINS
FRANCIS DEE
ALISON SKIPWORTH
ITO-131
—'

1

. .. ............

-------

■VIRGINIA DIX, featured player
’ in several technicolor productions
is among the first to adopt a new
madonna-like coiffure as influenced
by the old Italian Renaissance paint
ings. For her new fall halo hat, she
wears a center part with her hair
smooth and shining on top of her
head and brushed out curls giving
fullness to sides and back.
To achieve the loveliness of Miss
Dix' coiffure, your hair must be soft
and silky, and above all, full of
lustre. Midsummer holidays have
left most of us with streaked, brittle
ihair that is stiff and unmanage
able. What it needs is recondition
ing—and correct brushing is the
^answer. A light brush with wave
Uike bristle.-, that (an be.vibrated

Mank.
Lida Overlook who has had em
ployment at Bradley Inn. Pcmaquid.
returned home Wednesday.
Mr and Mrs E. C Teague were
at Martin's Point a few days recent
through the hair should be selected. ( ly. as guests of their daughter. Leola
It will stir up that laggard cireu-.
Oliver, who has a cottage at that
lation, oust those foreign particles
place.
that arc choking the scalp and gen
erally massage and polish your hair
Frances
Stahl visited
Marie
into a state of soft, shining beauty.
Burnheimer last Friday.
That sleepy permanent, too, will
Mrs. Maude Mank, E. D. Mank
seem to awaken from its lethargy
and Oeorge
Flanders attended
and make its reappearance.
When brushing, always begin at
Lincoln Pomona last Saturday at
the nape of the neck to stimulate
Jefferson.
the circulation and set the scalp
Elias Nasson of New Hampshire
tingling. Using an upward and out
was a business caller here Wednes-!
ward vibrating movement, brush the
hair in strands all over the head. By
day.
vibrating with a brush having an ir-J
Ruth Geele of Waldoboro was a
regular bristle trim and wide spae-,
visitor Sunday at Homer Carroll's
ing between the rows, the wave is
not stretched. This ten minute daily,
and also attended services at the'
brushing is, in itself, a thorough rej
conditioning trvutnieiit.
* ~ —•

CAFETERIA
Pleasant outside location fac
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
Streets. Modern and up-todate. A variety
food*
moderately priced.

EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
Rooms without bath

$2.00 up
Rooms with bath

$3.00 Up
Special raiei for
permanent occupancy

BOSTON

Eisteddfod, Expression
of Welsh National Life

THOMASTON
The Woman's Baptist Missionary
Conference of the Lincoln Associa
tion will meet Wednesday at the
Littlefield Memorial Church In Rock
land for morning and afternoon
sessions. The speakers will be Miss
Bistor of the Friendship House.
Michigan and Miss Bateman. State
secretary of the Crusades.
Stanley Miller, manager of the'
Newcastle Grain Co. recently made
a business trip to Lake Placid. N. Y.
to attend a business convention, i
Many prominent speakers were pres- 1
ent including Philip R. Park. C C.J
Lewis, Mr Havener. Dr. J. C. Janis of
Barre. VL, and California. Mr Huntley of California. Dr Gertrude Beck
with and Prof. Oeorge Cavanaugh of
Cornell University.

Every-Other-Daf '
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“Healthy and Sturdy’

T
Probate Notices

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

In Everybody’s Column

4

FOR SALE

To *11 persons interMtsd In either ot
Advertisement* in this oolumn not to
Eisteddfod (pronounce it "icethe estates hereinafter named:
sxesed tbre* Unsa Inserted one* for U ♦
tethvod,” with the accent on the
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. cants, three tunes for 50 oenta Addi
In and for the County ot Knox, on the tional Uns* five cants each for on* tlm*. ' BEST GRADE old growth mountain
"tetli" and the “th" soft) Is said to
I 17th day ot September In the year of 10 cents for three time*. Sla words wood for sale, under cover, thoroughly
be the supreme expression of Welsh
our Lord one thousand nine hundred make * line.
dry; junks 19 50: fitted, »10 WALTER
and thirty-fit e and by adjournment
nutlonnl life. Long, long ngo the
> SPEAR. 23d Rankin 8t. Tel. 365-R
from day to day from the 17th day of 1
_________________________________ 114*128
original legislative and Judicial func
■aid September the (allowing matter,
GLENWOOD gray elfamei combtnauon
having been presented (or the action
tions of the bardic nssemhly were
coal and gas stove, small oak refrigera
thereupon hereinafter indicated tt la
transferred to London. Nowadays
tor. quartered oak dining room set,
hereby Ordered:
enameled top kitchen table and chairs,
they are part of the ordinary gov
That notice thereof be given to all
bedroom set. wicker chairs, set of Havi
Int-reated
by
canting
a
copy
of
thl*
J
ernmental machinery of Ureat Brit
land china dishes Lionel electric train.
order to be published three week* suc
A NEW brown plakl mackinaw lost Boy Scout's woolen uniform mov.ng
ain. Vet the Welsh have remulned
cessively In The Courier Gazette a
Reward
If
returned
to
the
BTRAND
picture
machine, boy's bicycle and
newspaper pubilxbed at Rockland In
to this day a distinct nationality,
120*It child's crib and mattress for sale. Ill
-aid County that they may appear it a THEATRE store
states a writer In the New Vork
LIMEROCK
ST
119-121
Probate Court to be held at *ald Rock
land. on the 15th day of October A D. H*»******»********»**»**»*».^^s»*(
Times. Their national institutions
1928 NASH Touring Light Six for sale
1935 at nine o'clock in the forenoon. '
Only driven 19,000 miles, good tires,
and national heroes are wholly un
and be heard thereon It they see cause
|
newly painted, mechanically good as
j new
like those of the Saxon, their mem
Price 850 Will exchange for cow or
CHARLES O ERICKSON, late of
pullets ERNEST L STARRETT Warren
ories are centuries longer than Saxon
Vlnalhut i n. deceased Will and Petition
it'**************ii
Tel
43-12.
_______________________ 120*122
for Probate thereof asking that the 1
memories and the whole of their na
same may be proved and allowed and
SEVERAL factory reconditioned pianos
YOUNG man wants work of any kind
tional life is contained within a
that Letter* Testamentary Issue to High School graduate Has Chauffeur's upright for gala Slightly used Instru
Alma Erlrk.on of Vinalhaven. she being license to drive car TEL 972-J.
ments like new Prices right 7>rms as
language which Is Sanskrit to the
the Executrix named In .aid Will, with
119*111 desired STONINOTON FURNITURE CO.
Saxon. Their sente of nationality
out bond.
Tel 980. Rockland
119-121
FIFTY
TONS
sound
Cider
upples
has never been stronger than It Is
FURNITURE for sale ABRAM L FISH
EDOAR E. OILLETTE. late of Newton. wanted st once Mill runs every day J
today, partly perhaps because theirs
Mas-actiusett*. deceased
Exemplified H SIMONTON West Rockport
110-112 42 Olen 81 Rockland.___________120*122
copy cf Will and Probate thereof, to- I OIRL wanted general house Work.
KEROSENE oil stove for sale In A-l
Is a cultural nationalism. Inde
gether with • Petition for Probate of MRS MARY BURKETT 75 Broad St shape BARGAIN. 43 Washington St.
pendence for the Intellect Is Its doc
Foreign Will, asking that the copy of j Tel
Camden
120*lt
669-M
________________________
120-tf
.aid will may be allowed. tUed and re
trine.
SPECIALS exchange price on new
corded In the Probate Court of Knox
RELIABLE young salesmen, with car.
County, and that Letter* of Administra (very good inducement) who can guaranteed batteries. 84 95 up Extra
Every Welshman Is potentially a
tion with the will annexed be issued to furnish best references and good security low price on 21 plate boat batteries.
chaired bard. It may In fact be
to operate
amusement LORD'S TIRE & BATTERY Service 59
J Mildred Olllette of Newton. Un-. and want
119*121
machines on percentage basis Connec Camden St.. Rockland
taken as a law of human nature
without bond.
ticut
Amusement
Machine
Co. 294
TROMBONE for sale Sliver with gold
that no two Welshmen can meet
LUCY A CARVER late of North North Main St Waterbury Conn
bell, good condition: sacrifice price for
Haven, de'-eased Will and Petition for
without holding an eisteddfod of
120-122 Immediate sale Tri 29-M
120*122
Probate thereof, asking that the same
their own then and there. As a mat
EXPERIENCED young woman wanted
inay
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
SIX piece bedroom suite for sale
It looks like a race to get a story in end the phone f illers, as you already Letter, of Administration with the will for general house work and care of
ter of fact, big and little eisteddfods,
cheap. 572 OLD COUNTY road
annexed be Issued to Frank Beverage rhlldrrn In Massachusetts family Must _________________________________ 119*121
or elsteddfodau as some would say, know, are George Brent ar.d BcUe Davis, who head the cast of "Front Page of
North Haven, or some other suitable be free to travel south this winter If
TWO purebred Jersey bulls. S mos 2
desired Salary 95 weekly Write giving
are held the world around, wherever Woman." (he high-powered newspaper film.—adv.
person, with bond.
age. religion, experience reference to yrs old; Also truck body 7' x 9>j nearly
there Is a sufficient number of
ESTATE LORINO C PACKARD, late postoffice BOX 99. Needham. Mass
new. EDOAR MOODY. Union Tel 9-4.
118*120
120*122
Welshmen to form a choir.
ports were given by the church officer., of Warren, deceased Petition for Ad
ROCKPORT
ministration. asking that Norina C.
APPLES for sale fall end winter all
R S MAYHEWS cider mill at 583
at the business meeting.
Simmons of Rockland, or some other
kinds, low prices L. W Thorndike.
Brainerd Paul of Llmington. who re
suitable person be appointed Admx. Old County Rd . is ready to make cider. Thomaaton
119-121
Orlndlng days will be Tuesday's. Thurs
The Christian Endeavor Society held with bond
cently visited his parents, Mr. and
days. Saturday.
129*lt
Common Mole Must Have
TO settle estate House at 17 James
a
succersful
social
Wednesday
evening
ESTATE
WILLIAM
E
CANDAGE
late
St Rockland for sale also Prince house
Mrs W A. Paul, was accompanied on
of Vinalhaven deceased
Petition for
Food Every Few Hours
Spear St. Rockport Inquire of F H.
at the home of Mrs. Ray Easton.
Administration, asking that Ralph W
return by his mother and sister. Mr.
Ingraham or your own Real Estate
Notices
of
Appointment
Some animals can exist for long
Miss Alma Colby has returned to Candaee of Vinalhaven. or wme other
■gent MRS A M ALLEY. IS Charles
periods without food. The badger Harold Spear. They remained at his Belfast after a visit at the home ol suitable person be appointed Admr.
St Salem, Mass
118-132
I.
Charles
L.
Veazle.
Reelster
of
Pro

without
bond
and dormouse, when they hibernate, home overnight and on Sunday mo Mrs. Frank Colby.
LARGE Pedigree English Setter for
bate for the County of Knox, in the
ESTATE LIONEL NEWBERT. late of State of Maine hereby certify that in ■ale
White with orange markings. 18
will have no meals tor weeks at a tored to Mrs. Spear's home at Ever
deceased Petition tor Admini the following estates the persons were mos. old. aome training. Intelligent,
Miss Dorothy .Welt is a surgical Union,
time, and the latter have been ett. Mass. Enroute they visited Mr
stration. asking that Jerome C Burrows appointed
Administrators.
Executors quick to learn T W Spear. West Rockot Rockland, or some other suitable Guardians and Conservators and on the port. Tel Camden 2126__________ 119-121
known to sleep from November to and Mrs. Lanson J. Hyde at Laa'renee. patient at Knox Hospital.
person, be appointed Admr with bund
• • • •
dates hereinafter named
APPLES lor sale. McIntosh and St.
March and then be ln excellent con Mrs Paul returned with Brainerd to
ESTATE FRANK A JOYCE late of
SARAH E SMITH, late of Vinalhaven. Lawrence. MRS J. F CALDERWOOD.
Mrs. Mellle T. Magune
North Haven, deceased First and final
dition to carry on. But one small ,
118*123
Frank A Smith of Vinal Union Me
account filed tor allowance by Lucy E deceased
Limington.
where
she
remained
for
a
mammal that we find all over the J
Funeral services for Mrs. Mellle T Hopkins. Kxx.
haven was appointed Executor Septem
COLLIE pups for sale good cow dogs
few
days'
visit.
ber
3.
1935.
without
bond
watchdogs or play-mates for children
country will die If It cannot get a
ESTATE IRVING P TEEL late of St
Magune. widow of Capt. Francis A
ESTATE MARY E LONG, of Rock also McIntosh apples Reasonable prices
meal every few hours. This ts our , Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver, Magune. were held Monday from the George, deceased First and final ac
count filed for allowance by Weston H land Ralph H Long of Freeport waa JOHNSON d! MINK. Union. Me
common mole; 10 hours Is about the daughter Evelyn and Herbert Crocket; home of Summer street. Rev. Forrest Rivers. Exr
118*121
appointed Guardian September J. 1935.
limit of Its life without food, ao It 1
LEO1 l'l S CREEK no-slate anthracite,
FRANK CUNNINGHAM, late and qualified by filing bond on same
motored Sunday to Brunswick where F Fowie tf the Methodist Church of- of ESTATE
Pocahontas lumpy soft coal; fitted hard
Washington, deceased Petition for date
works hard for a living, writes
and soft wood J. B PAULSEN TeL
they visited Mr and Mrs. Charles ficiated. assisted by Rev. G F. Cur License to Sell certain Reel Estate
ESTATE
FRANCES
RICHARDSON Thomaston
Oliver C Pike ln Tit-Bit* Maga- '
84-2
114*119-tf
situated In Washington, and fully Isle
of Rockland, deceased. Arthur B
Carey.
rier of the Baptist Church. Inter- described ln said Petition, presented by Richardson
zine.
ALL kinds dry wood, fitted 89; Lumber
of London England, and
Benjamin
H
Lincoln.
Admr
Funeial services for Mrs. Lettie mcnt was jn Amesbury Hill cemetery
Austin R Richardson ot Rockland ap 911 to 830 per M T J CARROLL TeL
In damp weather we find moles
ESTATE ADELIA L MASTERS, late pointed Administrators. September 17. 263-21 Rockland_________________ 115-M
working just under the surface of Fogg, will be held Sunday at 2 p. m The bearers were Manasseh W. Spear ot Thomaaton. deceased Petition tor 1935 without bond Ensign Otis of
IOR
SALE—Extra
Large
Money
Appointment of Trustee, asking that j Rockland was appointed Agent in
the fields; they make long tunnels, from the heme of W. A Fcgg. Fred L. True Sprar. Orris Burns and Ger- the
Saving Values Stover's Elgg Mash and
Knox County Trust Company be 1 Maine
□rowing Feed 81 90 bag M F. L Egg
and It ia surprising to note the ra erick street Rockland. Burial will be shem Rollins, w.th Capt. Frank P. J appointed Trustee of the estate given I
ESTATE ELIZABETH H CURTIS, late Mash 82 00 bag Farmer's Favorite Dairy
in Trust tor the benefit of Frank 8tone.
pidity with which they can get in Rockport.
Louise M Feed 81 73 bag Stover v Pride Dairy Feed
Carleton. Capt. Gecrge Lane. Capt. Martha Stone. Ida M Stone and Addle of Camden. deceased
Crozier ol Rockland was appointed 8193 bag Mix Feed 8135 bag Middlings
through soft earth, picking up
Albert Barnes and daughter Bea- simon H v;aii and Chester L. Pascal Catland.
Administratrix.
September
17,
1935 81 55 ban Pig and Hog Feed 82 05 bag
ESTATE CAROLINE W WATTS, late
worms as they travel If we know
Oran Meal 5 lb. bag 19c 10 lbs. (bulk)
trice of Malden. Mass . were recent 'rving as honorary bearers. The of Thomaston deceased. Petition for without bond
33c
Buskwheat Flour 10 Ib. bag 30c.
a meadow where there are mole
Appointment of Trustee, asking that
ESTATE OEORGE V. HANLY. late of Rolled Oats 5 lbs 25c Chlpeo 18c pkg.
guests
of
Mrs.
Minnie
Piper.
many
beautiful
floral
tributes
spoke
hills, we can often see the moles
the Knox County Trust Company be 1 Thomaston, deceased
Adelaide M Pride Soap 12 bars 25c Compound Lard
Mrs. Clarence Barbour returned £uen;’y cf the high esteem ln which appointed Trustee of the estate given , Hanly of Thomaston was appointed Ad 4 lbs 59c Matches 8 pkgs 25c White
at work between them. There Is a
ln Trust for the benefit of Webb C ministratrix. November 20. 1934 and Rose Flour 87c bag Carnation Flour
slight movement of the grijas which Monday from a visit with her daugh- tj,e deceased was held by all who Patters cm.
qualified by filing bond September 17. 87c bag Quick Arrow Soap Flakes 2
is continued in one direction, the ter. Mrs William Dinsmore, in Por.- Jtr.ew her.
pkgs 25c Fancy Barbadoes Molasses
ESTATE JOSEPH E LINDSEY late of 1935
Vinalhaven. deceased
Petition
for1 ORRIN W CONDON late of Friend 87c gal Brown Sugar 5 lbs 30c 10 lbs.
grass, all the time, being raised an
land.
Mrs Magune was born ln this town License to Sell certain Real btate. ship. deceased Marguerite O Condon 55o Salt Pork 21c lb Superba Sweet
Inch or so. Some of these tunnels
In Vinalhaven. and fully des of Portland waa appointed Executrix Mixed Pickles qt Jar 25c Axe Handles
Harbor Light Chapter. OTB, met g^pt h 1856. daughter of Robert B. situated
25c and 39c etch Hatchet Handles 15c
cribed In said petition, presented by- September 17. 1935. without bond.
stretch for long dFstanees over the
David Duncan. Admr.
Tuesday
evening
with
a
good
number
and
Almira
(Tibbetts)
and
had
been
I RANK M ULMER late ol Rockland, each Hammer Handles 10c each Water
meadows, and the moles will use
Palls 25c each Casco Paint. All colors
DAVID S. AREY. late of Rockport, deceased
Mary
P
Ulmer
of
Rockland
present as a result of the attendance a resident here all her life. After her deceased Will and Petition for Probate was appointed Executrix September 17. 81 79 gal 59 qt. Dlrlgo Roof Coating
them as underground tracks.
8125 gal Dlrlgo Plastic 5 lbs 89c Rolled
contest. A picnic supper will precede marriage to Capt. Magune June 10. thereof, asking that the same may be 1935. without bond
Roofing 8150 and 82 50 roll. Cement 90c
proved and allowed and that Letters
TIMOTHY L. ROBERTS, late ol bag We can fill your wants ln Dairy
the next meeting with Mrs. Marior. lg7- sj,e accOmpanied him on foreign Testamentary Issue to Patience E Arey Quincy.
Mass, deceased
Fanny E and Poultry Supplies STOVER FEED
Rockport she being the Executrix Roberts of Quincy. Mass was appointed
Fines for Swearing Built Church
Cash and Mrs. Louise Holbrook as VOyages for many years. For the last of
MFO CO . Rockland. Maine Phone U00
named ln said Will, without bond
Executrix September 17, 1935 without
118-120
** La Guayra, Venezuela, la one of supper committee.
( seyeral years she was confined to her
ESTATE
FRANCES
RICHARDSON bond
Edward K Oould of Rockland
the most novel and Interesting ports.
of Rockland, deceased First and was appointed Agent In Maine.
Mr and Mrs. Charles E. Rhodes heme by illness, and during that time late
final
account
filed
for
allowance
by
OCTAVIA M
LEIGHTON
late of
It Is the port of Caracas, the cap
Arthur B Rlcbardwn and Awitln R Thomaston, deceased Edward K Leigh
ital of the country, which is only Jr., have returned to their home on re;ejVed (he tenderest care from her Richardson. Admrs
ton
of
Rockland
was
appointed
Execu
and daughter-in-law. Mr. and
seven miles away in direct line but Commercial street after spending the
ESTATE WUrilAM E CREAMER, late tor September 17 1935. and qualified by
of
Washington
deceased
Petition
tor
filing
bond
September
21.
1935
summer
at
their
camp
at
Ncrtons
Mrs.
Robert
B
Magune.
who
left
th<*ir
must be approached by a serpentine
License to Sell certain Real Estate
ESTATE ALICE R LERMOND. late ol
railroad 23 miles in length, which Pondsituated In said Washington and fully Thomaston.
home in Rockland to be near her.
KEY8) KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
deceased
Bowdoin A
ln said Petition presented by Lermond and Ruth L Perry of Thomas order Keys made to nt all locks when
cllmhs the foothills of the Andes
The Trytohelp Club ■will have a
jjrs. Magune was of a retiring and described
Arthur E Johnston. Admr
original
keys are lost. House. Office or
ton were appointed
Administrators
and the eastern slopes of the great "poverty supper' at the Baptist ves- modest nature, finding her greatest
Code books provide keys for all
ESTATE WILDER W PERRY, late of September 23. 1935. and - qualified bv Car
locks without bother. Scissors and
mountain chain Itself. Caracas, at
Camden, deceased
Petition for Con
try Monday evening, after which piEa.ure jn the family circle. She was firmation of Trustee, asking that filing bond on same date.
a height of 3,000 feet, has a climate
LOUISE BACHELDER late of Union, Knives sharpened Promnt service. Rea
Charles A Perry of Camden be ap deceased. Frank E Gowdy of Worcester. sonable prices. CRIB hARDWARE CO.,
members
will
tack
a
quilt.
a
member
of
Harbor
Light
Chapter.
that is springlike at all times. The
118-lt
pointed Trustee of the estate given In Mass was appointed Adm c t. a Main St . Rockland Tel. 791
Mr and Mrs. Donald O. Dodge and o E s and the Twentieth Century tru-t under the Will of the said Wilder September
city Is an ancient one for the West
LADIiSS—Reliable hair gocxU at Rock
3. 1935. and qualified by
W Perry, presented by Charles A. Perry filing bond September 24. 1935 Chas land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t Mall order*
ern'world, dating from 1567. In guests. Dr. and Mrs Fenton Taylor club, and her sympathies were aleoy..- of Camden
T Smalley of Rockland was appointed aohdted. U. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
the picturesque port of La Guayra are on a hunting trip in the vicinity
any movement for the betterESTATE WILDER W PERRY, late of Agent In Maine
•
118-lt
Camden
deceased
Petition
for
Ap

is a church that has no counterpart of Perry.
JOSEPH H WIGGIN. late ol Rockland,
ment of the community in which she pointment of Trustee, asking that deceased
Ralph L Wiggin of Rockland
elsewhere. It was built from the
Harold S Davis of Camden be appointed was appointed Executor September 17.
Mrs. John Erickson has returned to j.ved
Trustee of the estate given in trust 1935 and qualified by filing bond
proceeds of fines Imposed for swear
her home on Huse street after a visit, Ees.des the son Rcbert above men- under the Will of the said Wilder W September 24. 1935.
*
ing and is referred to by the inhabi
Perry, presented by Harold 8 Davis of
Attest:
j t;oned she leaves an older son Dr. Camden.
♦
tants us the “Iglesia de la Santis- with relatives at Mattawamkeag.
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
ESTATE WILDER W PERRY, late ot
The Baptist Ladies Circle will hold p-ai,^, Leroy Magune of Worcester,
sama Carramba,” or “The Church
117-8-123
5 room tenement to let at 43 Maverick
deceased.
Petition praying
of the Most Holy Damn." It is a an all-day session Wednesday at the
#. tWQ grandsons. Robert R md Camden,
St Lights and toilet Adults only. Prefer
that the Court determine the fee to
DENTAL NOTICE
middle aged couple
MRS
HICKS
sumptuous church, into the con home of Mrs. William Whitney.
paid out of said estate for services
, pran,u A Magune of Worcester; and be
During the month of October I will Te
l. 988_______________________ 119-121
as
Executor thereof, presented
by
struction of which has gone many a
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash have re- threc' granddaughters. Mrs. Gordon Charles A Perry of Camden
only make appointment*) for Mondays
TENEMENT to let all modem con
contribution from Inhabitants who
NELLIE F. VINAL. late ol Thomaston, and Fridays aa I have to be out a large vinces. Apply MRS ROSE 100 Union
turned from a visit with his parents. Cu..t;j. Qf pawtucket> R. j, Miss Avilla
deceased Will and Petition for Probate part of the month. Please make ap street Tel. 1049-J
were willing to pay for their swear
120*122
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Whitcomb at Magune of Wcrcester and Miss Dcro- thereof asking that the same may be pointments for those days.
ing.
DR.
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
Searspcrt.
I thy Magune of Rockland.
to let. adults only. Inquire LIL
Testamentary Issue to Harold W Vinal. JAMES DAMON, Dentist, over New bath
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
Special services will be held Sun- __________________________________ - of Thomaston, he being the Executor berry's 5c 4 10 store. Tel. 415-W.
120*122
ln said Will, without bond: and
118T130
day at the Baptist Church in ebserv- J statement of toe ^ownership; named
The Janizaries
your petitioner further prays that the
SMALL furnished apartment to let at
Court determine whether the omission
20 Orange St Price reasonable CALI,
The Janizaries, an infantry force ance of Rally Day. The worship serv
required by the act of con of all of the children of the said de
j 917-W days.
120-122
gress of AUOUBT 24. 1912. OF ceased from said Will was intentional,
of Turkey, were first organized by ice at 11 o'clock will open w.th a
THE COURIER-GAZETTE PUBLISHED or was occasioned by mistake
FURNISHED house to let for winter
| after Oct 14 at 105 Llmerock 8t —
Sultan Orkhan about 1330. Later trumpet solo by Leroy Moon, followed
EVERY TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND
ESTATE GEOROE W BENNER, late
SATURDAY AT ROCKLAND, MAINE.
’ also Munro's Restaurant at 8 PARK ST.
their number was increased and
of Friendship deceased First and final
I Tel. 1106________________________ 118*120
by the dedication of Church School
FOR OCTOBER 1. 1935
they were given special privileges.
account filed for allowance by Riley
RANKIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND.
ME.
State
of
Maine.
County
of
Knox,
SS.
■ HOU8E with garage on Hill street.
teachers,
with
special
musical
selecBradford,
Admr.
It wns their boast that they never
.. .... „
Before me. a Notary Public In and for
' near Broadway Also one half house
ESTATE ILA MAE TOLMAN BARTER,
tions.
"O
Master
Let
Me
Walk
With
t
j
le
State
and
county
aforesaid,
personcorner of Grove and Union Sts. Apply
fled in battle and that they were
ot Rockland Second account filed for
I at 294 BROADWAY Tel 104-M.
118-tf
aAccoY"o
the nerve and sinew of the Otto Thee" and "The Little Fishermen's
allowance by John C. Johnson, of
BUNOALOW at 18~Maln Bt. to "let
th.t^^the Msociate Editor of Lincolnville. Odn
man army. They were kept in bar Song. " Christian Endeavor at 6. sub- and
furnished or unfurnished Tel. 144 or
ESTATE ABBIE O. CONNERS, late of
write A. L. BRIOOS Rockland.
racks in Constantinople and a few Ject. "Our Goals and How To Reach lowing is. to the best of his knowledge Rockland,
deceased First and final ac
_________________________________
118*120
,
...
and
belief,
a
true
statement
of
the
count filed for allowance by Frank H.
other cities. Some constituted the
Them. At 7 0 clock, praise service 0Wncrshlp. management, the circulation.
j 23 Orange St., rent, seven rooms.
sultan's bodyguard and ln time they -_j .terpnntienn leetlire "The StOFV ' etc., of the aforesaid pubilcatlon for the Ingraham. Exr.
hath, furnace and garage.
Apply
WIGGIN ol
ne otorj
shOwn ln the above caption, re-1 E3TATE JOSEPH H
became so dangerous that their and stereopticon lecture
ANSIL C. SAUNDERS 21 Orange 31
Second and final acoount
Great Leaders" with an illus- quired by the Act of August 24. 1912. Rockland
[_________________
117-tf
filed
for
allowance
by
Ralph
L.
Wiggin
frequent Insurrections resulted ln ef of Some
J ,
1 embodied In section 443, Postal Laws and of Rockland. Cons.
APARTMENT of 5 rooms and bath to
forts to disband them. In 1826 they trated hymn.
I Regulations.
I
let
Sun
porch,
new
furnace,
large
yard.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
AXrc AXohel Thnrnriikp of RockThat the names and addresses of
rebelled because of a proposal to
1935 Ford Tudor
! Tel 540 during business hours M M.
Mrs. Mabel inornauce 01 rock j theL publlsher
Bnd edUor are: publisher.| quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
YOUNO,
84
Grace
St.
________
119*121
form a new militia, the sultan, Mah land has been guest for a few days at i The Courier-Gazette. Rockland. Me. | County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
! FURNISHED ROOMS to let with
1933 Plymouth Sedan
_
I Editor. W. O. Fuller. Rockland. Me
moud II, having displayed the flag the home of Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
.Associate Editor. F A Winslow. Rock-]
kitchen privileges, private family; bath,
of the Prophet, and supported by
1933 Ford Coupe
heat, hot water. 81 UNION 8T. Tel.
Frank J. McDonnell returned Thurs-' land.
Me^. the owners are The Courier-1
2. That
836-R___________________________ 115-120
their communder In chief defeated
Gazette. Rockland, Me
and (stockday
from
a
trip
to
Boston.
1933
Oldsmobile
Sedan
FIVE AND SIX room apartments to
the rebels and burned their bar
UNION
, ,,
_ _ ___ I holders owning, or holding 1 per cent orl
let, redecorated, bath, healer, garage,
Rev. and Mrs. George F. Currier mor(. Of the total amount of stock)
racks, many of them perishing ln
garden. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 158-W.
1933
Chevrolet
Coach
Wednesday
to
atw
°
Fuller.
Kathleen
S.
Fuller,
F.
A
the flames. A royal proclamation were in Wiscasset wean^saay io a- Wlnslow N s perry. H o. Cole, o F
I______________ ____________________ 109^tf
Mrs. Charles Esancy visited her
abolished the corps. Some 15,000 tend a meeting of the State Sunday Hills, J. m Richardson, all of Rockland
1932 Ford Coupe
I FIVE room apartment with garage to
let. ALICE FULLER 25 Linden St
were executed and fully 20,000 were School Association. On the way they i 3 That the known bondholders. daughter, Mrs. Carl Sukeforth last
1933 Chevrolet Sedan
banished.
xxrs Renlnh Biker at North mortgagees, and other security holders, Wednesday at Washington.
- FOUR room apartment to let.
called on Mrs. Beulan Baser at morn owning
ownlng or
or holding
holding 11 per
per cent or more of |
1933 Plymouth Coach
furnished. Toilet and lights 83 50 t»
Mrs. Abbie Bradstreet and son
total amount of bonds, mortgages or
Edgecomb.
V. F. STUDLEY, 286 Main St. Tel.
other necurlties are: (There are none).
1932
Oldsmobile
Sedan
John
have
been
spending
the
week
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear is at the home
4. That the two paragraphs next
Custom to Cut Off Ears
above, giving the names of the owners, in Portland as guests of Mrs. BradFURNISHED apartment to let.
1932 Pontiac Sedan
Before the Statute de la Jurleie I of Mrs. Lena Hall jn Camden for an stockholders, and security holders, if
iinzuviu.
wBiur neat
modern. axwv
Hot water
heat Apply
anv. contain not only the list of stock street's sister, Mrs. Waldo Hoit.
SHAW. 47 No. Main St. Tel.I. 422-R.
1932
Plymouth
Sedan
was passed in 1275, which forbade | indefinite stay.
holders and security holders as they ap
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Donovan of
Jews to practice moneylendlng and
Church Night was ebsetwed Thurs- pear upon the books of the company,
1931 Oldsmobile Sedan
but also ln cases where the stockholder Boston recently visited at Mrs. W. C.
levied a tax upon them, It was the J day at the Baptist Church with a or
security holder appears upon the
1931 Plymouth Coupe
custom in England to cut off Jews’ ' large number preseilt. At 6.30 a pic books of the company as trustee or in IJerry's.
any other fiduciary relation, the name of
1930 Chevrolet Sedan
ears and null them to trees. There
Mrs. Irvin Pcwell v o has .been at
nic supper was served with Mrs. Eva the person or corporation for whom such
Is little doubt that the fungus called
trustee is acting. Is given; also that the
1930
Ford Coupe
the Jew’s Ear, which resembles a Moon in charge, assisted by Mrs. Ray said two paragraphs contain statements Knox Ho pi tai for treatment, re
embracing affiant's full knowledge and turned home Thursday.
1929
Chevrolet Coach
t
Easton,
Mrs.
Charles
Marston
and
human ear and grows on the trunk
belief as to the circumstances and con
1928 Whippet Sedan
of the elder tree, owes Its name to Miss Geraldine Page. Satisfactory re- ditions under which stockholders and
Mrs.
Ernest
Davis
of
South
Montsecurity holders who do not appear upon
this historical fact. Some authorithe books of the company as trustees, ville is caring for Mrs. Oscar Upham
1927 Studebaker Coupe
hold stock and securities ln a capacity
ties affirm, however, that it is a
other than that of a bona fide owner; and young son.
1929 Ford Panel
contraction for Judas ear, as It
and this affiant has no reason to believe
Mrs. Edward Veno who has been
that any other person, association, or
Is popularly believed that It was
corporation
has any interest direct or guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred Small
on un elder tree that Judas hanged
THESE CARS CARRY OUR
indirect ln the said stock, bonds, or
himself.—Answers Magazine.
USUAL GUARANTEE
other securities than as so stated by wood, has returned home.
IT ENDS
him.
5.
That
the
average
number
of
copies
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
C.
Perry
were
]
WASH DAY
of each Issue of this pubilcatlon sold or
CONVENIENT TERMS
distributed through tne malls or other guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
REMEMBER—WE DO OUR OWN
DRUDGERY
wise. to paid subscribers during the six Aubrey Heal of Camden.
FINANCING
months preceding the date shown above
DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW
WORK FINE
Is 5521. (This Information Is required
The Woman's Hom? Missionary So-1
from
daily
publications
only,
but
The
with
UJ/TH COLD WATCH
Courier-Gazette waives the exemotion).
ciety Auxiliary meets Thursday aft
DK. R. L. STRATTON
F. A. WINSLOW
JUST SOAK QUT
ernoon with Mrs. Sadie Bprgess. A
Associate
Editor.
Children's Work a Specialty
THE DIRT.
Sworn to and subscribed before me goed attendance is desired at this
Office Hours 8.00 to 5.30
TeL 611-M
Oct. 3. 1935.
420 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
first meeting after the summer vaca RANKIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
D C. LEACH
87-tf
Notary Public tion.

J LOST AND FOUND !
♦
I

Mr*. Shutt's Twin*

Mr*. Barbara Shutt, 141 Morse St.,
Watertown, Man., write* the following:

Dr.Trues Elixir
Laxative Bound Worm Expcllcr
hat proved itself to be the best all round
laxative and worm expeller from my
experience. ... I give it to all my
children exclusively.” ...
Signs of Round Worms . . . Consti
pation. deranged stomach, swollen
upper lip, offensive breath, hard and
full stomach with pains, pale face, etc.
The True Family Laxative tor Children and

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bucklin and
Mr and Mrs Wilbur Morqg. who have
Adults. Made from imported herbs. Mild been on a motor trip to Canada and
plaAaant to Uh«. Ask toe it at your store.
northern Maine have returned home.
Snecemmlutly uaed tor 84 years
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Beach of Port
land and Thcmas Harney of Wor
cester were recent guests of Mr. and of Pythias hall. A good speaker is 1
being se.ured for the occasion by
Mrs. Guy Lermond.
President Edw Dornan. and Frank
Mrs. Lee Walker entertains at a Linikcn Is in charge of supper ar
picnic supper tonight at the Walker
rangements.
Cottage. Martins Point.
Services at St John's Church to
Tomorrow is "Every member at morrow will be Holy Eucharist at
Church Sunday" at the Federated 9 30 and Church Schoo’, at 10.45.
Church an invitation being extended
The Parent-Teacher Assertion
to all members of the church and will hold its first regular meeting of
parish to attend the morning service the present school term, next Thurs
at 11 o'clock. The subject of the day night, at the High School. The
sermon will be "The Church's Gifts.'' program will be announced in the
The choir will sing "We Test Our next issue of this paper.
Lives by Thine." by Petrie. The
Bible Cla's which meets at 7 p. m..
WARREN
will begin a new course of study en
titled. "Realities of the Christian Re
The Sons of Union Veterans Aux
ligion." The month of October will iliary will hold its annual meeting
be devoted to “Religion as a Personal and election of officers Wednesday.
Experien:e." The Church School will Good attendance is desired Dinner
meet at 9 45 a. m. The Men's Com will be served at noon, and members
munity Supper will be served the not solicited are asked to take sweets.
third Tuesday in October instead of
Mrs Jessie Walker and Mrs Mary
the second. This change is made to Wyllle of this place with Mr. and
avoid conflicting with the Board of Mrs Lester Sherman of Rockland
Trade banquet.
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
Mr and Mrs Thomas Venner. Mrs Earl Hall in Waterville
Helen Smith and Miss Lucy Rokes
Several from Ivy Chapter O.ES.
motored to Augusta recently.
attended the inspection Wednesday
A new cement sidewalk is soon to evening of Fond-du-lac Chapter O
be laid on the south side of Main ES at Washington. District Deputy
street from the Baptist Church to Grand Matron Mrs. Carrie Smith
School itreet
inspecting.
Mrs. Marshall Bradford has re
Mrs Ruth Philbrook and daugh
turned from a business trip to New
ter Janet. Mrs Susie Philbrook. and
York
Mrs Madeline Thompson of Friend
Mrs. Bowles, home industry expert
ship were recent visitors at the home
from University of Maine gave a talk
of Mrs. Ray Spear in Thomaston.
at Montpelier yesterday.
Miss Muriel Reed who has been I Dinner guests Tuesday of Mrs.
Leland Philbrodk were Mrs. Kennetli
guest of her mother Mrs. Samuel
Reed the past month, returned Fri Thompson of Friendship and her
day to New York city where she will guests Mrs. Charles Rundell and
resume her duties at the Bellevue daughter Gloria of New Jersey. Mrs.
Holland Thompson of Friendship.
Hospital.
Mrs. Susie Philbrook and Mrs. Viola
Harry Given of Brunswick is a
weekend visitor at the home of Ann Durgin.
Mrs. Orace Henderson is visiting
Oillchre:t.
Arthur F. Ireland who for some her mother ln Franklin for a few
time was proprietor of a mattress days. He place as housekeeper at
business here died late Tuesday night. the home of Mrs. Frances Vinal is
Mr Ireland was born abtard a ship being taken by Miss Lizzie Winslow.
Callers Thursday at the Winslows
at the Canary' Islands, the son of Al
fred and H-psabeth (Drummond) were Mrs. Emma Robinson and
Ireland. He had been a resident of Arthur Shuman of Portland. Mrs.
this town for the past 25 years. Sur Sadie Mank and Mrs. Delia Jackson
viving are a daughter. Mrs. Elvira of Waldoboro.
Lynn of Quincv. Mass., and two sons
The Umbrella Club met Thursday
Alfred and Arthur, also three grand afternoon at the home of Mrs. Hazel
sons. The funeral was held Friday Hills. A birthday celebration for
at St. James Catholic Church.
Mrs. Ruth Perry was the event of
• • • •
the day. Mrs. Perry receiving many
The semi annual meeting of the gifts and a birthday cake. Each
Beta Alpha Club will be held Monday member was dressed as a little girl,
night at the Baptist vestry. Supper prizes for costumes going to Mrs.
will be served at 6 o'clock.
Ruth Wilson, Mrs. Marion Dalrymple
Charles A. Morse has bought Mrs and Mrs. Annie Spear. The next
Winfield Davis' house in Waldoboro < meeting will be in two weeks with
Among the resent guests at the!
Mrs. Louise Batchelder.
Knox Hotel were registered: Beatrice!
Rally Day will be observed at the
and Harrv Lee. Isabel Watts, Oeorge
Baptist church. Sunday and there
H Lord of St. John. N. B . Mrs A T.
will be graduation exercises at the
Bliss and Miss Mary Hickey of Bos
Church school.
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard who ,
WEST HOPE
have been occupying a cottage at I
Lake Megunticook the oast month I
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Merrifield
returned Mondav to Needham.
and daughter. Gretchen of Shirley.
Fred Hinckley returned to Boston ,
Mass., were guests Fair week of Mr.
yesterday.
and Mrs. Carl Merrifield.
William Hoffses went Thursday to
Mrs. Willard Wellman and daugh
Portland on a business trip.
*
Walter Hyler. who has been in gov ter Helen Gordon have been visiting
ernment service at Panama. Canal relatives and friends in Providence,
Zone, for 25 years and who has been Hartford and Worcester. Mass., while
visiting his father Sanford Hyler for on a vacation.
two months, is leaving Monday to re
Arthur Harriman has been at the
home of his mother, Mrs. Vanda j
sume his work.
Mrs. Genevieve Frye entertained Wentworth, for a visit.
the Laughalot Club at a picnic sup
Mrs. Annie Merrill of Morses' I
per Thursday at her home on Gleason Corner is guest of Lucretia Pushaw's
Callers Sunday at C. E. Wellman's
street.
Mrs. Georg? Lermond who has been were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Williams
a oat lent at Knox Hotpital the past South Union; Mrs. Eva Wellman,
five weeks, returned home Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Curtis. Rockland,
Mrs. Helen Clark Potter, who has and Miss Leola Wellman of Port
I
been spending a few days with her land.
mother, returned Friday to Needham.
Ella S. Davis of Warren will pass
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elliot are leav the winter with Lucretia Pushaw.
ing today. Saturday, for a motor trip
to Bcston and Worcester and other
NORTH WARREN
places in Massachusetts.
The regular monthly meeting o.
Mi:. Gertrude Starrett has re I
the Fire Department will be held turned to her home at the village. ,
1
Monday at 7 o'clock at the W. O
Mrs Nellie Benner cf Thomaston is
Masters house with a program appro vliitlng Mabie Crawford.
priate to Fire Prevention Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mank and
The Ladies' Mission Circle will meet
Donald Mank were calle rs Sunday
Tuesday at 2 o'clock with MLs Chris at Letter Mank's.
tine Moore. All members are urged
Nellie Benner of Thomaston. Mabie
to be present at this first meeting.
Crawford and Mrs. Charles Erickson
Mrs. Arthur Lynn of Quincy is in
passed Tuesday with Ermina Wil
town called by the death of her father
liams and Hattie McFarland.
Arthur Lreland.
The monthly meeting and supper
UseU FurnitureW
of the Board of Trade will be held
pext Wednesday night at the Knights

kf WBAD WAMT AP8l
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WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

TO LET

Miller’s Garage

GOOD!

USED CARS

(My ccmmlssioa expires Feb. 7, 1941.)
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Everv-Other-Day
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SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY
Put in your kitchen one of the new

Weekly Bulletin of Knox County
Association for Rural Religious Edu
cation:
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan
An expression of appreciation Is
In addition to personal note* retard-1 Shakespeare Society opens Its
extended to Mrs. Elmer S Bird for
Ini departum and arrivals, this depart-1
the gift of a child's Bible which will
ment especially desires Information of , season Monday evening, meeting at
social happenings parties, musicals, etc,, the home of Mrs Rosalba Littlefield
be placed to advantage, and to
Notes sent by mall or telephone *111 be
lledly received.
Act 1 of "LAlglon", the Clcmence
Thcmas Carroll of Rockport who gave
TtLF*HONI----------------------m or IM Dane version of the Rostand play,
It Is probable that Maine will I still use one for encore purposes. the white birch and Harry Levensalcr who made It Into .the cross used
will be read, and papers given by
never hear Schumann-Helnk agqin; “The Elfman."
Mr.;. Marcia Binford of Roxbury Mrs. Ruth Watson, Mrs. Orace
• • • »
in the pageant-pantomime “The Way
but
Information
comes
from
Holly

8tate Regent D_AR. will be luncheon Lawrence, IMlss Helen York and Miss
A Norwegian newspaper has this of the Cross," at Wiscasset Oct. 2.
wood that two major studios are now
guest of Lady Knox Chapter at the i Caroline Littlefield. Mrs. Angelica
• • • •
to say of Norway's famous soprano.
Copper KetUe Monday at 12 45 Mem Olover will be leader.
bidding for her services. They are
Lessons
ln
the
different schools
Kirsten
Flagstad,
whose
marvelous
bers wishing to attend must make
bidding not for her voice but for
were Interrupted due to the Union
reservations with Mrs. Alice Karl, I Mrs. Ethelyn Trefry of Vinalhaven
voice
and
artistry
revived
the
Met

her personality. She has a certain
regent, ’not later than Monday fore-' has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
ropolitan Opera Company last season Fair but those held were conduct
sympathetic appeal that may make
ed on the “Life of Jesus." With the
noon.
i
Cunningham for a week.
her. ln some degree at least, the sue- | as nothln« h»d ln man>' many years. , ]e„ons
MrKnighl using maps, I
"Den norske soprano
.
______
___ ___ | I
soprano Kirsten I| j. ove.iy colored
pictures attractively
cessor if Marie Dressier.
Miss Annie Dean has been trans- 1 Major and Mrs. Oeorge Blaney.
Flagstad, son, state sesong
sllk' meunted. and abo obJwU lnciudlng '
Schynann-Helnk Is now ln the
ferred from the local office of the j end their guests Miss Elizabeth
Thr best range that ran be made.
stonnende lykke^kommer 11 New *
of
twilight of her operatic career. The
Lawrence Portland Cement Co. to the Blaney and Mrs. Henrietta Gardner
Trade ln Your Old Range
York 27, September for a tlltre et 14
beloved singer is 72 years old. and
, .. .
houses found in Bethlehem, furnished
State department ln the Congress of Boston have returned from a trip
unkers engagement, ved Metropoll, , .
building ln Portland.
I to the Oaspe Peninsula.
„
*
. „ .
,
with ttnv little articles cleverlv fashthese years forbid her to stand upon >
Priced from
VJ up
tan Opera, begynnende 23. desember
„
,
the musical heights. But who knows,
. .. ,
. 1 ioned; costumes for small g.rls and
“Kirsten Flagstad skal ogsaa optre.
'
.
Miss Orace Knowlton Is in Boston J Sleeper Bible Class will meet
she
may
find
a
larger
audience,
a
Pay only $1.00 each week If you wish
.
; j
i. 11 toy®, for older bovs. for shepherds.
uter.om Metropolitan. Saaledes skal
",
' *
for a few weeks’ visit with friends.
newer fame, ln the motion picture .
.
'
.
. „ . , and cuter garments for the men, auMonday afternoon at the home of
hun 3. desember optre ved Schola
J
Mrs Ella 8 Bird and Mrs Delia Mre. David Beach.
I theaters of the world.
Cantorlum. 11 derember 1 Carnegie 'Really cut and made, were also
• • • •
Sullivan returned last night from
ROCKLAND. ME.
Hill. 14 desember 1 en Diaz Muslcale fhownu
a“ *'nd
lmprcss
Chapin Class will have picnic
llltf i Fritz Kreisler, world famous vlolln- paa Waldorf-Astoria, 21. desember 1; pp°n
Boston
children the realness of the
supper Tuesday at 6 at the Rankin
1 1st, Is to include Portland in his Town Hall. 23. desember 1 en BagbvBlble ,0 make lhem vlsuall2e that
Mr and Mrs. William Dean had as street homestead of Mr and Mrs.
Miss Maxine Chcyne Is a patient American tour this season, accord Morning Muslcale paa Waldorf- Jesus lived amid family surroundings
guests Tuesday CaDt John Halvorsen. E. R* Veazle. Husbands are Invited
at
the Eye and Ear Infirmary at ing to Aaron Richmond, New Eng- Astoria. 13. februar 1 Haarlem Phil These lessons at present and all
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch and Take dishes and sliver.
through the fall will be on the "Life
land impresario. The illustrious
Portland.
harmonic Society. Kirsten Flagstad
son Howard of Warren.
artist, whose last engagement ln this skal ogsaa optre som sollst ved and Teachings of Jesus.”
Mrs. Raymond K. Oreen gave a
• • • •
Boatswain and Mre. Almon Cun State was over three years ago. Is to Detroit og Pittsburg Symphony
The Wellington Smith Chorus will dinner party Wednesday compllnentvisit
Portland
for
a
concert
under
ningham
of
Boston
arrive
today
to
have Its first fall rehearsal Monday Ing her mother, Mrs. Ada Emery,
Orchestras og 1 radio-kringkastlng
An expression cf thanks is made
at 8 at the new Crie hardware store, who Is visiting her. Others present spend a month's vacation with Mr. the auspices of the Portland Junior over NBC og Columbia.
to Rev. C. H. Olds who so willingly
second lloor. Enter door by Carim's. were Mre. Clara Maddocks, Mrs Levi and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham. Granite League Nov. 11,
"I San Francisco Opera skal gave I he use of the Congregational
• • • •
Work will be begun on numbers for Leadbelter. and Miss Ella Maddocks. street.
Kirsten Flagstad ha fire optredener Church fcr preparation of the pag
Among the deaths of well known 1 Wagne "Ring' Cycle."
the Eastern Maine Festival concert of Owl's Head, and Mre. Electa
eant-pantomime to be given in Wis
musical
people reported this summer
• • • •
Itooevlk
Club
had
picnic
dinner
to be given in Bangor Oct. 23.
casset Oct. 2.
Philbrook.
Tuesday at the Cobb Farm, with was that of John Barnes Wells, tenor
The little autumn poem shown
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clough have
Miss Margaret Hellier. accom Mre. A. S. Peterson as hostess. The and composer, who died of a heart last week brought another from one
CAMDEN
closed their home ln Rockport and panied by her sister. Miss Alice afternoon was spent in sewing be attack at his summer home In Rox- of our readers. Here It Is:
will be wl'-h Mrs Cloughs father, B. Hellier. of Augusta, are In Boston for fore the open fire.
bury. N. Y.. Aug. 8 He was 54 and
Al’Tl'MN SONNET
Mrs. Maude Topp of Waldoboro
F. Collamore, Cedar street, for the the weekend, spending part of the
surviving him arc his wife and a One *on< Ik evanescent on my lips
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs
Aa still another brings Its melody
Mre. Carroll Besse and daughter daughter. &Jr. Wells attended Syra
winter.
time with their brother, Edward, at
Of vine>tunged air and turquoise sky
Willis Pitcher.
and tips
Joan who have been at Crescent cuse University, but left before
Phillips Exeter Academy.
Of frost on blades of grass. No
Miss Lucille Sousa who has been
Mrs Will Bowden Is critically 111 at
Beach for several weeks have re graduation to study music under
threnody
the guest of Maudie Peterson for the
.
.for low hangs the dusky her home cn Megunticook 6treet.
Funeral rervices fcr Mrs. Lettie turned to Swampscott. Mass.
John Demis and Victor Harris. He Is this
grape
ptst few weeks has returned to Ro.k- Fogg of Rockport will be held from
made his recital debut as a tenor
In purple clustered luxury . . . Broad
Repairs are being made on the
pert. Mass. with Capt and Mrs E M. the heme of W. A. Fogg. Frederick
on„
, nowerln,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Conary enter in New York ln 1915. and sang ln ' Mow
granite work at the postoffice
Mills and Miss E. M. Mills, who wen- Street, at 2 p. m Sunday. Interment tained at dinner Sunday at the cot concerts in various parte of the |
f*P»
__ <
. ...
Rustling In summer breeze
Lata | Many from here attended the
guests of Mr and Mrs. H. A. Harris of tn Sea View cemetery Rockport
tage of Mre. Jane Barron. Hobbs Pond country, also being a member of the ,
harveat yields
Pythian Sisters convention Friday ln
gaping
Tenant's Harbor.
the ,lmbered
Those making up the Jolly gather University Glee Club of New York. ! «**
Belfast.
Capt. W. S. Tripp arrived from ing were Mrs. Barron. Mr. and Mrs.
....
i The farmer lad walks down the dusty
Invitations have been received New Haven. Conn. Friday. called by
lane
Mrs. Eva Webster entertains the
Raymond Ludwig. Mr. and Mrs John
O O. Mclntvre commented on the I Where wisps ol hay like broken lengths
reading:
"Mr. and Mrs. James the death of his sister. Mrs. letladles of the Methodist Society Wed
of yarn
Partridge. Mr and Mrs. Edwin Post. death of Mr. Wells In this manner: | ding.
—
to crisp leaves emblazond with nejday afternoon at her home on Sea
Pinckney Stowe request the honor tie Fogg. He Is now at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McIntosh and The passing of John Barnes Wells. | „ u*"l“ ,unMt
of your presence at the marriage of cf W. A. Fogg but will visit his daugh
. . thinking
thinking street'
Mr. and Mre. Conary. The pleasant the tenor, removes still another
perchance
their daughter. Belle Ward, to Robert ters. Mrs. Marguerite Johnson and
The ladies cf the Farm Bureau will
Upon bright fires and wintry wind’s
day was ended by singing to the popular member of the Dutch Treat
sharp lance
Sidney Abemethy Jr., Thursday. Mrs. L. E Frost; and his son Ralph I
meat at Megunticook Orange hall.
C David Vormelker
strains of John's and Cliff's mandolin Club in the wake of Karl K
October 17. at 8 p. m„ First Presby Tripp in Thomaston before return
Wednc day at 10 30 o'clock. Miss
and guitar.
Kitchen's demise. Wells had sung
terian Church. Charlotte. N. C Miss ing.
Carrie Williams of the Central Maine
New
music
from
the
press
of
G.
and acted ln the Dutch Treat an
Stowe spent the summer at Lake
Power Company will demonstrate
HARJl'LA-CONDON
nuals for years. He popularized Schlrmcr Inc., includes two songs by
Mr and Mrs. Almon B. Cooper arc
Megunticook with Miss Sarah Olover
reveral electrical appliances. The
Maxwell
to
poems
by
Barbara
Elsa
'Peggy O'Hoollgan'. the song Arthur
of Charlotte, and has made many spending the weekend in North
Miss Marietta Condcn. daughter Samuels wrote for him. Also "Sylvia' Hutton, which are quite worth while. subject, "Equ pping the Kitchen Elecfriends here by her delightful charm. Haven where their wedded life was
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Condon of Written by Clay Speaks, composer of "I Will Not Grieve” Is “affectionate- > trically." Picnic lunch at noon,
begun 25 years ago today.
Thomaston, was united ln marriage 'On the Road to Mandalay.’ They j ly dedicated to Lawrence Tlbbctt." j Invitations arc extended to attend
Tony Accardl is In New York.
Sept.
26 to William E Harjula of are recalling a gesture now believed The other "I Need No Song" has a a tea and donation party Oct. 10 at
Mr. and Mre. Henry B. Bird are
Mrs David Talbot and niece, Miss guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick South Thomaston at the home of prophetic. Wells made as the curtain lovely flowing accompaniment and the Home fcr Aged Women, 63 Wash
Marian Weidman, of Rockport have Bird in Winchester, Mass., for the J the officiating clergyman. Rev. W M fell on the most recent show. He is the more appealing of the two. ington street. Visitors are welcome
Brewsttr. the double ring service be went around very gravely and shook Also comeS "Peking Pictures done from 2 30 to 5 p. m. Please take some
been visiting ln Boston for a few weekend.
ing used. The bridegroom Is the son hands with members of the cast: 1^ Miss Maxwell and Miss Hutton. 1 useful article for the Home or some
days.
Mr. and Mre. A. T. Thurston are of the late Erick and Ida Harjula.
TU probably be away for the next atmosPh<’rlc things, which must thing ln food supplies.
intrigue the artist seeking for un
Mr. and Mrs E. E. 8toddard have visiting Mr. and Mrs. Henry White
Mr. and Mre. John Stahl, son
show,' he explained.”
usual effects. They remind one of Willis, Mre. Susie Lyon of Assonet.
returned from a visit wTh Mr. and In Farmington for the weekend.
ISLESFORD
Mrs. William Parker lErvlUa Stod- J
Few singers ever heard ln Rock the lovely Chinese songs written by Mass . Robert Davis of'Fall River.
Among those attending the first
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dalrymple and land was more beloved than John Kathleen Lockhart Manning.
dardi ln Easthampton. Mass.
Mrs E. F. Stahl. Miss Oeorgia
meeting of the newly elected board Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Johnson re
Mathews and Miss Piper of Thomas
Barnes Wells. How many years ago
Miss Alicia Kay 8mlth of Augusta of directors and officers of the Maine turned to Hopkinton last week, taking
ton motored to Cadillac Mountain
SPRUCE HEAD
was
he
heard
here?
Not
only
was
is visiting her aunt, Mrs Ava B. Federation of Music Clubs Wednes Mrs. Malcolm Fernald and daughter
this week.
his voice lovely, but his manner was
day afternoon with the president, Barbara Ann for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stople of
Lawry.
Mrs. Zelma M. Dwinal. Miss Winnifull of charm. He was brought here
Mrs. S. Merritt Farnum, of Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brooks of Unity by the late William Rogers Chapman Winthrop, Mass., were overnight fred Burkett. Miss Madeline Fogg
Mr. and Mrs. P. P Bicknell gave ton, were Mrs. Faith Q. Berry, first
spent last weekend with her parents, who also presented him at Maine guests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs Henry Benson and Tony Accardl of
a dessert bridge last evening com vice president: Mrs. Dora Bird,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Fernald.
Musltf Festivals. Many of us had a Elbert Burton. Mr. Stolpc who will Rcckland, motored to New York and
plimenting Dr. N. K. Wood of Bos chairman of the Augusta district:
j be remembered as the son of August Washington. D. C, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Olson have "fever" to buy all his own songs and
ton. The occasion also served to Mrs. Doris F. Scarlott, secretary of
| Stolpe, passed his boyhood days here
Mrs. W. L. Hall went Firday to New
celebrate the silver wedding anni the Augusta district: and Mrs. Lydia moved into the bungalow of Mrs. John those he scored hits with ln concert. j but has been away for 40 years.
Haven, Conn., where she will spend
versary of Mr. and Mrs. Almon B. Storer. president of the Rubinstein Bunker at the Point.
Mrs. LUllan Pomroy has returned the winter.
Cooper. Others present were Mr Club. An outline of the new form • Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Beal and
to Rockland after a short visit with
Mrs. Susie Lyon of Assonet, Mass.,
MONDAY, TUESDAY
and Mrs H. B Fales and Miss Anne of organization was presented, and son Wayne and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
her aunt. Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
and
nephew Robert Davis of Rtil
announcement made of the first of a Spurling spent several days in JonesBlacklngton.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Egan and River, have been recent guests of Mr
port
recently
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed

series of district meetings of the
family have moved to the Haskell and Mrs. John Stahl.
Mrs. F. F. Brown accompanied by federated clubs late this month at gar Worcester.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shibles are
house, formerly the T. E. Wiley pro
Mrs. Dewey Brown of Vinalhaven Oorham. with the Annie Louise
W. A. Spurling is a business visitor
perty.
returning
Monday to Webster. Mass.,
were in Portland Friday to visit Mr. Carey Club of that town, and the ln Boston.
and Mre. Richard Booth. They went Chopin Club of Westbrook, as hos
Mre. Lucy Wall is visiting her after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Ralph Phippen's mother has moved
to Danbury, N. H„ where they will be tesses.
brother, Edward Morse in Biddeford L. Kennedy. Mountain street.
to Manset for the winter.
Comique Theatre attractions: Sun
Pool.
guests of Mre. James Betts for a
Mrs. Fred Spurling Is making good
day and Monday. Oeorge Ralf in
weekend trip through the White
Miss Caroline Robinson went
Bargain for October—your car
progress toward health at the Eastern
“Every Night at Eight;" Tuesday.
Mountains.
Thursday to Warren where she will
Spills Exclusive Story of
washed, day or night, for 79c at Fire Maine Oeneral Hospital in Bangor,
"Atlantic Adventure;” Oet-Rlchbe
at
the
home
of
her
nephew,
proof Oarage. Power washer used.
where she recently underwent -an op
That Notorious Woman
Nite; $60 given away. Wednesday,
Mre. Alice Gregory Is visiting her
Charles McKellar, for several weeks.
120-123
Alice Bradv ln "Lady Tubbs," and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Carr
eration.
Behind
The
Headlines
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell L. Mann were on the stage tho "World's Fair
Alton Brown has been transferred
In Warren.
Ruth CoKart. chiropodist, will be
called to Providence last week by the Freaks;" 14 of the most curious
to the White Head Coast Guard Sta
sudden death of an uncle, Dr. Carl human
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper and guest, on vacation from her Talbot avenue tion after serving here on the picket
beings
Believc-It-Or-Not
Fitcher. Mr. Mann returned home Ripley could find.
Dr. N. K. Wood of Boston motored office for two weeks starting Oct 14. boat for two months.
Monday, Mrs. Mann and daughter,
I
to Ellsworth Thursday and visited —adv.
Friends of Mrs. Andrew Stanley are
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux
June remaining for a short time with
the Black House.
pleased to hear favorable reports In
meets Monday at 7.30. Supper will
Ask your dealer for the Red. White
Mrs. Fitchner.
regard to her condition.
be served at 6.30 to the Canton and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gregory have and Blue package of Lemon Custard
Mre. Samuel Cavanor of Portland Auxiliary members. An entertain
%
■
'
—
been visiting Mr. and Mre. T. H. Ice Cream, 25c pint.—adv.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fred ment will follow.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Freeman in North Searsmont for a
Batty.
Rev. William E. Berger, rector cf
few days.
Sympathy is extended to Mr. and St. Thomas Episcopal Church, Is on
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bachellor
Mrs. Harry Allard and Jesse Allard a month's vacation.
have returned to Boston.
Mre. E. O. Weston of Thomaston
in the recent death of Mrs. Nora
Auxiliary to the Freeman-Herrick
Mrs. Esther Davis has sold her
who has been a surgical patient at
Allard.
Camp meets Monday evening. Sup
property in the village and Is now
Maine General Hospital. Portland, Is
per at 6 o'clock.
making her home with her daugh
4 Thrilling Days in
convalescing at the home of h«r
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
APPLETON
RIDGE
daughter, Mrs. Lloyd N. Benner, ln
BOSTON
Martin Collamore.
VINALHAVEN
Brunswick.
Only $5.50 Round Trip
Miss Evelyn Oenthner was week
The Willing Workers had a good
Dr. Stratton, Rockland dentist, will
end guest of Mr. and Mre. A. J.
From ROCKLAND
attendance Tuesday, accomplished
Miss Nellie Cunningham is ln
In Warner Bros.' headline hitbe at his Vinalhaven office on the
(In
Coaches)
much
work,
made
plans
for
the
har

Oenthner.
Boston.
(Equally low rates from all other
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howarth ol
vest home supper, appointed commit arrival of the boat Monday after
stations)
Camden
were
callers
Tuesday
on
tees, etc. The date of the sale and noon—adv.
Lady Knox Chapter of Rockland
Any train except
Mrs. Nellie Wallace. The latter has
supper is Oct. 16.
Streamlined "Flying Yankee”
and Oen. Knox Chapter of Thomas
recently returned home from the
ton, Daughters of the American
Aubrey Fuller Is repairing the
Go October 11 or 12
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
village where she has been caring
Revolution, will hold a joint meet
Sprowl house.
Return
If you are a subscriber tn
Any time up to 9.30 P. M. train
for her mother.
ing Monday at 2 at “Montpelier.”
The Courier-Gazette and are
Miss Ruth Moody was ini Camden
from Boston
Maurice Dinich of Cooperstown,
Members of Knox County Chapter
leaving home for any time, long
last week as guest of Miss Alice
October 14
N. Y., is boarding at A. J. Genthners
or snort, let us mall the paper to
TODAY
S.A.R., and wives are invited as
Thorndike, R. N.
you during your absence. The
BUCK JONES in
Congratulations are extended the
Children Under 12 % F®re
special guests. Mrs. Marcia Binford
regular copy of the paper will
“STONE OF SILVER CREEK”
Mrs. James Harvey (Maxine Copp)
newly
wedded
couple,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of Roxbury, State regent, will out
• Football
• Sightseeing
go to the home as usual. Just
and two friends of Dry Mills were re
Ralph Brazier. They are housekeep
• Theatres
• Night Clubs
line the year's plans. An invitation
telephone the address to the
cent callers at the parsonage and
ing
in
an
apartment
at
the
Paul
office, or mail a card. Tbe paper
has been extended to Gov. Brann.
Ask agent, he will help you plan
visited
other
friends.
will follow wherever you go, and
your trip
Winchenbach house.
will stop on notice when you ar
Ruth Sampson of Dorchester, Mass.,
Mathew Barron of Portland was a
T new taste treat, Fro-Joy Lemon
Telephone 409
rive home. There will be do
is
with
Adna
Pitman
for
an
indefinite
weekend visitor at the home of Mr.
Custard Ice Cream, on sale today at
Matinee, 2.00; Evening C.30, 8.30
charge.
stay.
119-121
and Mre. A. J. Gcnthner.
your nearby ice cream dealer—adv.

GLENWOOD
RANGES

Realm of Music

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

Hold Everything! Here Comes

RYTEX STREAMLINE
The stationery sensation of the season. It’s new—it’s smart and its
specially priced for

October Only!

1

100 DOUBLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

Postage
10c Extra

With thr swanky Streamline band in Light Grern, Wuc or Orchid
on Large Baronial Sheela and on Pointed Flaps of Envelopes.
Name and Address in Black, Blue or Violet Ink. Fine quality While
Vellum paper.

On sale for October only—$1 a box!
future use.

Buy now for gifls and for

Also many other styles to choose from. Come und .see them

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

FAST COLOR PERCALES
Yard Wide

121/2 Cents
For Comforter Linings, Aprons, Dresses, Ft
See This Splendid Value In Our Southern Window

E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I

RATES:
>gw $»]■»

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON

Ait BOOM

B*T»

Ipw«ki wwUy »
,; ,500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB-.SHOWER

*

« NORTH STATION

•4 $TEF-A«»y.»e TRAIH-ROOM*

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

BETTE SCORES
SCANDALSCOOP
IN DARING ROLE

MAUREEN
A CtAXINCi H8WM Fr«»4u<»!•«.

NOW
PLAYINO

“O'SHAUGNEltSY’S BOY"
with
JACKIE COOPER, WALLACE BEERY
Phone 892
Shows:
Matinee 2. Evg. <5-30, 8.30
Cont. Sat. 2.00 O> 10-30

OVER COLUMBUS
DAY

BETTE DAVIS
GEORGE BRENT

FRONT PAGE
WOMAN

PRRKif

Maine Central R. R.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WANT-ADS
TELEPHONE 770

Catiett

(HEAPESi
WAY

t

I
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Every-Other-Oaf

SAW THE DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS

OF

The Orett Robinsons Visited Famous Ontario

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

KNOX COUNTY, MAINE

“Shrine” On Their Western Trip

----------------- r----------------

Mr and Mrs. Orett Robinson and passed old automobiles hitched up to
daughter
of Castine (former residents donkeys.
i CHAPTER XLU.)
We found Ccolldge Dam ard later
of Knox County) recently returned
Samuel Payson 2d
Jan. 1777. when he was discharged at
the Rooevelt Dam on the Old
from a tour to the West Coast, and
Samuel Payson 2d of Cushing son Pish Kilns on the Hudson .River ln |
Apache Trail lnteiesitng sights. The
at The Courier-Oazettes request the Trail affords plenty of high msunNew
York.
He
was
in
but
one
action
J
of Capt. Samuel Payson a Revolu
during his term of service and thgt , family has prepared an account of taln drivti<.
tionary officer.
He enlisted at
at a place called Chester.
Having crossed the desert into Cali
the trip which will be found very in
Stoughton. Mass., in January 1776.
In 1827 his family consisted of his teresting. It follows:
fornia we headed for San Diego.
as a private in Capt Samuel Pay* wife. Sarah, age 47 years, his daugh
Balboa Park, where the Exposition
• • • •
sons company. Col. Josept Reads ter Margaret, age 13 years, and Ann.
was held, was beautiful
Our first objective was Washing
Wa next drove up the Pacific
Regiment. Massachusetts line and he age 3 years, and his sons. Isaac, age
ton. D. C. We spent the greater part Coast, having stopped at Old San
continued in the service until 9 years. Samuel (3d), age 7 years,
and James, age 5 years, and he re of a week there going over various Diego to visit Ramona's Marriage
January 1777. when he , was dis
ceived a pension of $96 per year. government buildings including the Place. We spent a Uttle while ln va
charged at Fishkill on the Hudson Samuel, died at Cushing Sept. 22. Smithscnian
Institution.
White rious places including Hollywood.
River in New York At the time of 1849. His widow. Sarah Payson ap House the Capitol Building where we Santa Barbara and later San Fran
his enlistment his age is given as plied for a pension June 15. 1833. and saw the House of Representatives in cisco where we went over China
session. Lincoln Memorial. Lincoln Town. After crossing the bay. we
22. his height as 5 feet and 9 Inches gives her age as 73 years.
Museum, and also the houv where continued up the coast. At Santa
Andrew Peabody
and his complexion dark As he was
Lincoln died
Rosa we saw the large tree under
Andrew Peabody of Warren, was a
born in 1761. his age was IS years
lols is a Oirl 8cout and we all went which Luther Burbank is burled. In ,
instead of 22 when he enlisted the private in Capt. John Gay's company over the National Girl Scout Little his garden were a spineless cactuCol. Ebenezer Francis Massachusetts Hcuse That is for the Oirl Scouts of
a thornless rcaebush, and other curl-,
first time.
«
Regiment. Nov. 29. 1776
He was all States.
osities.
July 26. 1778. he again enters the also matross ln Capt. Amos Lincoln's
Two Interesting documents seen ln
We visited some relatives ln Eureka.
service as private in Capt Nathaniel 10th Co.. Col. Craft's Mass.. Artillery'
Washington were the original De Calif ., where I had once lived. While
Clapps Company. Col Benjamin Regiment; service to Aug. 1. 1777. claration of Independence and the there. Orett went into a store to see
Howe's Massachusetts Regiment, and 38 days. He also received bounty Constitution. Sldetrlps were made tf he could find any beans. The pro
from April 30 to Dec. 30. 1777. He to Lae's mansion. Christ a Church at
was discharged Sept 11, 1778. serv
prietor produced a can
It was
was also private in Capt Benjamin Alexandria, the Tomb of the Un
packed by Black & Gay of Thomas
ing one month and 17 days at Rhode
Peabody's Company. Col. Jacob Oer- known Soldier, also the beautiful
ton. The label certainly looked good
Island.
rish's 1st Massachusetts Regiment, amph theatre there, and Mount
• • • •
‘Enlisting again he marched July
enlisted Oct. 14. 1779 and discharged Vernon.
.
After
a
short
time we found it was
4, 1780, and was discharged Dec. 8.
Nov. 22. 1779 A letter from Colonel
Finally we went southward through necessary to leave our relatives ard
1780. serving under Brig Gen. Olover
Ebenezer Francis, Peabody's Regi Virginia stopmng to see the Luray
move northward to Crater Lake in
Samuel. 2d. was born ln Stoughton.
mental Commander addressed to a Caverns and the Natural Bridge.
Oregon. We found plenty of enow
Mass. April 20. 1761. and died tn
member of the Massachusetts House,
We went on through the Carohnas there. After the torrid* wea-her ln
Cushing. Sept. 22 1849. at the age of
gives a gruesome picture of the con seeing large tcbacro fields hard p;ne
the South, the change was almost too
88 years and 6 months, according
dition of the Regiment while Pea trees, and also some very primitive
much. To go to one observatory it
to the inscription on his grave stone
body was serving in it.
negro cabins
The cabins seemed wa^ necessary to pass through a
in the Norton cemetery at Bioad
even poorer than those we had seen tunnel of snow 200 feet long That
David Perry
Cove His grave had a Revolutionary
David Perry of South Thomaston ln Kentucky several years before and was July 24 Crater Lake is a won
marker iin 1930).
• • • •
was a private in Capt. Lemont's at that time we had thought those derful blue that cannot be described
extreme We also saw plenty of corn It has no known inlet and no known
His father. Capt. 8amuel Payson, Company Massachusetts Militia; en and cotton. We stopped a while tn
outlet.
listed
July
25.
1775.
service
to
Dec
moved from Sharon to Warren in
Charier ton. S C.. to see the quaint
We next rode down the Cclumb a
31.
1775.
This
company
was
1779. when Samuel 2d was still in the
houses and old churches. We gazed , River Highway a most beautiful
stationed
at
Georgetown.
Lincoln
service. He evidently followed his
out at Port Sumter.
drive, to Portland and then on up to
father to Warren or vicinity after his County for the defence of the sea
Seattle
That was an unusually
• • • •
coast.
Eaton
in
his
History
of
discharge from the Army. Sept 20
beautiful
city.
'
Thomaston,
Rockland
and
South
Next we wer.t southward through
1787. his father conveys to Samuel
Passing eastward into Idaho, after
We enjoyed seeing the
2d. parts of the Lots Nos. 25 and Thomaston states that he died ln the Georgia
having seen the interesting Conlee
26 in Warren, for which he pays 40 Army of the Revolution. His father trees, heavy with Span-sh Moes
Dam project, we then went up Into
pounds The census of 1790 places Job Perry, was born at Marshfield. Brown pigs and cowys ate everywhere
British Columbia and Alberta to the
him in Nobleborough without a fami Mass. and married for his third wife beside the roads and often crossed the
Canadian Parks of Yoho Kootenay,
I
Abegail
Ford,
and
resided
in
George

road
in
front
of
us.
In
small
towns
ly.
However Dec. 30. 1790. he
and Banff. The Canadian Rockies
town.
Boothbay.
and
South
Thomas

they offered the chief center of at
married Margaret Lewis of Cushing
are glorious up there Wc saw many
ton.
Maine
where
he
died
about
1789.
traction. Many trees along the way
In the intentions of marriage his
beautiful lake,;. including the famous
The
subject
of
this
sketch
was
a
had been tapped for turpentine The
residence is given as Warren, and
water was more or less flavored with Lake Louise.
his wife's name as "Peggy ". Sept. child of Abigail, his third wife.
Coming bock to the States, we first
(To be continued)
sulphur, not very appetizing for
28 1793. Samuel Payson Jr. conveys
stopped at the Waterton lakes Na
drinking purposes.
However
it
to Andrew Starer 140 acres of land on
tional Park of Canada and then a:
served the purpose when cooled How
the shore ot South or Starling Pond
the Glacier National Park tn Mon
we did long ter some good Maine
in Warren for 164 pounds. This may
tana. At Olacler Park, we were
water.
fix the time of his removal to Cush
We continued southward from stopped by seme Montana people
ing In 1788. the Warren Militia
Jacksonville
to Miami, stopping at St The lady* had once come from Port
Company chose him Lieut, and he
Augustine and later at Daytona land. and was most happy at finding
must have been a resident at that
I attended a dinner of my Masonic
Beach We crossed the Everglades some people from Maine. It devel
time and probably did not change
Lodge recently and one of my fellow
on an excellent road. At intervals oped that she had orc? been a room
his residence to Cushing until some
members.
Walter
Wood,
on
entering
we passed Settlements of the Semi mate. at Wheaton Colltge. of Muriel
years later.
Payson Farnham nca- of FarmingAfter the death of his first wife shook hands with me and greeted nole Ind.ar-s Up the State we went
he married Sarah Rivers Robinson. me thusly. "Well, you're just the man then, stopping at the Bok Tower and ten. but formerly of Thomaston.
• • • •
at Silver Springs where Lois went out
widow of Isaac Robinson. Dec. 24. I want to see!"
A
Maine
tar
was a rarity. After
“Sorry’. Walter." I said, "but I can't In a glass-bottomed boat to look
1812. The intention of marriage
leaving
Washington,
D C.. we weren't
pay
you
the
loan
just
now.
”
through
the
beautiful
crystal
water
at
dated Nov. 26. 1812. gives the bride's
"Aw. g'wan. I want to tell you 1 fish and plant life. As we Journeyed to see cne until tn Ontario. So many
name as Sally Robinson.
His activities in Cushing affairs was at Tenants Harbor this summer on we crossed the Suawanee Rivet- people called out thc unusual num
on a bridge which said "Way down ber p'.ate as we p.-, red by (that had
can best be summarized by stating and had a wonderful time."
“
Yes.
that
is
what
everyone
says
.
on the Suawanee River “About this also happened in a previous trip) that
that he was selectman continuously
time a mother pig and her six little we thought nothing of It. We even
from 1804 to 1811 and was again who visits there in the summer.”
Walter's great regret is that he pigs cros ed the road in front of us. saw people go cut of their wav to
elected in 1814. He served as road
lcok at the plate. That was part cusurveyer in 1798-99-1801. 1818-1819 was not born in Maine and is there Sheep cows, and goats were near.
The next States to be crossed after larly true in Calgary. Alberta. Often
as Fence Viewer 16 times from 1800 fore not eligible for membership in
to 1822. surveyor of lumber in 1802. the Sons of Maine Club, as he has leaving Florida were Alabama. Mis the pecple talked with us . One re
He was pound keeper 22 years; tith- lived for many years in Somerville. sissippi and Louisiana. In the last mark we heard over and over again—
ingman ln 1810 and 1822; hog reeve His mother, nee Brown, was bom named we passed over a number of "My. but ycu're a long way from
1814. 1822, field driver 1820. The at Wiley's Comer, and I presume l beautiful bridges with the inscriptions home!”
The p-ople in British Columbia and
town meeting of Cushing was held Walter is related to many of the old ’ saying they were built while Huey
Aiberta were some of the kindest,
1 Long was governor.
at his residence six years, including time families.
friendliest people we have ever met.
He told me he spent a number of
one state election.
Crossing the two Dakotas alo Min
vacations with Uncle Nel Hall when
• • • •
nesota,
Wisconsin and Michigan we
We
snent
some
time
in
Nfw
OrlcanAt the town meeting held at the he was living in the house that
j and finally crossed the Missis entered Canada again at Sault Ste.
afterward
burned.
As
we
sat
chat

house of Samuel Payson 2d March
sippi on a ferry bound for Pert Marie There we enjoyed watching
17, 1803. the building of a meeting ting. Walter was on my right. On
Arthur. Texas. We had a most de a steamer pass through the Canadian
my
left
was
a
fellow
member
who
house, ever the faithful subject of
lightful
visit there with Mr. and Mrs. Leeks from Lake Superior to Lake
municipal legislation and discord, is a native of Vermont, but graduated
Fred Bucklin. Mr. Bucklin came for Michigan. We also saw the Old Block
from
the
University
of
Maine
Law
was favorably acted upon and Sam
merly from Warren and Mrs. Bucklin House of the Hudson Bay Fur Trad
uel Payson 2d was chosen a member School (now extinct) and who goes
was Katherine Watts of Thomaston ing Company
to
Maine
for
the
fishing
season,
and
of the committee to select a location
Passing through Ontario, we spent
They have a very pretty home and
who
had
been
there
this
year.
He
as near the center of the town as
the night at North Bay and found
gave
us
a
royal
good
time.
Inci

admits that next to Vermont. Maine
possible
dentally. we read many of the Rock that we were right near the famous
At the town meeting held at Sam is the finest State in the U. S. A.
Dionne Babies. It is passible to see
The group was a sort of mutual land Oourier-Gaaettes there.
uel Payson. 2d s, April 2. 1804, it was
With regret we left Port Arthur them four times a day so we iwent out
voted to build a pound on his land admiration society, and I the only
j
eventually
and going through Hous- to Callander the next day. Hundreds
between his house and that of native son. Walter's special thrill i ton and Austin finally arrived at of pecple were there. The babies
Archibald Robinson and the specifi was the view of Long Cove and the
; Carsbad Caverns in New Mexico. We threw kisses and "pat-a-caked." In
cation for same are extended on islands. I never came over that road
’ had been yhere before but felt that Ontario we were taken over the Inriding
(I
never
forgot
the
four
the town records. In 1809. the town
i another trip down into the caverns. | teresting and beautiful Parliament
meeting chose him a member of the months I walked that road, Nov. '81
I considered the largest in the world, . building at Ottawa.
to
Mar.
'82
1.
but
that
I
got
a
thrill.
committee to engage one or more
After making a brief stop at MonI have persuaded scores of people ' would be well worthwhile. There are
carpenters to finish the pulpit,
| treat we were soon at home. We had
!
six
and
a
half
miles
of
good
trails.
A
to
drive
from
Thomaston
to
Port
breastwork and pews on the lower
i traveled over 11,500 miles.
floor of the meeting house, or adopt Clyde via the Harbor, and everyone j visitor goes 760 feet underground into
We have now seen 45 of the 48
a
veritable
fairyland.
Six
hours
are
such measures as they think proper of those persons has told me it was
j States. Connecticut east of the Misto get the work done. In the sale one of the finest rides he ever had. . allowed for the trip. Near the Rock i sissippi and Kansas and Missouri
of pews that followed the comple as the reverse ride from Port Clyde of Ages, a huge formation, each day west of it, arc yet to be covered.
tlon of this work. Samuel Payson. 2d to Thomaston gives one an entirely the lights are turned off and thc
When our 15-year-old daughter
was the purchaser of pew 36, at the different view the hills ol Knox hymn. Rock of Ages, sung. It is most was asked by an Ohio lady which
impressive. The number of guests
town meeting held in Sept. 1. 1810, he County.
State was the most beautiful of all
Personally. I dislike boasting, so I from each State is then read. As
was chosen a member of the com
she had been In. without hesitating a
mittee to appraise the gallery pews. call this boosting. • To those of you before we were the only ones from second, she replied. "Maine.” And
Sept. 10, 1810. he was drawn as a who have never taken that famous Maine. There -were two from Eng we feel the same aay.
grand juror to attend the Supreme ride, my advice is , “Go and do thou land that day; 500 persons a day
likewise.”
through the season is the average.
Judicial Court at Wiscasset.
Boze
From Carlsbad we went back Into
In his declaration for pension
Somerville. Mass., Sept. 26
Texas. We thoroughly enjoyed El
0ated April 23. 1818, he gives his age
Paso with its many Mexican homes of
as 58 years his occupation as a
farmer.
He also gives a brief MODERN
WOMEN adobe brick. In some places the peo
description of his service as follows: NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due ple were making new bricks.
cold*, nervous strain, exposure or similar eauses.
We went into Old Mexico at Juarez.
He enlisted at Stoughton, Mass . in to
Chi-eliee-tera Diamond iirand Pills are effeetive,
and give QUICK RELIEF Sold byj ~
At El Paso we jsaw a Mexican carry
January 1776. In Capt. Samuel Pay- reliable
all druggists for over 4oyear*. Alkloi—j
ing a load of sticks on his back and
son's Company Col. Joseph Reed's . ijuijiijajj
donkeys carrying loads of sticks, as
Regiment. Massachusetts line, where
I wood there is very t<w. Wc often 4. $f ffff f f* .5. .j. f f
’ SRAM 9”
l,e continued in the scrvico until I *1*8 •iakomb
By Edward Kalloch Gould, State Historian of Maine

'enanls Harbor Days'

What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen ate doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine’s waterfront
Thc World Series is affording us
Portland Head
pleasure, even from a distance,
Along comes fall ln all its glory!
Keeper and Mrs Elliott of Two thanks to the radio.
Lights Cape Elizabeth, were callers ( Mrs Keene has arrived home after
spending a month ln Waterville and
here Wednesday.
W C. Dow was guest at the station Camden*
Keeper and Mrs Powers were re- j
Wednesday.
Mi s Mary Toothaker and brother cent Portland visitors.
As this is being written, the British [
Robert were calling Monday fat Mrs.
cruiser. Scarborough, is sailing down
Sterling
A. W Hathorn arrived Sundav and river and a beautiful sight it is.
will substitute while the keepers take 1 We hope those along the coast are
enjoying good health and send our
a vacation
R. T. Sterling and family were cn best wishes to all.
• • • •
a motor ride Sunday afternoon.
The Curkolda
Mrs. Martha Sterling visited Miss
to
our
lighthouse
Mary Toothaker of Portland last I Greetings
friends! It has been some time since
Thursday.
Mr and Mrs Edward D Hilt of St ' news of this station has appeared in
Oeorge were weekend guests at the , our column, so we thought we should I
get busy and send In a few Items.
home of F O Hilt and family
Among tlie mam occupations here
Mr and Mrs R Thayer Sterling
with son Robert. Mrs Hilt and son I have been canning pickling, making
Willard atterf'd pxf-ure. Mor.dny 1 Jelly and all the neces ary things for
cur comfort in the winter
evening tn Portland.
The children are ashore for the
Mr and Mrs Charlie Ward of
Lynn. Mass., called Monday on F. O j school months Arlona and Leo Foss
are attending school at Brooklin and
Hilt and family.
R Thaver Sterling started on vaca- Juatieta and Myrtle Seavey at Cape
tion Tuesday going by bus to New Ncwajen. We certainly miss the
York and New Jersey He will be youngsters but they enjoyed their
vacation and left for school happy
guest of nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Justm Fess and son Justin
Good Timers met Wednesday with
Mrs Mae Scule of Portland for an have been pass.ng a few days in
all day meeting.
Mrs. Mollye Brooklin os guests of her daughter
Mitchell was present after missing ! Mrs. Albert Anderson.
everal gatherings becaue of illness
Mr. and Mrs Harold Seavey and
Mrs. Soule entertained in her usual children. Patricia and James recently
channing manner and a pleasurable spent a five-day vacation with Mr
time was affoided all.
Seavey’s parents at Addison
• • • •
Keeper and Mrs Fo-s were callers
Perkins Island
Saturday at the home of Mr and Mrs
A glorious fall day is favoring this Daniel Foss at Gray.
spot as we pen our greetings to all
Benjamin Mor on who has been at
Guardians.
the station for some time, has reOeorge Morong of Parker Head is'
turn-d to his home in Ellsworth.
at Mark Lsland for a few days until' Mr and Mrs Harold Seavey enter
the new Keeper arrives.
tained last weekend Mrs Maggie
Keeper and Mrs Powers and Mn Bowden and John Farnsworth of Au
Oeorge Morong visited aboard the gusta.
British cruiser Scarborough last
Mr and Mrs Freeman Foss of Cape
Sunday at Bath and found It very Elizabeth were recent overnight
interesting.
gue ts of Keeper and Mrs. Foss and
Frank Lunt of Thomaston visited family Josie Alley of the Wood
the station recently.
Island Coast Guard Sta: Ion aiso
Hello. John and Hilda, ln Camden, visited the Fess family recently.
also Maude of Rockland.
How
Keeper Foss was a business visiter
would some clams and lobsters go in Boothbav Harbor last week
such as we enjoyed Sunday? Hope
We sign off with best regards to
to have another visit from you soon. fellow coastmen and families.

IS MAKING PAUPERS

lowering the gold content ot the
dollaf.

A. A. A. Found Want In the

The function of government should
be to assure the thrifty and the toil
ers that their savings will be kept
ir.tact; otherwise there will be no dis
tinction between the man who toils
and saves, and the man who does not.
That a mortgage of increasing size
is being placed on the future is evi
dent when one considers the huge
sums paid farmers for not raising
crops. A case was cited of a farmer
in Connecticut who. after having pur
chased a new farm, was visited by a
Government agent and warned not to
raise tobacco. He told the agent that
he had not planned to do so. Later on*
he received a check from the Govern
ment equal to about two-thlrds of the
price of the farm.
In addition to the money spent in
this way. huge salaries ranging from
84000 to $8000 are still being paid, al
though NRA is supposed to have dis
continued. There are still 2760 on the
pay roll and 50 new bureaus and com
missions. One of these, the AAA
found want in tlie midst of plenty
and destroyed the plenty. It Is pos
sible to agree with everything Roose
velt says and disagree with what he
does.
The Republican Party is the Na
tion's hope. Although it has sins of
commission and omission, it has re
mained in the realm of sanity. Wom
en's Clubs can be of help through dis
cussions. forums, etc. They can seek
out capable leaders of high character
who will use the Republican Party as
a means of saving the country from
rushing headlong into ruin.

Midst Of Plenty, ard De
stroyed the Plenty
The Women's Educational Club held
a profitable all-day picnic Oct. 2. at

the home of Mrs. Karl Packard, Glencove.

The morning speaker was Mrs
Annie Snow, who gave an interesting
talk on home industries.
At 12 30 an excellent lunch was
served.

The afternoon meeting began with i
the roll call consisting of a memory
gem. heart problem, or a current
event after which Miss Virginia'

Jones gave a brief account of the
three-day Republican Conference at ■
Camp Abena at which 500 women j

were present from all States and 16
Countries. She was followed by Miss '

Nettie Burleigh of North Vassalboro. |
who warned the club members of the
crisis now facing the nation. In her I
address she brought out the following
points: The Roosevelt administra
tion has departed from the platform j
of the Democratic Party and has sold !
out to Socialism. At the time of the i
election, the voters were unaware that!
Roosevelt was a Socialist at heart, but j
it soon developed that the Roosevelt |
regime included Wallace, a Socialist |
and Communist sympathizer; Tug- j
well, whose writings favor Russian
Communism; Richberg. a Socialist
lawyer; Eccles, who is a liberal;
Frances Perkins, a Radical and a for
mer member of the Socialist Party,
who refused to deport Red and Com
munist agitators.
Roosev elt's program is inimical to
liberty and honesty. Under the pre
text of emergency, he has assumed
vast powers including the control of
billions of dollars. In fact, the money
required for the three years of Roose
velt's administration is equivalent to
the total amount spent by the Gov
ernment Jrom the Administration of
Washington to that of Wilson. He
has used the distress of the people to
sell them into slavery by placing them
under a permanent system of Govern
ment supervision and control.
Compulsory government insurance
is making paupers of our whole peo
ple. Government support should be
avoided might and main, and the
same applies to Government in busi
ness.
The sanctity of contracts has been
broken down-public nnd private-by

FAREWELL SUMMER
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
Old Mother Earth is tired.
Her children, all full grown.
Are leaving for new pastures.
Are flying far from home.

Her dainty, fragrant blossoms
Have grown to full estate.
And now are getting restless
To seek another fate.
The fruitage of the orchards
Hangs blushing, rosy red.
Soon now tt will be gathered
From Its branches overhead.

The clusters on the grape vine.
And the grain upon the stalk.
Are ready for the wine-press
And for the farmers' shock."
While all the ripened harvest.
Its destiny foretold.
Ooes forth upon Its mission
To feed and to be sold.

Old Mother Earth, though weary,
Holds proud her head on high,
Resplendent tn her glory
Beneath the autumn sky.

•Tls true this valiant Mother
Must lay her down to rest
And fold her hands from labor
Across her bare, brown breast;

But aa she lies a-sleeplng.
All gently from above
A snow-white mantle softly
Will drape her couch ln love.

Elizabeth O. Marsh

In fact, why should any man wear himself
out "looking"—when he can own

TIMKEN OIL HEATING
equipment — and pay as little as

32c A DAY
"Follow the leader" is wise procedure when choosing
oil heating equipment. And thet means "TIMKEN,"
aa everybody knows. Get our thrilling new Fall Prop

osition now. See what Timken oilers you — including
"the easiest terms on earth." Don't make any deci
sion until you get this unprecedented proposition.

FREE Heating Survey
Thia expert analysis ol your home heating problem ia
worth $30, alone, according to many home owner*.

Telle exactly what you need — what you are losing —
what Timken will save you. No cost. No obligation.

No embarrassment. It is just Timken'e way ol saying,
“Glad to meet you." Mail the coupon or phone NOW,

JT ww wv

rws w

1 IM. A-ilrlX
BACKED

BY

A

OILHEATING

$15,000 000

ORGANIZATION

McLOON SALES & SERVICE
TEL 730
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND

MAH "NO OBLIGATION" COUPON NOW
E TIMKEN SILENT AUTOMATIC CO.
I Llmerock St Rockland. Me
■ lataraitad la yo«r aaw Fall FaopaaMoa--yoar Frja Haattaq
my aad Fraa haak. 'Traa Stortaa ol Oil H.«n«g Eooaowy.
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“CAMPMEETING JOHN-

Some Anecdotes Concerning a Well
Known Methodist Evangelist

SOUTH HOPE
Misses Alice Fish and Agnes Fish

were visitors last weekend at the home
Many local Methodists are familiar
with the name cf Campmeeting John •
Allen, and some of the stories told '
concerning the famous evangelist.:
In her well known department “Sun- ,
lit Trails" Alice Frost Lord, the Lew- I
Isten Journal Wayfarer had this to
say;
“In another dread? will come thc
centennial of Campmeeting John
Allen's arrival in Lewiston. He used
to tell how he came In that year of
1845. and Inquired up and down the |
business center for any Methodists In
town. He said It took him an hour!
to find one! And when he did locate I
the worthy man he was 'top of a hall’
or on ‘some high ground.'
“It was near thc close of that year
that this evangelist of Methodist per
suasion formed ln Lewiston the first
'class' In that denomination, w.th a
dozen members. In later years he
said he was glad he was a Methodist,
because he found so many of them cn I
every street.
"Another yarn spun around this I
venerable old-timer relates to a •
Methodist conference held ln Lewis
ton in the spring of 1883. At that
session a resolution was introduced
against the use of tobacco by
Christian people, meaning specifically
Methodist, and even more specifical- ■
ly Methodist men. Fcr American I
women didn't smoke then pagan or:
Christian, with perhaps rare excep
tions among nonagenarians.
Campmeeting John said he thought
when the resolution was read there!

of Mr and Mrs. Woodbury Lermond.

The house of Frances Howard is
being occupied for two weeks by a

party from Rhode Island.
Mrs. Chloe Mills recently passed a
day with Mrs. J. O. Oath.

Mr. and Mrs Artist Pease of Rock
land were callers Sunday In this com
munity.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cou ens, Jer

ald Cousens and Hayden Norris of
Portland are at the Alford house for
a week.

October Special!

RYTEX
STREAMLINE
PRINTED STATIONERY
Lovely to look at—exciting to use
and sensationally low priced!

was something wrong about it. He
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
remembered when he was converted
100 ENVELOPES
that he used tobacco; and that he
went to campmeeting and shouted
hallelulia and was as happy as could
be. After five years he came to a
sense of thc iniquity of his habit and
10c Extra
he threw away tobacco and since that
day. he affirmed, ‘I haven't used a
piece as big as a mouse’s car!'
With the smart new Streamline
"Campmeeting John also used to band In Light Green, Blue or Orrhld on the I^irgr Baronial Sheets
tell how. once upon a time, he was
laboring with a good woman, who had ' and on Pointed Flap of Envelopes.
Name and Address on Sheets and
reached an advanced age. During1 Envelopes in Blaek, Blue or Violet
the call she asked, ‘Brother Allen, | Ink. Fine quality White Vellum
would it be offensive to you If 11 paper.
smoked a llttie?' Said Campmeeting >
Only $1 a box—
John to her: ‘Go on, Sister, go on!,
October Only!
If you can stand a pipe so near your
Also
many
other styles to choose
nose as that I can stand it four feet I
from. Come in and see them.
off!’
“Half apologetically, he always ex- j
THE
plained to his audiences. ‘I wasn't go-|
ing to torment her. when she was
right on tlu- road to lieaven'l"
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